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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Global Supply Chain (GSC) has tentacles reaching almost every corner of the world,
supplying consumers with overseas products. The maritime portion of the GSC has a vast array of
vessels and port facilities working in the maritime supply chain. [See figure 1]1 An interruption in the
Just In Time (JIT) GSC can have an impact on consumers receiving goods or services. It is also a target
rich environment waiting for a devastating cyber-attack. The type of cyber-attack could have a range
from incapacitating to taking full control of a merchant ship or strangling port operations. When will the
process of hardening merchant vessels and port facilities against a cyber-attack commence? An analysis
of the areas in the merchant shipping industry specifically looking at cyber risks needs to be conducted
to determine areas needing “cyber defense shoring up.”
The purpose of this paper is to provide a formal response to a Request for Support (RFS) from
Allied Maritime Command (MARCOM) and the Romanian Naval Headquarters (RNH) on the subject of
maritime cyber security in the maritime supply chain. The maritime portion of the GSC has the cross
hairs aligned for a cyber-attack. The recent Information Technology (IT) attacks “NotPetya”,
“WannaCry”, Dyn and OPM; the Industrial Control System (ICS) attacks stuxnet, Siberian gas pipeline and
Ukraine’s power grid align to the Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) actors of China and Russia’s national
goals to weaken the West and its Allies. To gain an understanding of the cyber-threats affecting the
maritime transportation portion of the GSC, a risk based model conducted on a small number of vessels
and ports will provide a window into the larger merchant fleet vessels and port facilities exposed to
cyber-threats and vulnerable to cyber-attack. A risk management process using three ship types [Cargo
Container(CC), Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) and Luxury Cruise Liner (LCL)] and two ports [“As Is”/nonautomated and “To Be”/semi-automated] can provide a small window of understanding into the
maritime cyber-threat landscape.
The ISO 27005 Information Security Risk Management Process was implemented to analyze
three ship types and two port types. [See appendix A for ISO 27005 process summary] The RFS
requested analysis to determine ship and port facility systems that were Critical Infrastructure (CI). By
using the ISO 27005 risk process ranking each ship system, five IT systems and four ICS were determined
to be CI for merchant vessels. The five IT systems are: wireless LAN, internal LAN, satellite connection
(INMARSAT or VSAT), ECDIS and GPS. The four ICS systems are: MOS/K-Chief, K-Safe/Safety Center,
IBS/NACOS and PCS. [See appendix B (CC), C (LNG) and D (LCL) for vessel information] For the port
facilities, eight IT systems and five ICS systems were determined to be CI. The seven IT systems common
to both ports are: data backup services, Navis business intelligence portal, Pro Pass truck reservation
system, internal LAN, internal wireless private LAN, Navis 4 TOS, and cyber intelligence service. The
eighth IT system for the “To Be” port facility is differential GPS. The five ICS systems common to both
ports are: RTG crane “As Is” port, ARMG crane “To Be” port, radiation detection facility, straddle carrier,
cassette carrier and reach stacker. [See appendix F (“To Be”) and G (“As Is”) for port information]
Additionally, the survey that targeted maritime experts in the Black Sea region confirm the areas of CI
concern this study identified for merchant vessels and port facilities. [See appendix E for Black Sea
survey results]
The completed study answers the RFS from MARCOM and RNH and can now be used by
company Chief Information Officers to begin hardening vessel and port facility IT and ICS systems more
at risk to cyber-attack. It is time for the merchant shipping community to wake up and band together to
defend against cyber-attacks similar to the Declaration of Paris targeted pirates in 1865.2

1
2

(Hinkelman, 2006)
(Singer & Friedman, 2014)
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INTRODUCTION
The Global Supply Chain (GSC) has tentacles reaching almost every corner of the world,
supplying consumers with products from Nike shoes to Chiquita bananas. The maritime portion of the
GSC has a vast array of vessels and port facilities working in the maritime supply chain. [See figure 1]3
An interruption in the Just In Time (JIT) GSC can have an impact on consumers receiving goods or
services. It is also a target rich environment waiting for a devastating cyber-attack. The type of cyberattack could have a range from incapacitating to taking full control of a merchant ship or strangling port
operations. The shipping company, Maersk, was attacked by the NotPetya ransom ware in June, 2017,
that cost Maersk millions in lost revenue.4 When will the merchant shipping industry realize that cyberattacks affect the JIT GSC? When will the process of hardening merchant vessels and port facilities
against a cyber-attack commence? Will a catalyst similar to the Russian cyber-attack on Estonia be
required in the merchant shipping industry before being called into action? An analysis of the areas in
the merchant shipping industry specifically looking at cyber risks needs to be conducted to determine
areas needing “cyber defense shoring up.”
The purpose of this paper is to provide a formal response to a Request for Support (RFS) from
Allied Maritime Command (MARCOM) and the Romanian Naval Headquarters (RNH) on the subject of
maritime cyber security in the maritime supply chain. To answer the RFS, there are several background
areas that need to be explored to understand the problem. The background information includes:
similarities between the cyber and maritime environments, recent Information Technology (IT) attacks,
past Industrial Control System (ICS) attacks and Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) philosophies. The
methodology used to conduct the risk analysis needs an in depth explanation. The RFS was very general
and needed project scoping to ensure the project meets the timeline. Additionally, the project needed
to be narrowly scoped to answer the specifics of the RFS and wanted to highlight some areas that would
not be subject to this project, but could be used in a follow on project. Finally, the results of the cyber
risk analysis are provided answering the RFS from MARCOM and the RNH.
Similarities Between the Cyber and Maritime Environment: Both are global commons used by
all, both are used in free trade and communications and lastly, both take effort to ensure freedom of
use. The merchant shipping industry today could take a lesson from history. During the “Golden Age of
Piracy,” the maritime commons were combed by pirates finding lucrative targets to extract and amass
goods. To end piracy on the high seas required two actions. First, go after pirate safe havens - like Port
Royal. Second, nations had to combine efforts to pursue and bring pirates to justice - like the
Declaration of Paris signed in 1856. The Declaration was signed by forty-two nations and required
signatory nations to actively pursue pirates and bring them to justice. These two actions squashed
piracy allowing the maritime commons to be used again without fear of piracy grossly affecting trade.
Today, cyber pirate safe havens exist in the form of black markets. Cyber pirates can purchase malware
or use internet service providers friendly to cyber pirates.5 Cyber space can be used in the merchant
3

(Hinkelman, 2006)
(Novet, 2017)
5
(Singer & Friedman, 2014)
4
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shipping industry by cyber pirates. In the port of Antwerp cyber pirates took control of the port facility
container tracking system. They tracked containers holding several kilos of illegal drugs and unloaded
the contents at a time of their choosing.6 Will the merchant shipping industry need to band together,
like nations did in 1856, to find common ground to defeat cyber piracy and share best cyber defense
practices? Will the cyber police be able to seek out cyber pirate safe havens and eradicate cyber
pirates?
There are many indicators today that provide a window into areas of future cyber-attacks.
These include recent cyber-attacks using Information Technology (IT) systems, examples of past
Industrial Control Systems (ICS) cyber-attacks and the philosophies of Advances Persistent Threat (APT)
actors like China and Russia.
Recent IT attacks: “NotPetya”, “WannaCry”, Dyn and OPM are recent cyber-attacks affecting
finances, denial of services and data exfiltration with different targets and effects. On 27 June, 2017,
the “NotPetya” ransomware attack locked access to Maersk systems used to operate shipping terminals
all over the world, took at least two weeks to repair and cost the company over $300 million dollars.7
On 12 May, 2017, the “WannaCry” ransomware attack spread over tens of thousands of computers
affecting over 150 countries including the U.S., U.K., Spain, France and others. The goal of “WannaCry”
was to extract finances, 0.1781 bitcoins or the equivalent of $300 U.S, in exchange for unlocking a
consumer’s data. Paying the ransom in no way guaranteed the consumer’s data would be unencrypted
and restored for the user.8 In 2016, Dyn, a company that controls a good amount of the internet’s
Domain Name Server (DNS) infrastructure, was assaulted by the Mirai botnet. The botnet used digital
cameras and DVR players and other devices in the Internet of Things (IoT) wreaking havoc on an
estimated 100,000 devices. The attack affected Twitter, Netflix, CNN, Reddit, The Guardian (an
international news agency) and other websites in the U.S. and Europe.9 In 2015, the Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) who manages records for all U.S. government employees had over 21 million
personnel data records stolen by a Chinese hacking group. Personal data stolen included social security
number, address, mental health information, and background check interview results to name a few.10
Of the top six countries found to be the target of a cyber-attack, the U.S. ranks as number four on the
list.11 Other reports indicate the top five NATO countries with the most cybercrime are the United
States, Germany, Britain, Spain and Italy.12 The “NotPetya”, “WannaCry”, Dyn and OPM attacks
demonstrate the changing cyber-threat environment and the need to find good defensive measures to
prevent financial losses, maintain availability of services and prevent data loss. There are millions of
cyber-attacks that take place every day costing an estimated 238 billion pounds or $400 Billion in the

6

(Europol, 2013)
(Leovy, 2017)
8
(US-CERT, 2017)
9
(Woolf, 2016)
10
(Office of Personnel Management)
11
(Buntinx, 2017)
12
(EnigmaSoftware)
7
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world economy.13 According to the most recent U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) report,
there has been a dramatic increase in cyber reported incidents. In 2006, there were approximately
5,503 cyber related incidents reported culminating in 2015 with 77,183 incidents reported.14 This is 14
times the number of cyber incidents reported since 2006 over a nine year period! According to
statistics, it is only a matter of time before more frequent cyber-attacks begin finding their way into the
maritime community. The numbers do not favor any industry being immune to the cyber domain.
Past ICS attacks: Stuxnet, the original Siberian gas pipeline logic bomb and Ukraine’s power grid
outage are examples of cyber-attacks affecting ICS. This is significant as large portions of merchant ships
and port facilities contain ICS to run efficient operations. Stuxnet: In 2010, the Natanz Iranian nuclear
enrichment facility was buried underground, hardened against a kinetic attack and contained zero
internet connection to the outside world. The ‘Olympic Games’ mission aimed to build a digital bunker
buster that could specifically target the Natanz enrichment facility, sabotage centrifuges while curtailing
the risk of a nuclear accident that could result in killing innocent people. The stuxnet virus was designed
to degrade two portions of the Iranian nuclear enrichment process that was brought into the Natanz
nuclear facility on a worker’s thumb drive.15 First, stuxnet disrupted the speed of the centrifuges and
second stuxnet interrupted the valves passing the uranium hexafluoride gas between centrifuge stages
during the enrichment process. Stuxnet targeted Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) used to control
the enrichment process.16 Without killing personnel or kinetically destroying the facility, the stuxnet
digital bunker buster accomplished the mission. Siberian Pipeline: In 1982, Russia sought to update
the natural gas pipeline software that supplied Western Europe from Russian natural gas mines. The
current software ran the pumps, turbines and valves. An upgrade to the system was advertised as
necessary to continue smooth pipeline operations. The upgrade software contained built in flaws
designed to reset pump speeds and valve settings which created pressures unacceptable to pipeline
joints and welds. The result was an explosion that stopped the flow of natural gas to Western Europe.
The goal of the pipeline software was to disrupt the Russian natural gas supply, decrease financial
earnings and hurt the Russian internal economy. The goal was achieved with results beyond
expectations and no personnel were killed. 17 Ukraine Power Grid: In 2015, two power distribution
companies in Ukraine were cyber-attacked leaving more than 80,000 people without power in eight
different provinces. This was the first time a black out was caused by a cyber-attack. The attack was the
result of a spear-phishing campaign resulting in malware infecting machines and opening a back door for
hackers. The hackers got into the corporate network, conducted extensive reconnaissance and obtained
user credentials and a pathway to the ICS network for the Ukrainian power grid. Once allowed into the
power grid the attack consisted of three parts. First, the Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) was
disabled resulting in no backup power to gracefully shut down the power system. Second, the
converters were disabled preventing commands from the ICS network to process commands at the
13

(O'Callaghan, 2014)
(Wilshusen, 2017)
15
(Kelley, 2013)
16
(Zetter, 2014)
17
(Russell, 2004)
14
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power grid. The power breakers were digitally tripped. Third, a Telephone Denial of Service (TDOS) was
launched against the customer call center preventing customers from reporting the outage. This
resulted in the power grid, affecting 80,000 customers, being unable to provide power for
approximately three to six hours, depending on the location. The fix was to manually drive to each
substation and manually reset the power breakers.18 Stuxnet, the Siberian gas pipeline and the
Ukrainian power grid are examples of ICS systems not physically connected to the internet that were
compromised by an outside source bringing malware into a known good system. These incidents
highlight occurrences on terrestrial based facilities. The same type of attack could very easily occur
shipboard or more likely targeted at port facilities as a result of similar maintenance and upgrade
procedures.
APT Philosophies: China and Russia are challenging the free world in the maritime domain.
China’s desire to expand maritime dominance from their coast to the Spratley Islands is deeply
contested in the international community19and Russia’s annexation of the Crimea ensures maritime port
facilities on both sides of Asia to support Russian interests.20 The cyber philosophies of each country are
telling in what may lie ahead regarding the use of cyber in the maritime domain. China is working
toward “the shi of virtual reality.” By thinking how an inferior force can defeat a superior force, Sun Tzu
termed this “win victory before the first battle.” With a different approach to Chinese thinking
manipulating the stock market, exploiting currency or controlling the price of rare earth elements is not
out of the question. China recognizes that information technologies can be used in politics, on the
battlefield or both. One example includes conducting undetected reconnaissance activity to manipulate
the financial security of another nation.21 Would it be possible for China to render a maritime fleet
incapable of delivering goods strictly using the cyber domain and remain undetected? Cyber
vulnerabilities in the merchant shipping industry exist that could be exploited to manipulate the MTS
affecting a countries production thus the financial security of a nation. Russian cyber philosophy
appears to be driven by corruption since the fall of the former U.S.S.R. Current Russian military doctrine
expresses using information warfare to achieve political goals avoiding military might. Russia exploits
the use of many youth groups to work in the cyber arena as they are cost effective, have specialized
cyber skills not requiring government sponsored training and underage individuals confuse the
attribution problem plaguing current cyber investigators. Russia has a thriving cyber-criminal industry
with catalogs describing malware and services for sale or rent on the Runet (the Russian portion of the
internet). Russian cyber experts are very good and are rarely caught.22 Russia’s new national security
strategy desires regaining status as a super power it once had. Russia sees the U.S. as the problem and
is looking for ways to counter.23 A “cyber pact” between China and Russia describes cyber collaboration
between the two nations. China and Russia will stand together against technology used to carry out acts

18

(Zetter, WIRED, 2016)
(Z News, 2016)
20
(Karimi, 2014)
21
(Thomas, 2009)
22
(Smith, 2014)
23
(Oliker, 2016)
19
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of cyber related aggression and share cyber techniques.24 If China and Russia work together could
merchant shipping in the Black Sea region or other maritime regions be affected by a cyber-attack? The
cyber philosophies for China and Russia indicate the direction and focus of potential maritime cyber
areas that could achieve their national goals.
The maritime portion of the GSC has the cross hairs aligned for a cyber-attack. The recent IT
attacks “NotPetya”, “WannaCry”, Dyn and OPM; the ICS attacks stuxnet, Siberian gas pipeline and
Ukraine’s power grid align to the APT actors of China and Russia’s national goals to weaken the West
and its Allies. To gain an understanding of the cyber-threats affecting the maritime transportation
portion of the GSC, a risk analysis of cyber vulnerabilities will identify areas needing cyber bolstering. A
risk based model applied to a small number of vessels and ports will be used to provide a window into
the larger merchant fleet vessel and port facilities exposed to cyber-threats and vulnerable to cyberattack. A risk management process using three ship types [Cargo Container(CC), Liquid Natural Gas
(LNG) and Luxury Cruise Liner (LCL)] and two ports [“As Is”/non-automated and “To Be”/semiautomated)] will provide a small window of understanding into the maritime cyber-threat landscape.
CCs and LNG vessels comprise a large number of goods transported between the European Union (E.U.),
China and the United States. Additionally, numerous vacation cruise vessels tour destinations in the
Caribbean and Mediterranean servicing starry eyed vacationers. The “as is” port facility contains supply
lines for ships, trains and 18-wheel trucks all handling twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs) being loaded
and unloaded via manual crane. The main difference between the “as is” and the “to be” port facility is
the partial automation of the TEU loading and unloading cargo stack. All vessels and facilities are
subject to cyber-attack and need to take measures to harden against current and future cyber-threats.
Transporting goods via a ship rather than an aircraft remains the least expensive method to deliver
products between continents.25 The maritime transportation sector could be a very lucrative target for
China and Russia. Examples have shown that a cyber-attack on an ICS and IT system can create havoc.
Would it be possible to combine the two on board a merchant vessel or a port facility? To answer this
question, the risk analysis on merchant ships and port facilities will provide insight into cyber
vulnerabilities in the JIT GSC.
METHODOLOGY
The Combined Joint Operations from the Sea (CJOS) Center of Excellence (COE) was tasked by
the Romanian Naval Headquarters (RNH) and the NATO Maritime Command (MARCOM), in conjunction
with an ongoing Maritime Cyber Security (MCS) research project, to analyze a disruption to the maritime
supply chain through the cyber-threat lens. In a very broad scope, the CJOS COE MCS charter describes
identifying cyber-vulnerabilities to safeguard Critical Infrastructure (CI) against cyber-threats and
improve cyber-resilience in the maritime transportation system to include energy (oil & gas) and vital
goods. The Romanian RFS describes identifying cyber-vulnerabilities in ship and port operator systems,
particular to the Black Sea region. Lastly, the MARCOM RFS desires an analysis and evaluation for
methods safeguarding CI in the maritime supply chain. To meet the intent of the CJOS COE charter, the
24
25
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(Manaadiar, 2013)
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RNH and the MARCOM RFS, CJOS COE determined a cyber-risk assessment was best suited to provide
the MCS analysis. The risk management process from the International Standards Organization (ISO)
publication 27005 was selected. The ISO 27005 risk management framework defines a nine step risk
assessment process. For the purposes of this report, the risk assessment will include three of the nine
steps outlined in the ISO 27005. The three steps are risk identification, risk analysis and risk evaluation.
Please see Annex A for an in depth risk assessment process explanation used for the analysis in this
report. The risk assessment will analyze the systems on each type of ship [CC: annex B; LNG: annex C;
and LCL: annex C] and each port facility [“as is”: annex G; and “to be”: annex F] ranking systems most at
risk to cyber-attack.
SCOPE OF STUDY
The results of this study were formulated through research. The goal is to provide a high level
view of the systems on board typical merchant vessels and port facilities servicing the maritime supply
chain. It was not feasible to analyze every type of ship and every type of port facility in the maritime
supply chain. Analyzing three different ship types and two different port facilities would glean valuable
information and provide a window into international ships and ports currently exposed to cyber risks.
The scope of analysis will include only the systems on board each vessel type and contained in each port
facility.
There are systems and other facilities that are not part of this study that could have an effect on
the maritime supply chain. Systems like the Vessel Traffic System (VTS) and U.S. inspection
requirements. The VTS is used to guide a ship into the port of destination but it is not owned by the
port facility or the ship. Entering U.S. territorial waters, ships and cargo are screened by the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS) and the United States Coast Guard (USCG) for illegal cargo. Neither is part
of the ship or port facility, yet could delay cargo from reaching its destination in a timely manner.
Similar inspections are assumed to be conducted in ports outside the United States. Facilities that could
be included in the MCS analysis include maritime oil rig platforms, wind generation platforms, public
port facilities, waterways and canals. This is not an exclusive list, but sheds some light on the
complexity of the maritime supply chain ecosystem. These systems (VTS, U.S. inspections, oil rigs, wind
generations platforms, public port facilities, waterways and canals) are not part of this study, but could
be included in a follow on study. The risk management approach will identify issues in the maritime
community that should be the catalyst to begin the process to protect against cyber threats in the
maritime industry.
LIMITATIONS
There are several areas that need to be addressed limiting the results of the project. Scanning
techniques, aggregation of systems, ship system knowledge and historical data are areas of concern that
would have an impact on the outcome of the assessment. These areas were excluded in order to bind
the project while keeping the project moving forward.
Scanning techniques. One of the best methods to analyzing cyber-vulnerabilities involves conducting
scans of network systems. There are several methods of scanning cyber-systems to include network
Page | 12

discovery scanning, network vulnerability scanning, web vulnerability scanning and penetration testing
to name a few. Scanning and testing could be conducted to provide a comprehensive security picture of
an individual ship and port facility. Scanning techniques were not used for the purposes of this report.
Aggregation of systems. Each system was looked at individually. There was no consideration in
analyzing several systems being affected at the same time. For example, if a fire broke out in a critical
location, the aggregation of all systems affected was not calculated in the risk assessment conducted in
this study.
Ship Systems Knowledge. Knowledge of ship systems is limited to only what is available through
research. As an outsider looking into the Merchant shipping industry, specific ship system knowledge is
limited to what can be researched in open unclassified sources. In depth analysis of each system
remains to be done at a more “detailed” system level or via a scanning technique to provide specific
protection measures for each system. A “detailed” system analysis was not conducted as part of this
study.
Historical Data. The lack of historical data on maritime cyber-attacks posed an obstacle in providing a
comprehensive risk assessment. It is the desire of this report to expose the lack of historical cyber
related incident data. This should assist stake holders in energizing the maritime community to begin
collecting cyber incident data and sharing cyber incidents to the larger maritime community.
RESULTS
The results of the cyber risk analysis conducted ranked all systems evaluated on board each
vessel and at each port facility. Once this portion was completed, systems were then analyzed from a CI
perspective. There are systems that are more open to a cyber-attack but would not affect the safe
operation of the vessel or the port facility. Though a system is ranked at the top it may not be critical to
the safe operation of the vessel or port. All three vessel shipboard systems and both port facilities were
analyzed using the risk assessment process and a cutoff point needed to be established. The cut off
point for each vessel (CC, LNG and LCL) was the High Frequency (HF) radio. The HF radio has a very
limited capacity to cyber-attack. Most other systems that were ranked below the HF radio were
deemed to have minimal cyber threats targeting these systems. This study will concentrate on the
vessel systems ranked above the HF Radio (highlighted in green). [See Figure 2] The cut off point for
each port facility (“as is” and “to be”) is the telephone system. The telephone system has limited
capacity to cyber-attack. Most other systems that were ranked below the telephone system
(highlighted in green) were deemed to have minimal cyber threats targeting these systems. [See Figure
8]
Risk analysis for Cargo Container (CC) Vessel: A standard Cargo Container (CC) vessel was chosen for
analysis. [Please see annex B for detailed analysis and all references] The CC can carry approximately
6500 Twenty foot Equivalent Units (TEU)--one TEU can be transported by one 18 wheeler truck that is
seen frequently on the highways.26 The CC is approximately 300m long (roughly three football field
26
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lengths) and displaces approximately 75,000 tons. This particular CC has a crew of 21 personnel and
operates a consistent route between Felixstowe, UK to Laem Chabang, Thailand with numerous stops in
between.27 [See annex B, Figure 10] The CC has been in service since 2007, is over ten years and not all
the systems were integrated well.28 Systems such as GPS, ECDIS and AIS were integrated to assist
navigation on the bridge and most likely were bolt on applications-meaning they were added after the
ship was constructed and put into service. There have been minimal upgrades to this vessel since it was
put to sea. The CC is similar to a mid-grade pick-up “truck” that is used to haul cargo from one location
to another and does not have a lot of amenities on board.
A cyber risk analysis was conducted on 31 shipboard systems and ranked by cyber vulnerability.
The top six systems most at risk to a cyber-attack that were above the HF radio ranking include [See
Annex B, Figures 2 to 8]:
1. Wireless Local Area Network (LAN) [Mobile device computing];
2. Ships Internal LAN [Connects all onboard systems];
3. International Maritime Satellite (INMARSAT) [Satellite communications link to vessel];
4. Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS) [Electronic navigation charts];
5. Management of Operational Systems (MOS) [Collects ship info sends to bridge/engine];
6. Global Positioning System (GPS) [Position location];
Risk Analysis for Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) Vessel: A standard Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) vessel from
TEEKAY was chosen for analysis. [See annex C for detailed analysis and all references] The TEEKAY LNG
is a membrane type carrier meaning that the LNG is carried in a non-self-supporting tank structure that
forms to the hull of the ship and was put into service in 2016.29 TEEKAY LNG vessels carry methane gas
that is cooled to minus 162 degrees Celsius (-162 C) for transport.30 The American natural gas market is
ramping up to provide a consistent natural gas supply to the European market. TEEKAY uses LNG vessels
that will provide an alternate natural gas supply source from Texas to compete with the existing Russian
natural gas European market.31 TEEKAY LNG vessels are approximately 300m long (roughly three
football field lengths) with a gross tonnage of approximately 115,000 tons.32 The amount of LNG that
TEEKAY vessels can carry is 173,400 m3 (cubic meters) in the deck membrane.33 There are
approximately 27 crew members on board and it does not appear that there are any dedicated IT
professionals working onboard.34 TEEKAY ships normally operate point to point meaning LNG is loaded
from the supply port and then traverses to the destination port to offload the LNG. Upon completion of
delivery the LNG vessel returns home for the next LNG supply run. TEEKAY, for example, can operate
from Cheniere Sebine Pass, Louisiana to Magardos Ferrol, Spain.35 [See annex C, Figure 15] From the
27
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research conducted we have determined that the LNG was designed with cyber security in mind and is
more secure than the previous cargo ship examined. There are more stringent security measures in
place to detect malicious cyber-attacks with the ability to respond quickly. Additionally, the LNG vessel
has been in service for less than two years and the systems were fully integrated using strong network
segregation. The LNG saves diesel fuel carried on board by using Boil Off Gas (BOG) from the LNG being
carried saving the company roughly $20,000 per day. For this reason, the LNG has been designated the
“Prius” as it was designed to conserve fuel and get the cargo from point A to point B safely and
efficiently. A cyber risk analysis was conducted on 41 shipboard systems and ranked by system. The
results of the top eleven systems that were ranked above the HF radio ranking most at risk to a cyberattack are [annex C, Figures 2 to 13]:
1. Internal Management System (IMS) [Collaboration portal];
2. Wireless Local Area Network (LAN) [Mobile device computing];
3. K-Chief [Stand-alone system for power mgmt., auxiliary control, ballast & cargo control];
4. Internal LAN [Connects all onboard systems];
5. Fleet Management Software(FMS) [Software for maintenance and voyage planning];
6. Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) [Satellite communications link to vessel];
7. Global Positioning System (GPS) [Position location];
8. K-Safe [Provides emergency shutdown, fire and gas detection];
9. Integrated Bridge System (IBS) [Connects all subsystems to central bridge user interface];
10. Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS) [Electronic navigation charts];
11. Propulsion Control System (PCS) [Bridge control for engine and propellers];
Risk Analysis for Luxury Cruise Liner (LCL) Vessel: A mainstream Luxury Cruise Liner (LCL) serving a large
customer base while operating in both the Mediterranean and Caribbean was selected for analysis. [See
annex D for detailed analysis and all references] A large LCL was selected for analysis as it carries a
maximum of 4,272 passengers, 1,350 crew members and is considered among the largest cruise vessels
of its kind.36 Totaling roughly 5,600 souls on board, the LCL carries roughly the same number of
personnel as a US aircraft carrier and is considered a miniature floating city.37 The LCL is 330m long
(over three times the length of a football field) with a gross tonnage of 142,714 tons.38 It has two cruise
seasons with a trans-Atlantic cruise available in preparation of the next season. The LCL cruises
Mediterranean destinations for one season, conducts a trans-Atlantic cruise to set up for the next
season in the Caribbean. Once the cruise season in the Caribbean comes to a close, a trans-Atlantic
cruise sets up for the Mediterranean season.39 [See annex D, Figure 25] Built in 2014 and retrofitted in
2017 with state of the art equipment this LCL is only four years old.40 Since the LCL has numerous
systems to entertain the passengers being carried aboard so as not to distract the Officer of the Deck
(OOD), the LCL is synonymous with a large “minivan” with the complete and fully upgraded
entertainment package a mother dreams of to entertain the bambinos in the rear of the “minivan.” A
36
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cyber risk analysis was conducted on 53 shipboard systems and ranked by risk. From the research
conducted we have determined that systems onboard the LCL are state of the art and designed
specifically with cyber security in mind. The Princess headquarters in California maintains a 24-hour
watch to address any emergency issue that might arise as a result of a cyber-attack or any other
emergency affecting the LCL vessel while underway. The results of the top twenty systems most at risk
to a cyber-attack are [annex D, Figures 2 to 23]:
1. Passenger Photo Kiosk (PPK) [Passengers purchase photos taken by shipboard cameras];
2. Wireless Local Area Network (LAN) [Mobile device computing];
3. Hospital Emergency Room(ER) [ER for passengers and crewmembers];
4. Hospital Intensive Care Unit(ICU) [ICU for passengers and crewmembers];
5. Princess@Sea Mobile Application [Provides passenger event schedule, menus and texting];
6. Internet Café [Passengers provided internet access via group of shipboard computers];
7. Internal LAN [Connects critical shipboard systems only];
8. Ocean Medallion [Personal concierge service for passengers];
9. Xevo Experience Manager [Shipboard system with movies, safety messages and schedules];
10. Navigation Automation Control System (NACOS) [Bridge software for navigation];
11. Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) [Satellite communications link to vessel];
12. Dynamic Maintenance Planning (DMP) [Maintenance planning system];
13. Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) [Maintenance planning system];
14. Global Positioning System (GPS) [Vessel location and tracking system];
15. Hospital Tele X-ray [X-ray capability for passengers or crewmembers];
16. Safety Center [On board back up system separated from bridge and engine room];
17. Smart Predict [Provide advanced motion prediction capability for the vessel];
18. Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS) [Bridge electronic chart system];
19. Conning [Centralized data display for ship’s command];
20. Propulsion Control System(PCS) [bridge and engineering propulsion control system];
Vessel Conclusions: Using the risk management process described earlier, ship board systems
more at risk to cyber vulnerabilities have been identified for a Cargo Container (CC), Liquid Natural Gas
(LNG), and Luxury Cruise Liner (LCL). All systems for the CC (“the truck”), LNG (“the Prius”) and LCL (”the
minivan with full entertainment system”) containing 31, 41 and 53 systems respectively, that were
identified as not critical to the safe operation of the vessel were eliminated (identified by the red “X”).
[see figure 3] Systems common across all three vessels were identified (by the red arrows) [see figure 4],
systems common between two of the vessels were identified (using greed arrows) [see figure 5] and
systems available on the newest vessels were identified (identified by the grey ovals). [see figure 6] The
IT and ICS systems that remained were CI common to all three vessels and provide a cyber-vulnerability
window into the larger merchant shipping fleet. The analysis concluded five IT systems were CI: wireless
LAN, internal LAN, satellite connection (INMARSAT or VSAT), ECDIS and GPS and four ICS systems were
CI: MOS/K-Chief, K-Safe/Safety Center, IBS/NACOS and PCS. [See Figure 7] For details on each of the
systems described below please see annex B for CC, annex C for LNG and annex D for LCL.
Vessel IT Systems: The wireless LAN tops the list and the concern is information compromise.
Mobile devices create cyber security risk through eavesdropping, software updates, remote spying and
theft leading to information compromise. Eavesdropping while in port is easily accomplished as ships
spend less than 24 hours in port and phone calls home with information about the next port stop can
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easily be heard while ashore. Mobile software updates impose risk as the responsibility is pushed to
the user who may delay the upgrade simply due to the geographic location able to receive an update.
When personnel go ashore and connect to a wireless network and then return to the ship to reconnect
into the ships wireless LAN introduces cyber security risk. Obtaining data from untrustworthy sources,
for example, a new mobile application downloaded while ashore, increases cyber security risk. Remote
spying can occur ashore when members use their mobile device that could be hacked into while ashore
again, introducing more risk. Lastly, mobile device theft can pose additional security risks. The ships
wireless LAN is the most susceptible to cyber-attack with the caveat that if compromised may not
interfere with the safe operation of the vessel. Companies have recognized this vulnerability and
incorporated some mitigations. [See appendix B, C and D for more information on all systems listed in
this section]
The ships internal LAN is impacted by a compromise of information and technical failures.
Access is controlled with one connection outside the ship to the internet via satellite and the remaining
workstations inside the ship connected via network cables and network devices. User access is granted
by the company with some requiring a user name and password, and others requiring a security access
card. Obtaining data from untrustworthy sources ranks as the highest risk to shipboard internal LAN
cyber security. Attacks could come from users on the network accessing malicious websites, clicking on
links in emails containing malware or downloading applications obtained from untrusted sources.
Outside maintenance on shipboard systems poses additional risk when allowed access to ship systems.
Having zero or very few IT personnel on board poses additional risk. Remote access to shipboard
systems with auto update enabled introduces risk. Obtaining data from untrustworthy sources, external
maintenance access and remote IT system updates expose the internal LAN to cyber security risk.
The satellite connection (INMARSAT or VSAT) is the lifeline of any ship during open ocean
transit or while in port. Merchant ships stay connected to the satellite and do not connect to a shore
infrastructure. The wireless and internal LAN use this lifeline to access the world wide web and provide
vital services. A compromise of function due to satellite maintenance actions or configuration changes
that are handled outside ship lifelines pose the biggest risk to ensuring a secure connection between the
ship and shore.
The Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS) displays navigational data using
electronic charts and imposes the ships position on an electronic chart using a position feed from Global
Positioning System (GPS). The main security concern to ECDIS is the software update process. Features
on navigation charts change frequently and require regular updates. ECDIS chart updates are completed
in two different ways. First, updates could be sent to the ship via external storage media such as an
external USB drive or CD and manually loaded into the ECDIS. Second, updates could be done via a
trusted website. Either method introduces a cyber-risk able to compromise information used to update
ECDIS by obtaining data from an untrustworthy source, corruption of the data or worse ECDIS denial of
service.
The last shipboard IT system is the Global Positioning System (GPS) used to provide accurate
shipboard position using at least three satellites to triangulate the ships position. GPS has become a
navigation tool heavily relied on to conduct ship navigation leaving dead reckoning or celestial
navigation an ancient art. Information compromise and unauthorized actions can decrease the
reliability of GPS. The biggest concern for shipboard GPS is receiving incorrect or fraudulent data. If the
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GPS data has been corrupted, comes from an untrusted source or has been spoofed, the safe navigation
of the vessel is threatened. Additionally, a GPS compromised system may report inaccurate ships
position affecting the safe rescue of personnel in the event of an emergency.
Vessel ICS Systems: The Management of Operational Systems (MOS) (CC) and Kongsberg-Chief
System (LNG) collect data from shipboard systems (think engine, generator, etc.) and distribute the
information to the bridge and engineering. The status of operating systems alert watch standers of
abnormal conditions. Some systems transmit data to shore based headquarters to track future
maintenance actions. The connection outbound increases risk to the MOS system. Tampering with
hardware and software monitoring the shipboard systems is the biggest risk to shipboard cyber security.
Think of an attack on the MOS or K-Chief conducted in the same way as the stuxnet virus attacked the
Natanz nuclear facility. Not too difficult when outside maintenance personnel are allowed access to
shipboard systems.
The Kongsberg-Safe (LNG) and Safety Center (LCL) are a family of computerized systems
designed to safely monitor and automatically take corrective actions on unacceptable hazardous
situations. Both systems are segregated from the control systems on board to reduce risks to other
systems. Both systems have access to almost all onboard systems to safely conduct an emergency
shutdown, detect a fire and set off the fire extinguishing system, detect hazardous gas with the ability to
provide protection and execute a process shutdown for designated systems, if required. The biggest
cyber concern for stand-alone systems is physical damage to the system, a technical failure of the
system or a loss of essential services.
The Integrated Bridge System (IBS) (LNG) and the Navigation Automation Control System
(NACOS) (LCL) connect all subsystems on the bridge by using centrally located interfaces with system
message alerts keeping the OOD focused on safely driving the ship. This provides a distraction free
bridge environment with the OOD located in one location vice moving to multiple separate instruments
to piece together the mental situational awareness picture. Both systems are reminiscent of the Star
Trek vessel “Voyager” bridge captain’s chair where all systems are viewable from one central seat. This
is the second most important ICS system needing cyber hardening. Technical failures, compromise of
information and compromise of functions are the areas where cyber vulnerabilities exist.
The last system is the Power Control System (PCS) that manages all the control devices,
displays, indicators and modules to provide for all possible propulsion configurations of the vessel from
the bridge. The PCS consists of two independent systems, normal and back-up, each with its own
network. The PCS improves the safe operation of the LCL vessel by providing critical propulsion
information to the relevant user, either in the bridge or the engine room. From a cyber-perspective,
physical damage to the system and loss of essential services have the greatest risk of affecting the PCS.
Risk analysis for “As Is” Port Facility: The “As Is” or manually operated port that was selected for
analysis is one of six ports that make up the Port of Virginia (PoV). [Please see annex G for detailed
analysis and all references] The PoV cargo is destined to over 45 countries, 18 in Asia and twelve to
Europe every week. Roughly 46% of the cargo is imported with 54% exported.41 The PoV moves 60%
of total cargo via truck, 37% via rail and approximately 3% via barge.42 An overview of “as is” port
operations is presented in Annex G Figure 2 and Figure 3. For the purposes of this study, truck and rail
operations outside of the “as is” port facility and barge operations would require further analysis and
were NOT part of this study. Analysis is solely concerned with the movement of TEUs that arrive and
41
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depart to and from the “as is” port facility at the facility and not beyond. A cyber risk analysis was
conducted on 27 port facility systems and ranked by cyber vulnerability. The top fourteen systems most
at risk to a cyber-attack that were above the telephone system ranking include [See annex G, Figures 4
to 19]:
1. Terminal Cameras [security cameras that record trucks and rail cars entering/exiting premises]
2. Data Back Up Services [Navis 4 TOS data backed up to three different locations]
3. Navis Business Intelligence Portal [operations management tool]
4. Pro Pass Truck Reservations System [truck arrival/departure operational management system]
5. Internal Local Area Network (LAN) [connects computers throughout port facility]
6. Internal Wireless LAN [communication mechanism for all vehicles working at the port facility]
7. Public Wireless LAN [allows personal devices to connect to the internet not used for work]
8. Navis 4 Terminal Operating System [terminal operating system coordinating TEU movement]
9. Cyber Security Intelligence Service [monitors internet and systems for cyber-attacks]
10. Rubber Tire Gantry (RTG) Crane [moves TEUs to and from the TEU stack]
11. Radiation Detection Facility [scans all TEUs entering the port facility]
12. Straddle Carrier [moves TEUs to and from the TEU stack management area]
13. Cassette Carrier [moves TEUs to and from rail to TEU stack management area]
14. Reach Stacker [moves TEUs to and from Cassette Carrier to rail]
Risk Analysis for “To Be” Port Facility: The “To Be” or semi-automated port is manually loaded and
unloaded into the TEU stack manager which has been automated to support cargo movement
preparations 24 hours a day. One of six ports that make up the PoV was chosen for analysis. [Please see
annex F for detailed analysis and all references] The “to be” port facility operations have increased
automation to minimize human involvement, and increase efficiency in cargo handling. The PoV moves
60% of total cargo via truck, 37% via rail and approximately 3% via barge. The PoV moved roughly 2.8
million Twenty-Foot Equivalent Units (TEU) in 2017. As a sign of its proven efficiency, the PoVs more
automated operational model is being expanded to twice its current size while being implemented at
another of PoVs six locations taking place in phases beginning in 2018.
A cyber risk analysis was conducted on 28 port facility systems and ranked by cyber
vulnerability. The top fifteen systems most at risk to a cyber-attack that were above the telephone
system ranking include [See annex F, Figures 4 to 20]:
1. Terminal Cameras [security cameras that record trucks and rail cars entering/exiting premises]
2. Data Back Up Services [Navis 4 TOS data backed up to three different locations]
3. Navis Business Intelligence Portal [operations management tool]
4. Pro Pass Truck Reservations System [truck arrival/departure operational management system]
5. Internal Local Area Network (LAN) [connects computers throughout port facility]
6. Internal Wireless LAN [communication mechanism for all vehicles working at the port facility]
7. Public Wireless LAN [allows personal devices to connect to the internet]
8. Navis 4 Terminal Operating System [terminal operating system coordinating TEU movement]
9. Cyber Security Intelligence Service [monitors internet and systems for cyber-attacks]
10. Differential Global Positioning System (GPS) [provides TEU positioning at automated facility]
11. Automated Rail Mounted Gantry (ARMG) Crane [moves TEUs to and from the TEU stack]
12. Radiation Detection Facility [scans all TEUs entering the port facility]
13. Straddle Carrier [moves TEUs to and from the TEU stack management area]
14. Cassette Carrier [moves TEUs to and from rail to TEU stack management area]
15. Reach Stacker [moves TEUs to and from Cassette Carrier to rail]
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Port Facility Conclusions: Using the risk management process described earlier, port facility
systems more at risk to cyber vulnerabilities were identified for the common, “As Is” and future, “To Be”
ports. Further analysis was conducted to identify CI common to both port facilities that provide a
window into the cyber landscape at global port facilities. All systems that were not critical to the safe
operation of each port facility were identified and excluded (identified by the red “X”). [See Figure 9]
Systems critical to the safe operation of each port facility and common to both port facilities were
identified (using red arrows). [See Figure 10] From the analysis conducted eight IT systems and five ICSs
were determined to be CI. The seven IT systems are: data backup services, Navis business intelligence
portal, Pro Pass truck reservation system, internal LAN, internal wireless private LAN, Navis 4 Terminal
Operating System, cyber intelligence service and for the future or “To Be” port differential global
positioning system. The five ICS systems are: RTG crane used at the “As Is” port facility and the ARMG
crane used at the “To Be” port facility; radiation detection facility, straddle carrier, cassette carrier and
reach stacker. [See Figure 10] For details on each of these systems please see annex F for the “To Be”
port facility and annex G for the “As Is” port facility.
Port IT Systems: The first system critical to daily port operations is the data backup services
which has been outsourced to a private company for both ports. The data backup service ensures data
security and redundancy.43 The data generated from the Navis 4 Terminal Operating System (TOS) is the
most critical asset to both port facilities. The Navis 4 TOS generates all the data used to move cargo
from one location to another and is sent to personnel operating machinery that move cargo or to
automated systems moving cargo via onboard computers.44 The greatest threats to the Navis data are
from physical damage to the data storage equipment, a technical failure of the equipment or a
compromise of functions. The Navis data is so important, it is stored in three different locations each
using separate hardware and software. If the on-site Navis data were compromised, the offsite backup
data would be pulled from one of the three offsite data centers to restore cargo operations otherwise
port operations would slow dramatically or cease all together.
The Navis business intelligence portal is a tool using the Navis 4 TOS data to provide daily
operational insights within both port facilities displaying dashboards relevant for terminal managers,
shift managers and supervisors. The dashboards are used to take action reducing manual analysis and
improving port operation performance such as gate productivity, yard operations, eliminate bottlenecks,
improve rail operation performance and improve customer service.45 Physical damage to the system
supporting the portal and a compromise of information are the two greatest cyber threats affecting the
portal.
The Pro Pass Truck Reservation System is an online system allowing the PoV to optimize truck
operations entering or leaving the port, reduce turnaround time for truckers, eliminate trouble cases,
and reduce congestion within the port.46 The Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) pass mounted to the
driver side mirror is required to be used in conjunction with the Pro Pass Truck Reservation system.47
Physical damage and compromise of information are cyber risk areas. If the Pro Pass Truck Reservation
System were rendered inoperative significant delays could occur for inbound and outbound trucks
ultimately decreasing or ceasing the flow of cargo at the port facility.
The Internal Local Area Network (LAN) provides employees with information using systems in
the conduct of operations at the port facility. The systems connected to the internal LAN include the
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Navis 4 Terminal Operating System (TOS), Navis Business Intelligence Portal and the ProPass truck
reservation system to name a few. The internal LAN is subject to technical failures and compromise of
information having the greatest cyber-risk. If the Internal LAN were rendered inoperative, systems using
the internal LAN for communication could cause an interruption to operations at the port facility.
The Internal Wireless LAN is the most important communication media for all vehicles
transporting cargo at the port facility. Cargo moving equipment like the Ship to Shore (STS) cranes, RTG
cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers and reach stackers use the Navis 4 TOS to provide cargo
movement information via onboard vehicle computers through the wireless network. The wireless LAN
is subject to technical failures, compromise of information and physical damage having the greatest
cyber-risk. If the internal wireless LAN was rendered inoperative, employees operating the cargo
moving vessels would not be able to conduct TEU container moves within the port facility.
The Navis 4 Terminal Operating System (TOS) coupled with the associated data discussed
previously is the most important asset to conducting cargo loading and unloading operations at these
port facilities. The Navis 4 TOS optimizes the utilization of container handling equipment, yard
utilization, vessel planning and automated crane scheduling and monitoring.48 The Navis 4 TOS directs
the cargo movement throughout the port facility from the manager to the crane operator. The Navis N4
TOS enables the smart movement of goods through the supply chain. The greatest risk to the Navis 4
TOS as a result of a potential cyber-attack are a compromise of information and physical damage to the
system. If the Navis 4 TOS is rendered inoperative the movement of cargo through the port facility
slows or ceases.
The Cyber Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) monitors all networks and systems for cyberattacks 24 hours a day. The existing cyber defense staff is limited and the work load to conduct this type
of work too great. The protection of the networks was outsourced to a private contractor that resides
offsite and monitors cyber-activity on the network with a dedicated 24X7 operation center. Services
include Threat Manage, Detection and Response, Incident Response, Penetration Testing, Compliance,
Security Products and Vulnerability Scans to name a few.49 The cyber-defense team is spring loaded to
begin defensive blocking and tackling on the network. The greatest risk to the CSIS is physical damage
and compromise of information. If the CSIS management tools are rendered inoperable then cyber
activity at the port facility would be unable to monitor the network for cyber-attacks.
The Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) is used to position TEUs using the ARMG
cranes at only the “To Be” port facility.50 GPS has become a tool heavily relied on to conduct ship
navigation but is now being leveraged ashore to move cargo. Information compromise, unauthorized
actions and technical failures can decrease the reliability of GPS. The biggest concern for port facility
GPS is receiving incorrect or fraudulent data. If the GPS data has been corrupted, comes from an
untrusted source or has been spoofed, the safe movement of cargo is threatened.
Port ICS Systems: The Automated Rail Mounted Gantry (ARMG) Crane, used solely at the “To
Be” port facility, moves TEUs from the ship-truck loading zone to the TEU-Ship loading zone and vice
versa (see annex F, figure 2 and 3). The TEUs in the stack are moved using ARMG that runs 24 hours a
day to groom the TEU stack in preparation for the next day’s TEU movement operations. TEUs destined
for truck transport are located closer to the truck loading zone and TEUs destined for ship transport are
loaded closer to the ship loading zone. The ARMG uses GPS and the Navis 4 TOS to know where to place
TEUs enabling continuous port operations.51 A compromise of information and physical damage to the
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ARMG system are the greatest threats from a cyber-perspective. If the ARMG Crane was rendered
inoperative then port operations could be slowed or ceased.
The Rubber Tire Gantry (RTG) cranes provide the same function as ARMG with two exceptions:
the RTG is manually operated vice automated and does not use GPS. The RTG relies heavily on the Navis
4 TOS and the wireless LAN to operate and an information compromise and physical damage to the
system are the greatest cyber risks. If the RTG crane were rendered inoperative there are other RTGs
that can be utilized, however if the wireless LAN or the Navis 4 TOS are rendered inoperative cargo
operations could be slowed or cease.
The Radiation Detection Facility automatically scans inbound cargo from foreign ships for
nuclear and other radioactive material using ruggedized, large plastic scintillation systems arranged to
monitor moving vehicles entering the port facility.52 Physical damage to the system could render the
radiation detection facility inoperative resulting in TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned for
nuclear or other radioactive material. Physical damage to the components of the system are the
greatest risk to security professionals.
The Straddle Carrier moves TEUs to the TEU stack management to load trucks and prepare TEUs
to load the ships and trains. The straddle carriers are manually operated using the Navis 4 TOS and
wireless LAN to obtain cargo movement information. If a single straddle carrier was rendered
inoperative alternate straddle carriers can be used or if all straddle carriers are rendered inoperative
then port operations slowed or ceased. A compromise of information (for example the TOS used to
direct the straddle carrier) and technical failures (fuel starvation) are the main security risk for this piece
of equipment.
Cassette Carriers move TEUs from the rail side to the ship or truck cargo movement operational
side. Cassette carriers move one TEU at a time and work in conjunction with the reach stackers to
quickly load and unload rail cargo.53 Cassette carriers use the Navis 4 TOS and the wireless LAN to
obtain cargo movement information. Cassette carriers have the same security risk as the straddle
carrier.
Reach Stackers have durable spreaders to load and unload TEUs very quickly during rail cargo
movement operations.54 Reach stackers use the Navis 4 TOS and wireless LAN to obtain cargo
movement information. Reach stackers have the same cyber risk concerns as the cassette and straddle
carriers.
BLACK SEA REGION ANALYSIS
To identify cyber vulnerabilities in the Black Sea maritime domain for ship systems and port
operator systems, a survey with over a dozen questions was used to identify areas of concern from
mariners operating in the Black Sea. [See annex E] The results of the survey identified vulnerabilities,
threats and impact in the Black Sea region. Vulnerabilities: The top three most likely cyber
vulnerabilities for maritime platforms for a vessel or offshore unit are Information Technology
(computers, programs and networks), Communications (radio and satellite) and Industrial Control
Systems (Engine and Generator). [See annex E, Figure 4] This is in alignment with the MCS risk
assessment conducted for the CC, LNG and LCL ships that identified five IT systems and four ICS systems
as CI. For port operations the survey identified, IT and communications as number one; monitoring and
control, cyber physical, ICS and port management systems second; and last business and administrative
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systems. [See annex E, Figure 5] This is in alignment with the MCS risk assessment conducted for the
“As Is” and “To Be” port facilities that identified ten IT systems and six ICS systems as CI. Threats: The
survey identified the top three most likely threats creating a cyber-security incident ranked from highest
to lowest as cyber terrorism, unintentional human error and organized crime. [See annex E, Figure 7] Of
the ten threats to maritime cybersecurity, the survey identified the top three maritime cyber security
incidents having the greatest impact include cyber terrorism, organized crime and political or social
hacktivism. [See annex E, Figure 8] Impact: The survey identified the assets requiring more protection
are communications systems, automated systems and data, information, and waterways. [See annex E,
Figure 9] At the operational level to the organization, the impact of a cyber-event affects security,
safety and operations according to the results of the survey. [See annex E, Figure 10] At the strategic
level national security, economic, technological and CI would be impacted by a cyber-event. [See annex
E, Figure 11] The impact at the operational and strategic level aligns with the Chinese and Russian APT
actors’ intentions. The Black Sea regional analysis confirms the results of the MCS risk analysis in three
areas. First, survey results identified the same merchant vessel IT and ICS CI. Second, the MCS risk
analysis study results concluded similar IT and ICS CI for port facilities. Lastly, the survey and the MCS
background information align at the highest levels of strategic national security concerns from APT
actors.
CONCLUSION
The Global Supply chain has tentacles reaching into many different areas and the maritime
community is a crucial part of ensuring JIT delivery of needed supplies while fueling the world economy.
We have provided a very logical and methodical response to the RFS from MARCOM and the RNH on the
subject of maritime cyber security in the maritime supply chain. Background information explaining the
similarities between the cyber and maritime environments, recent Information Technology (IT) attacks,
past Industrial Control System (ICS) attacks and Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) philosophies were
provided to set the stage for conducting the methodical risk analysis in the maritime portion of the
global supply chain. The ISO 27005 Information Security Risk Management Process was implemented
to analyze three ship types (CC, LNG and LCL) and two port types (“as is” port and “to be” port) that
provided a window of understanding into the maritime environment cyber-threat landscape. From the
MCS analysis it was determined that the risk assessment of all systems on board each vessel and each
port facility were ranked from most at risk to cyber-attack to the least at risk to cyber-attack. The RFS
requested analysis to determine ship systems and port facility systems that were CI. By ranking each
ship system (CC, LNG and LCL) five IT systems and four ICS were determined to be CI for merchant
vessels. The five IT systems are: wireless LAN, internal LAN, satellite connection (INMARSAT or VSAT),
ECDIS and GPS. The four ICS systems are: MOS/K-Chief, K-Safe/Safety Center, IBS/NACOS and PCS. For
the port facilities, eight IT systems and five ICS systems were determined to be CI. The seven IT systems
common to both ports are: data backup services, Navis business intelligence portal, Pro Pass truck
reservation system, internal LAN, internal wireless private LAN, Navis 4 TOS, and cyber intelligence
service. The eighth IT system for the “To Be” port facility is differential GPS. The five ICS systems
common to both ports are: RTG crane “As Is” port, ARMG crane “To Be” port, radiation detection
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facility, straddle carrier, cassette carrier and reach stacker. So, now that the study has identified the CI
for merchant vessels and port facilities, what happens next?
The completed study can now be used by company Chief Information Officers as a starting point
to begin hardening vessel and port facility IT and ICS systems more at risk to cyber-attack. Using the
systems identified, the CIO can use a risk management approach to implement risk controls kicking off
the “cyber shoring up” for those systems under the control of the company. A great example of how
this might be accomplished are the ongoing threats and counters to GPS. CIOs can learn a lot from
ongoing hardening actions for GPS. Although GPS is gaining more traction everyday as a staple in
conducting merchant shipping business ranking from vessel navigation to TEU movement ashore, the
merchant shipping industry may need to take a more proactive approach to finding and building
redundancy into systems relying on GPS. There have been several instances where GPS has been
compromised in certain areas of the world or could even be eliminated as a result of an Electro
Magnetic Pulse. In the Eastern Black Sea, the 37,000 ton tanker Atria experienced GPS spoofing in 2017
placing the vessel over 25 miles from its current position at sea to a position ashore.55 In the Eastern
Mediterranean Sea there have been numerous instances reported from vessels and aircraft in the
vicinity of Port Said during 2018 indicating unreliable or no GPS signal.56 Russia is developing an Electro
Magnetic Pulse (EMP) missile that could completely destroy electronic elements, motherboards and
microchips directed at GPS satellites or at port facilities and merchant ships that rely on GPS.57 The GPS
degradation examples highlight the importance of identifying cyber risks to begin hardening the GPS
system. Captain Moskoff from the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy briefed at the NATO Maritime
Interdiction Operation Training Center in Chania, Greece, stating that an enhanced Loran (eLoran)
system could be used to provide similar GPS services in the event GPS becomes compromised.58
Another solution to a GPS compromise could be the automated celestial navigation (CELNAV) system
which automatically takes celestial readings free from GPS spoofing and human error to feed directly
into ship navigation systems or port facility systems.59 Another example of hardening GPS against
spoofing was created by a Cornell University PHD graduate that detects false GPS signals by conducting
real-time analysis of GPS properties and issues a warning when a false GPS signal is detected.60 In the
“security dilemma” cyber world today, constant attention must be paid to ensure cyber risk to IT and ICS
systems are addressed to avoid disruption. Using the results of this MCS risk assessment, the IT and ICS
examples cited, coupled with the Chinese and Russian APT missions described should be the catalyst
driving the merchant shipping industry to begin “cyber defense shoring up” of IT systems and ICS. CIOs
could start the ball rolling by ensuring there is redundancy built into systems using GPS like building out
an eLoran system, purchasing and installing CELNAV onboard each ship or purchasing GPS signal
verification devices for each ship. This only covers GPS, but all the other systems need the same level of
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scrutiny. It is time for the merchant shipping community to wake up and band together to defend
against cyber-attacks similar to the way the Declaration of Paris targeted pirates in 1865.

WAY AHEAD
As research was conducted to answer the requests for support concerning maritime cyber
security in the Global Supply Chain (GSC) there were areas identified needing further analysis. There
may be an appetite to conduct similar analysis in four different areas: offshore energy sources, inland
maritime infrastructure, systems supporting the maritime shipping environment that were not part of
the port facility or the vessel and lastly, military maritime supply vessels. First, offshore facilities like oil
rigs, floating wind turbines or even floating solar farms are becoming more prevalent and if exposed to
cyber vulnerabilities would affect offshore energy feeding the global economy. Second, inland maritime
infrastructure (dams, river locks and canals) used to transport cargo from large cargo vessels at large
port facilities to smaller destinations the larger vessels are unable to traverse may be exposed to cyberattacks. The Black Sea (Port of Constanta) and the Virginia Port Authority, each use a waterway to move
cargo to/from the large sea going port through an inland river to a destination further inland using
smaller barges because the large cargo containers physically could not fit through the channel. Third,
systems supporting the maritime shipping environment (Vessel Traffic System and navigation aids) that
were not part of this study but critical to safe maritime operations could be exposed to cyber
vulnerabilities. Finally, military maritime supply vessels (Military Sealift Command and the Royal
Auxiliary Force) operate in a similar fashion to the merchant maritime industry and could be exposed to
similar cyber-attacks. It is our firm belief that staying abreast of maritime cyber security advances will
enhance merchant shipping operations that fuels the global economy. Once this report has been
finalized and provided to the CJOS COE steering committee, it is our recommendation to continue work
in the Maritime Cyber Security arena with a new Request for Support to analyze the areas described.
Additionally, there are a few areas that were recognized as providing value to the maritime
community to begin the discussions regarding the hardening of maritime systems against a cyber-attack
to include using a risk assessment as we have done in this report, trust, training, IT personnel, 24X7
watch team, vulnerability scans and perceived countermeasures to mitigate cyber.
Risk Assessment – The utilization of a standardized risk assessment tailored to each level of the supply
chain and results shared with the maritime security authorities to determine overall risk levels to those
parts of the supply and energy chain they are responsible for will begin the cyber hardening required in
the merchant shipping industry. Risk Management is an iterative process allowing senior level managers
to prioritize resources to reduce cyber risk in areas identified as having higher risk than other areas. The
risk assessment conducted on the vessels and the port facilities high lights the need to harden the
systems most at risk to cyber-attack. A new risk assessment would be needed when controls have been
implemented to reduce the risk to determine if the risk has actually been mitigated.
Trust – develop trust in reporting cyber incidents with non-attribution and anonymization so the entire
community can become aware of current cyber incidents. During the 2017 Virginia Port Cyber Exercise,
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the purpose of the one-day exercise was to validate local, regional, state, federal and private sector
actions in response to and following a cyber-incident within the Port of Virginia. Areas within the
government process were identified as needing improvement. The private sector remains reluctant in
providing information on cyber incidents. As the government processes improve in the coming year, the
goal is to reassure the private sector and begin the process of collecting information on cyber incidents.
The end goal is for all organizations to report cyber incidents leading to improved cyber security for the
Port of Virginia. If the Port of Virginia is in the process of making headway along these lines, would it be
possible to expand the concept to the merchant shipping industry?
Training – Research conducted from the vessels and port facilities indicated there were varying degrees
of initial cyber security training and little to no follow on cyber security training after an individual was
hired by the merchant shipping company or port facility. To date there is no standard cyber security
training available for the merchant shipping industry as cyber security training is left to individual
companies. Would it be possible to provide recurring cyber security training for the merchant shipping
industry in exchange for reporting cyber incidents at sea and at ports to a central reporting agency to
share amongst the merchant shipping industry?
IT Personnel – From the vessel and port research conducted there are varying degrees of cyber security
expertise on board and at port facilities. Of the three ships analyzed only the Luxury Cruise Liner had IT
personnel (two IT experts to be exact) assigned on board in a full time capacity.
24X7 Reach back- From the vessel research, it is clear that newer ships being brought on line in the
merchant shipping industry the systems and crew are able to have 24-hour reach back capability to a
shore facility headquarters for almost any issue encountered while at sea. Current cyber vulnerabilities
and cyber-attacks should be known by the 24-hour watch teams to include a mitigation strategy or
emergency response to cyber-attacks. Mitigation strategies to counter cyber-attacks should be passed
to the vessels and port operations teams for awareness as the attacks morph over time. This will
continue to be a “cat and mouse” strategy as new cyber-attacks are created with no defense
mechanisms in place to counter. Until a counter is identified and implemented, mitigation strategies
and awareness of what to do and what not to do during a cyber-attack needs to be pushed to the
merchant shipping industry.
Vulnerability Scanning - though expensive today, vulnerability scanning of shipboard and port facility
systems most likely will become more common and the price would most likely drop in the near future.
Vulnerability scanning provides a view of network vulnerabilities to begin taking action in hardening
systems against cyber-attack. A risk assessment like the one conducted in this paper has identified
shipboard and port facility systems more at risk to cyber-attack than others and would prove as a useful
starting point for a vulnerability scanning team to begin hardening the systems.
Perceived countermeasures to mitigate cyber - security include clearly defining cybersecurity roles and
responsibilities at all levels, establishing a cyber-emergency response team at maritime sector level and
assessment of risk at all levels. [See Annex E, Figure 12]
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Figure 1. Security and the Supply Chain

Key:
= CJOS COE Maritime Cyber Security project
scope within the holistic Maritime Transportation sector
(port operations and ship operations)
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Figure 2. CC, LNG and LCL Side by Side Comparison
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Figure 3. Systems Not Critical to Safe Operation of Vessel
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Figure 4. Systems Critical to the Safe Operation of the Vessel Common Across all Three Vessels
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Figure 5. Systems Critical to the Safe Operation of the Vessel Common Across Two Vessels
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Figure 6. Systems Available on Newest Vessels
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Figure 7. Critical Infrastructure Between CC, LNG and LCL
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Figure 8. Port Facility Side by Side Comparison (“As Is” and “To Be”)
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Figure 9. Port Facility Side by Side Comparison (“As Is” and “To Be”)
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Figure 10. Port Facility Critical Infrastructure (“As Is” and “To Be”)
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ANNEX A
Information Security Risk Management Process
(Ref: ISO 27005:2001)

Key:
= Scope of MCS Project Risk Matrix
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In conducting the risk assessment for the maritime supply chain, the process described in the
International Standards Organization (ISO) 27005:2011 Titled “Information Technology-Security
Techniques-Information Security Risk Management” was selected (see Figure 2 titled “Illustration of an
information system security risk management process”). Other risk assessment processes were
considered, however, utilizing an international standard was the logical choice. The scope of the MCS
project includes identify cyber-vulnerabilities in the maritime domain emphasizing ship and port
operator systems. The area highlighted by the green box bounds the Combined Joint Operations from
the Sea Center of Excellence (CJOS COE) Maritime Cyber Security (MCS) project. CJOS COE identified
cyber related risks onboard three different types of ships (Cargo Container (CC), Liquid Natural Gas
(LNG) and Luxury Cruise Liner(LCL)) as well as cyber related risks at two different types of ports (“as is”
and “to be” port). At this time, the report will not provide an analysis of risk treatment options, risk
acceptance options, risk monitoring and review options, or risk communication and consultation
options. This is outside the scope of the request for support from MARCOM and the Romanian Naval
Headquarters. The steps in the risk assessment process (as outlined in the green box in figure 2) are
briefly outlined below and fall into three areas: risk identification, risk analysis and risk evaluation (see
figure 3 for visual representation).
Figure 3. ISO 27005 Nine Step Risk
Assessment Process

To help understand how the risk assessment was conducted for evaluation, each step of the process will
be briefly described and explained. The nine step process is summarized below.
Risk Identification
Step 1. Identification of assets (output: asset list of CC, LNG and LCL)
Step 2. Identification of threats (output: threat list)
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Step 3. Identification of existing controls (output: full control list may not be available)
Step 4. Identification of vulnerabilities (output: vulnerability list in relation to assets, threats and controls limited to six
Step 5.

high level areas-purpose is to identify areas of further risk management in depth process)
Identification of consequences (output: consequence list in relation to assets)

Risk Analysis
Step 6. Assessment of consequences (output: impact to business)
Step 7. Assessment of incident likelihood (output: qualitative likelihood)
Step 8. Level of risk determination (output: list of identified risks)
Risk Evaluation
Step 9. Prioritized list of risks based on business impact and incident likelihood
For the first step in the risk assessment process used the guidelines on cyber security onboard
ships published by BIMCO in February 2016. This is the starting point for step 1 to identify the assets.
The assets were broken into nine different areas: Communication Systems, Bridge Systems, Propulsion
and Machinery Management Systems, Access Control Systems, Cargo Management Systems, Passenger
Servicing Systems, Passenger Facing Networks, Core Infrastructure Systems and Administrative and
Crew Welfare Systems. Under each of these categories are the systems specific to each type of ship. To
explain the risk assessment process one system has been chosen. The INMARSAT system, which is the
red oval, will assist in explaining how the risk assessment process was conducted. (See Figure 4. Step 1
ID Assets)
Figure 4. Step 1 ID Assets

The next step in the process is Step 2 Identify the Threats to the system (see figure 5. Step 2 ID
Threats). The spread sheet on the left is the same spreadsheet as in Figure 4. Step 1 ID Assets. For the
INMARSAT asset that is described in Figure 4, steps 2 through 5 have been completed on a separate
spreadsheet-the spreadsheet on the right in Figure 5. The threats have been divided into eight different
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categories: Physical Damage, Natural Events, Loss of Essential Services, Disturbance Due to Radiation,
Compromise of Information, Technical Failures, Unauthorized Actions and Compromise of Functions.
Each of the eight categories are broken down further. For example, Physical Damage at the top includes
issues like fire, water damage, pollution, major accident, equipment destruction and lastly, dust,
corrosion, and freezing. There are 43 threat areas that have been analyzed for each system.
Figure 5. Step 2 ID Threats

The next step is Step 3 Identify Existing Controls that could mitigate potential threats to the
system (see figure 6. Step 3 ID Existing Controls). For the INMARSAT system, one threat is the potential
for a fire to destroy the equipment. An existing control that could mitigate the risk of fire is an onboard
fire suppression system. Additionally, encapsulating the antennae reduces the impact of dust, corrosion
and rust. For each of the 43 threats there may or may not be a control to mitigate the risk. The controls
that we know of are listed in this column.
Step 4 Identifies vulnerabilities that exist in each system (see figure 7. Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities).
In the case of the INMARSAT system, and all systems evaluated using this process, analysis was
conducted using six different areas of vulnerability to the system: hardware, software, network,
personnel, site and organization. Each of these areas under each system could have a much deeper dive
using the same process but with a very detailed and in depth analysis with the potential to scan the
network for additional vulnerabilities than are listed. This is not in the scope for this project.
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Figure 6. Step 3 ID Existing Controls
Controls

Figure 7. Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities

Step 5 Identifies the consequences that exist if the analyzed system is affected by the associated
threat and vulnerability (see figure 8 Step 5 ID Consequences). In most cases, the system could be
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rendered inoperative. In the case of a fire affecting the INMARSAT system then most likely INMARSAT
could be rendered inoperative.
Figure 8. Step 5 ID Consequences

Figure 9. Step 6 ID Business Impact
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Step 6 identifies the impact to the business or ship in the event the analyzed system is rendered
inoperative (see figure 9. Step 6 ID Business Impact). In the case that INMARSAT is rendered
inoperative, we have concluded that a portion of all communications available from the ship to shore
would be lost. In this case, communications via satellite would be lost and vital ship information would
not be able to be transmitted or received. Additionally, emergency communications using satellite
communications would be lost and ship rescue could be hindered. There are other backup systems to
INMARSAT that communicate with shore activities like HF and VHF radio, EPIRB, SART and satellite
phones. Communications would be limited if INMARSAT were rendered inoperative.
Figure 10. Step 7 Incident Likelihood

Step 7 is an assessment of the likelihood of the incident and is a binary choice-either it is likely
or not likely that the asset would be targeted for attack or not (see figure 10. Step 7 Incident Likelihood).
Step 8 calculates the total consequence of all the variables that have been analyzed so far during
step 4 of the process (see figure 11. Step 8 Total Consequences-Level of Risk). The calculation uses all
the information in step 4 ID vulnerabilities to calculate the level of cyber risk for that particular asset.
The color coded scheme used in step 4 provides a stop light chart for the seriousness of the threat (see
figure 12 Definition of Risk affecting Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (C, I, A)). The calculations
used include 258 attributes using the following values: 1 – green; 2-yellow and 3-red. To calculate the
risk to the INMARSAT system tallying all the boxes using the color coded scheme was not difficult. there
were 200 green boxes and 58 yellow boxes totaling 258 boxes in all. The sum of all boxes (200 green
boxes at a value of 1 each (200) plus 58 yellow boxes at a value of 2 each (116) for a total of 316. The
total risk, 316, was divided by 258 for a total consequence calculation of 1.22481. (316/258 = 1.22481).
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This is the number that appears in the box. These values are then used in the last and most important
step in the risk assessment process.

Figure 11. Step 8 Total Consequence – Level of Risk

Figure 12. Definition of Risk affecting Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (C, I, A)
RISK

Potential Impact
Definition (Note 1)

1

Low

2
3

Moderate The loss of C,I & A could be expected to have a Substantial adverse effect on company and ship, organizational assets, or individuals
High
The loss of C,I & A could be expected to have a Severe adverse effect on company and ship, organizational assets, or individuals

Limited

The loss of C,I & A could be expected to have a Limited adverse effect on company and ship, organizational assets, or individuals

means that a security breach might: (i) cause a degradation in ship operation to an extent and duration that the organization is able to
perform its primary functions, but the effectiveness of the functions is noticeably reduced; (ii) result in minor damage to
organizational assets; (iii) result in minor financial loss; or (iv) result in minor harm to individuals.

Substantialmeans that a security breach might: (i) cause a significant degradation in ship operation to an extent and duration that the
organization is able to perform its primary functions, but the effectiveness of the functions is significantly reduced; (ii) result in
significant damage to organizational assets; (iii) result in significant financial loss; or (iv) result in significant harm to individuals that
does not involve loss of life or serious life threatening injuries.
Severe means that a security breach might: (i) cause a severe degradation in ship operation to an extent and duration that the organization is
not able to perform one or more of its primary functions; (ii) result in major damage to organizational assets; (iii) result in major
financial loss; or (iv) result in severe or catastrophic harm to individuals involving loss of life or serious life threatening injuries.

Note 1: International Maritime Organization Measures to Enhance Maritime Security dated 4 February 2016 (https://edocs.imo.org/Final
Documents/English/MSC 96-4-1(E).docx)
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Step 9 prioritizes all the assets on board the ship or facility to determine which assets are more
at risk to cyber-attack or cyber vulnerability than other assets analyzed (see figure 13. Step 9 Prioritized
Risk). Once this step has been completed, the systems most at risk have been identified.
Figure 13. Step 9 Prioritized Risk
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ANNEX B
CARGO CONTAINER SHIP DETAILS AND RISK MATRIX

Figure 1 – Typical Cargo Vessel (courtesy of Hinkelman, 2006)
This annex contains details for the MAERSK KENDAL cargo ship that was used to conduct the
cyber-risk assessment. A standard cargo carrying vessel is depicted in Figure 1. The summary page for
the risk assessment was completed for 31 systems on board MAERSK KENDAL and took the most
amount of time to compile and evaluate. The results are included in Figure 2. The risk assessment
process that was conducted for each of the 31 systems required several weeks of research. The results
of the top six systems most at risk to a cyber-attack are: 1. Wireless Local Area Network (LAN); 2.
Internal LAN; 3. International Maritime Satellite (INMARSAT); 4. Electronic Chart Display Information
System (ECDIS); 5. Management of Operational Systems (MOS); and 6. Global Positioning System (GPS)
and are depicted in Figures 3 through 8. The color coded key for both matrices describes the degree of
severity a cyber-attack could have on a system. Please see Figure 9 for detailed explanation. The full
risk matrix will be available upon request from CJOS COE personnel. In addition to the cyber-risk
assessment, details on the ship that provide further insight include: background, type of ship, area of
operation, communication connectivity, system software updates, system hardware updates, crew
membership and crew training, cyber incident reporting and lastly rationale for system cyber security
issues.
Background. According to the world shipping council, the United States exports 11.9 million
TEUs of containerized cargo and imports 19.6 million TEUs.61 Comparatively, the top four containerized
cargo export nations in Europe include Germany, Italy, Spain and the Netherlands, totaling 8.4 million
TEU exports.62 The top four containerized cargo import nations in Europe include Germany, United
Kingdom, Netherlands and France, totaling 9.61 million TEUs.63 This is a significant amount of cargo
containers traversing the open oceans via container ships. With cargo container routes being traversed
daily supporting the Just in Time (JIT) logistics chain; an interruption in delivering cargo resulting from a
cyber-attack could have a drastic economic impact on the EU and the United States.
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Type of Ship. There are many different types of cargo carrying vessels that fall into three
categories-bulk carriers, tankers and crude oil vessels.64 Analysis will be conducted on a standard
container vessel similar to a Post Panamax Plus container ship. MAERSK KENDAL was written about in
“Ninety percent of everything” by Rose George. MAERSK KENDAL is approximately 300m long, 40m
wide, has a gross tonnage of 74642 tons and maximum Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit (TEU) capacity of
6477 units.65 TEU capacity is based on number of standard-sized (20-foot-long) metal boxes that can be
easily transferred between ships, trains and trucks.66 At 6477 TEU’s MAERSK KENDAL is a Post Panamax
Plus ship able to hold between 6000-8000 TEU’s. According to Statistica, as of 20 February, 2017,
MAERSK owns 618 container ships with more on order that can hold more TEUs per ship than MAERSK
KENDAL can hold in its cargo bays.
A container vessel is designed to carry standard sized freight containers 20 feet long (6 meters)
by 8 feet wide (2.44 meters) by 8 feet high (2.44 meters). There are different variations on the type of
container that can be carried-open, closed, and refrigerated to name a few. Figure 1, shows a typical
configuration for a cargo carrying vessel stacking three or more containers high with an equivalent
number of containers stacked below deck. Containers are secured in place at the corners by locking
devices. The cargo is loaded and unloaded by port based cranes.67
Area of Operation: A typical route for a container ship has many destinations. In “Ninety
percent of everything” by Rose George, the MAERSK KENDAL begins its journey in Felixstowe, United
Kingdom, has seven stops enroute (Bremerhaven, Rotterdam, Le Havre, Salalah, Colombo, Port Klang,
Singapore) and finishes at Laem Chabang, Thailand. Upon completion of this route, MAERSK KENDAL
turns around and completes the same stops in reverse order, see Figure 10. In the early days of sailing,
Marc Levison’s book “The Box” describes the amount of time to load and unload a typical cargo ship in
1954 stating the number of weeks to load or unload cargo. Today, ships like MAERSK KENDAL can load
and unload within 24 hours leaving little time to conduct ship maintenance, business or leisure activities
in port.
Communications Connectivity: If there is little time for the ship to remain pier side in port, there
is even less time to establish a physical pier connection. Therefore, communications connectivity can be
accomplished via several ways: satellite, radio or wirelessly. The ship does not physically connect to a
pier side internet service during each port visit. By not physically connecting to an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) during each port visit reduces the risks associated with different pier side ISPs. This is
considered a smart cyber-security practice as connecting at port facilities in different countries with
different cyber-security standards has the potential to leave the ship vulnerable to a cyber-attack.
Radios similar to VHF, HF and UHF are normally used for voice communications and most likely not
exposed to a potential cyber-attack. In “Ninety percent of everything,” the crew members on board
64
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MAERSK KENDAL were not allowed access to the internet and Skype (a free messaging, voice and video
application). Crew members sent messages to the Captain of the ship who would send and receive
emails once daily on their behalf. Since the authors trip, wireless connectivity is in the process of being
installed on several ships. Wireless connections allow entry points for potential cyber-attacks while
docked in port. Wireless connectivity was included in this risk assessment. Wireless communication is
the largest risk exposed to a cyber-attack while a ship is in port and in range of wireless connections.
Security precautions are needed to ensure that existing systems are not susceptible to wireless
connection. Wireless devices connecting to a wireless network should be kept separate from existing
ship board networks, ensuring separate security practices and procedures for the wireless network and
the ship board network.
System Software Updates: When system software requires an update, it can be done
automatically or manually. Automatic Updates could be done no matter the location of the ship via
satellite connection. This can be a positive security practice for anti-virus and anti-malware updates. As
soon as the anti-virus signature updates are available, the database updates in a timely fashion to
protect the onboard networks. On a negative security note, if a system on board requires a patch and
the patch is loaded automatically without comprehensive testing, the new patch can have a negative
effect on a ship board system. Imagine if the patch was conducted in the middle of an oceanic transit
affecting a critical system. Manual Updates can be accomplished via three methods: trusted website,
external storage device (CD, DVD or flash drive) or trusted agent visiting ship. The process of using a
trusted website connected directly to the ship provides the crew flexibility on when the update is
completed. The update can be completed at a time that would not interfere with other duties on board
and at a location chosen by the ship’s captain to avoid unnecessary risk. External storage devices
delivered directly to the ship from a trusted vendor can be accomplished during a port visit to minimize
risk. Lastly, a trusted vendor can meet the ship at a port with tools to install, repair or update onboard
systems. Manual updates are a positive security practice as only trusted vendors are allowed access to
ship board systems so actions can be traced to the source in the event of a cyber-attack. One security
negative practice might occur if the trusted vendor relationship is compromised and the system is
updated using an untrusted source.
System Hardware Updates – When a system is installed on board, normally the system is run
until it can no longer function. At that time, it will be repaired or replaced. A positive security practice
to running the system to failure is the knowledge that all hardware systems on a certain class of ship will
remain the same. If one hardware component has a cyber-weakness, then most likely the rest of the
hardware components will have the same weakness. Once the corrective action has been found, it can
be uploaded to all ships with the same equipment.
Crew Membership & Cyber Training – “Ninety Percent of Everything” discusses the makeup of
the crew on board MAERSK KENDAL. There are approximately 21 personnel on board-20 men and one
woman. At the time of writing, roughly one-third of the crew was Filipino and the rest were from other
countries outside the European Union. Twelve percent of the personnel had direct access to the
internet and 67% had no access to the internet. There was no mention of cyber training for MAERSK
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KENDAL crew members in “Ninety Percent of Everything” and exposes the networks on board to cyberattack.
Cyber Incident Reporting Requirements: Cargo companies have different cyber reporting
requirements that range from being exclusively internal to sharing with other governmental agencies.
During an interview with one cargo shipping company, the external reporting requirement was to go to
the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) Defense Industrial Base (DIB) website and report a cyberincident. The DIB program is designed to improve network defenses, reduce damage and increase cyber
situational awareness.68
Rationale for System Cyber Security Issues: The wireless LAN carries the highest risk to cyberattack when compared to all other systems on board. [See Annex B, Figure 3] Information compromise
tops the list for the shipboard wireless LAN. There are many ways mobile devices create cyber security
risk. Eavesdropping, software updates, remote spying and theft while using a mobile device can lead to
information disclosure. Eavesdropping while in port is easily accomplished. Ships spend less than 24
hours in port loading and unloading cargo leaving little to no time for visits ashore or visits with family
members. Phone calls home with information about the next port stop or shopping list can easily be
heard while personnel are pier side. Tampering with software updates imposes risk. Personnel most
likely are not issued a company mobile device for personal use. Updates to mobile devices create a
challenge as it pushes the responsibility to the user. Updates may be delayed or even ignored. When
personnel with shipboard wireless LAN access go ashore with their wireless device and connect to a
wireless network and then return to the ship to reconnect into the ships wireless LAN introduces risk.
Each unprotected wireless device poses a risk to vessel cyber security. Additionally, obtaining data from
untrustworthy sources, for example a new mobile application downloaded while ashore, increases cyber
security risk. Remote spying can occur while a ship is pier side. Spying can occur while members are
ashore while using their mobile device or pier side hackers can attempt access to the ships wireless
network, and if successful, introduce risk to shipboard cyber security. Lastly, theft of a mobile device
while in port can pose many security risks. A cyber-attack on the wireless LAN impacts ship personnel’s
ability to conduct personal online business, communicate with family and provides an entry point for the
ship’s wireless LAN. For these reasons, the ships wireless LAN is the most susceptible to cyber-attack.
How difficult would it be to target the shipboard wireless LAN?
Moving to the ships internal LAN displays similar characteristics as the wireless LAN and is the
next highest risk to cyber-attack shipboard. [See Annex B, Figure 4] Vessel cyber security is impacted by
a compromise of information and technical failures. Access is somewhat more controlled than the
wireless LAN. Typical ship LAN’s have one connection outside the ship to the internet via satellite with
the remaining workstations inside the ship connected via network cables and network devices. Wireless
communication exposure is minimal and most likely the wireless LAN and internal LAN are separated by
a network device such as a firewall or multiple firewalls. User access is granted by company policy,
some require a user name and password, and others may require a security access card. Obtaining data
from untrustworthy sources ranks as the highest risk to shipboard cyber security. Attacks could come
from users on the network accessing malicious websites, clicking on links in emails containing malware
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or applications obtained from untrusted sources. Tampering with hardware and software is another
cyber threat vector. When maintenance personnel come aboard to conduct maintenance on ship
systems it is possible to use a portable storage device to infect the internal LAN. Risk increases when
physical access to LAN equipment is allowed by outside maintenance personnel. Technical failures on
the ships internal LAN could be a result of having zero IT personnel on board. According to Rose
George’s book “Ninety percent of everything” crew make up does not include a cyber-expert. With the
current trend in the merchant shipping industry to conduct remote shipboard system monitoring, a
breach of information system maintainability without on board IT expertise creates additional risk.
Cyber risk needs to be addressed. Obtaining data from untrustworthy sources, external maintenance
personnel access to the LAN and remote IT system monitoring are a few areas exposing the internal LAN
to cyber-attack. The impact to losing the shipboard internal LAN precludes the ability to pass data for
ship operations in advance of port arrival. With the trend moving toward remote access and
monitoring of shipboard systems, a cyber-attack on the internal LAN grants access to shipboard ICS
systems. How easy would it be to infiltrate the ships LAN?
Satellite communication during open ocean transits is the lifeline of any ship. The International
Maritime Satellite (INMARSAT) system provides this needed lifeline. [See Annex B, Figure 5] To gain
access to INMARSAT, the ship must be in the satellite footprint and connected to the satellite providing
services in the footprint. As the ship moves out of one footprint and into another requires switching
satellites. Obtaining access to INMARSAT data services requires expensive equipment and a
subscription for services. The cost of INMARSAT services is more than obtaining access to the wireless
or internal LAN. Both LANs require access to INMARSAT to provide internet services while the ship is
conducting open ocean transits. Cyber risks in both LANs have the potential to affect email, distress
messaging services, internet connection and GPS position reporting, to name a few of the services that
INMARSAT provides. A compromise of functions poses the largest threat to INMARSAT. Updates or
maintenance actions affecting INMARSAT services are handled outside the ship lifelines. The ship may
not know about INMARSAT maintenance actions or configuration changes thus creating a denial of
action or inability to use the INMARSAT system. Errors in use by not being able to switch smoothly from
one satellite to another can cause interruptions of INMARSAT services. Updates to INMARSAT affect
vessel cyber security impacting both LANs providing critical services to the vessel. Would it be difficult
to conduct a denial of service cyber-attack targeted at a single INMARSAT satellite?
Ship navigation using nautical charts has been done for ages. The Electronic Chart Data
Information System (ECDIS) displays navigational data using electronic charts and imposing the ships
position on the chart using a position feed from Global Positioning System (GPS). [See Annex B, Figure
6] ECDIS can be used in place of paper charts. Access to ECDIS is limited to personnel responsible for the
safe navigation of the ship and personnel providing navigational chart updates. The main security
concern to ECDIS is the update process. Features on navigation charts change frequently and require
regular updates. ECDIS chart updates are completed in two different ways. First, updates are sent to
the ship via external storage media such as an external USB drive or CD and manually loaded into the
ECDIS. Second, updates are done via a trusted website. Either method introduces a cyber-risk able to
compromise information used to update ECDIS by obtaining data from an untrustworthy source,
corruption of the data or worse ECDIS denial of action. The impact is losing the ECDIS navigational chart
data display or having incorrect information displayed on ECDIS places the safe navigation of the vessel
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in jeopardy. ECDIS updates have the potential to compromise the navigational information provided to
the ship. Could a CD with inaccurate navigational data be sent to the ship or could a known trusted
ECDIS update site be compromised?
As merchant shipping companies build ships to replace existing aging ships, upgrades
implementing remote system monitoring are the latest trend. The cargo vessel Management of
Operational Systems (MOS) collects data from shipboard systems, think engine, and distributes the
information to the bridge and the engineering watch. [See Annex B, Figure 7] The MOS reports
operating conditions of the monitored systems by sounding alarms with detailed information about the
alarms to relevant locations shipboard. Some systems transmit system data to shore based
headquarters to track the next maintenance action. It’s the connection outbound that increases the risk
to the MOS system. Tampering with hardware and software monitoring the shipboard systems is the
biggest risk to shipboard cyber security. Think of an attack on the MOS conducted in the same way as
the stuxnet virus attacked the Natanz nuclear facility. Would it be difficult to render the ships engine
inoperable in a channel or set power to full speed during a docking evolution?
The Global Positioning System (GPS) provides accurate shipboard position using at least three
satellites to triangulate the ships position. [See Annex B, Figure 8] GPS has become a navigation tool
heavily relied on to conduct ship navigation leaving dead reckoning or celestial navigation an ancient art.
Information compromise and unauthorized actions can decrease the reliability of GPS. The biggest
concern for shipboard GPS is receiving incorrect or fraudulent data. If the GPS data has been corrupted,
comes from an untrusted source or has been spoofed, the safe navigation of the vessel is threatened.
Additionally, a GPS compromised system may report inaccurate ships position affecting the safe rescue
of personnel in the event of an emergency. How hard would it be to spoof a GPS signal going into port
during a night time docking evolution causing vessel or port damage?
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Figure 2- Cargo Vessel Summary of Cyber Risk Assessment
(See Figure 9 for color coded key)

Cargo Container Ship Systems-Total Cyber Risk
Step 1 - ID Assets (Note 1)

Step 6 Business Impact

Step 7
Incident
Likelyhood

Step 8
Step 9
Total
Prioritized
Consequence Risk

Communication Systems
Inmarsat C [2]

Communications lost-Ship info not passed Emergency comms lost-ship not rescued

VHF Digital Selective Calling (DSC) Radio [3]

Ship unable to communicate on VHF Emergency comms lost-ship not rescued

HF/MF DSC SSB Radio/Watchreceiver [1]

Likely

1.22481

3

Likely

1.14341

9

Ship unable to communicate on HF, make telephone calls or receive distress signalsno GMDSS compliance
Likely

1.14729

7

Likely
Likely
Not Likely
Not Likely
Likely

1.19767
1.22481
1.14729
1.10465
1.12403

6
4
8
21
12

Not Likely
Not Likely

1.112403
1.07364

15
26

Not Likely

1.12016

14

Not Likely

1.112403

16

Not Likely

1.07752

25

Likely

1.13178

10

1.06589

29

1.12403

13

1.07364

27

1.081395

23

1.081395

24

1.085271

22

1.124031

11

1.104651

17

1.104651

18

Bridge Systems
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) [2]
Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS)[1]
IMO Echo Sounder [1]
IMO Speed Log [1]
Auto Pilot System [2]
Gyro Compass [2]

Navigation lost-ship does not reach port
Navigation charts inaccurate-ship does not reach port
Ship Depth inaccurate-ship runs aground
Ship Speed inaccurate-trouble docking
Ship Auto Pilot inoperative-manual conning
Ship Direction inaccurate-unable to navigate

Magnetic Compass [1]
Course Recorder (Ship Security Alert System) [1]

Magnetic ship direction inaccurate-unable to navigate
Ship unable to alert authorities in event of piracy

Weather Facsimilie [1]

Ship unable to receive weather information and navigate around dangerous weather

Wind Speed/Direction System [1]

Ship unable to display accurate winds and adjust navigation accordingly

Automatic Identification System (AIS) [1]/UAIS System [1] Ship AIS information passed or received incorrectly, potential for collision with
another ship exists
VHF Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) 1 or all VHF GMDSS Handheld radios inoperative, Ship unable to use emergency
Handheld [3]
communications
Radar Equipment ARPA [2]

Not Likely
1 or both RADARs inoperative, Ship unable to avoid collision with land or other ships
at night or in bad weather
Likely

Voyage Data Recorders (VDR) [1]

Una bl e to i nves ti ga e ma ri ne ca s ua l ty, l os s of 12 hours of na vi ga ti ona l da ta a nd 2 hours of
bri dge voi ce da ta

Anemometer [1]
Search & Rescue Transponder (SART) [2]
Emergency Positioning Indicator Radio Beacon (EPIRB) [2]
Navtex Reciever

Not Likely

Unable to measure wind direction and speed, ship unable to apply wind corrections
to navigation solutions
Not Likely
SART unable to transmit emergency location personnel on board not able to be
Not Likely
rescued
EPIRB damaged emergency location not transmitted to satellites for SAR team rescue
Not Likely
operations
Ship would not receive Navigational & Meteorological Warnings, SAR information
Likely
and other information

Propulsion, Machinery Management &
Power Control Systems
Doosan Engine [1]
B-WACS (Bearing Warning and Control System)
O-WACS (Oil Warning and Control System)

Engine rendered inoperative; Engine diagnositces unavailable resulting in engine
failure due to lack of maintenance actions- Ship unable to reach destination.
Not Likely
Engine bearing diagnositces unavailable causing engine failure-Ship unable to reach
destination.
Not Likely
Engine oil water diagnositcs unavailable causing engine failure-Ship unable to reach
destination.
Not Likely

1.104651

19

Not Likely

1.06202

30

Not Likely

1.104651

20

Not Likely

0.931408

31

Not Likely

1.065891

28

1.2093

5

Likely

1.313953

2

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct personal online
business.
Likely

1.399225

1

Tunnel Thruster [1]

Tunnel thruster rendered inoperative - ship manueverability more difficult

Auxiliary Engine [3]

1 or all 3 auxilliary engines inoperative. Ship unable to reach destination.

Generator Set [3]
Auxiliary Boiler [1]

1 or all 3 generator sets inoperative. Ship has no electrical power to run systems on
board.
Steam not generated no ability to make potable water

Access Control Systems
Management of Operational Systems (MOS) [1]

MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other
systems.
Likely

Cargo Management Systems
None
Passenger Servicing & Management
System
None
Passenger Facing Networks
None
Core Infrastructure Systems
Internal LAN

Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations-cargo
manifest, maintenance, etc.)

Administrative & Crew Welfare
Systems
Wireless LAN
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Figure 3- Cargo Vessel Wireless LAN Cyber Security Assessment
(See Figure 9 for color coded key)

Wireless Local Area Network(LAN)-Cargo Container Ship

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

Wireless LAN used by crew to co mmunicate with family
members, co nduct o nline business and fo r
entertainment puposes.

Physical Damage
Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Fire

Fire suppression system

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

HVAC Failure

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Power Failure

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Thermal Radiation

None

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.
Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Remote Spying

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Eavesdropping

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Theft of Media/Documents

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded

None
None

Disclosure

None

None
Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Tampering with Hardware

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.
Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Saturation of the Information System

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software

None
None

Use of counterfeit/copied software

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Corruption of Data

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Illegal Processing of Data

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Error in Use

None

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Forging of Rights

None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

None
Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.
Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.
Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Natural Events
Possible interference with wireless network
Wireless LAN on board ship
Possible interference with wireless network
Possible interference with wireless network
Wireless LAN on board ship

Loss of Essential Services

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.
None

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions
Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

None

Compromise of Functions

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to conduct
personal online business or communicate with family.

None
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Figure 4- Cargo Vessel Internal LAN Cyber Security Assessment
(See Figure 9 for color coded key)

Internal Local Area Network(LAN)-Cargo Container Ship
Internal LAN used to disseminate information to/ from merchant ship
headquarters directly to ship. Other entities use the internal LAN to
communicate with various entities supporting ship functions.

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)

Fire

Fire suppression system

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)

Thermal Radiation

None

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)

Interception of compromising Interference
signals

None

Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)

Remote Spying
Eavesdropping

None
None

Theft of Media/Documents

None

Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources

None
None
None
None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Software Malfunction

None

Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)

Breach of Information System Maintainability None

Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)

None

Natural Events
LAN contained within ship
LAN contained within ship
LAN contained within ship
LAN contained within ship
LAN contained within ship

Loss of Essential Services

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)
None
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)
None
Personal or company information released to unauthorized source
Personal or company information received from unauthorized source
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)
None

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software

None
None

Use of counterfeit/copied software

None

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Error in Use

None

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)

Forging of Rights

None

Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None

None
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)

Data detailing company operations released to unauthorized source

Compromise of Functions

Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)
Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for ship operations (cargo manifest,
maintenance actions, etc.)

None
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Figure 5- Cargo Vessel INMARSAT Cyber Security Assessment
(See Figure 9 for color coded key)

International Maritime Satellite (INMARSAT)-Cargo Container Ship
INMARSAT provides a high quality two-way telex
and data link between ships and other parties
at sea or on land. EGC (Safety NET/FleetNET),
distress message handling, two-way digital
store-and-forward messaging including polling,
data reporting, E-mail, etc. Distress alert are

Step 5 ID

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Ship Fire Suppression System (note 2)
Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 2)
Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 2)
None
None
Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 2)

1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global warming)
Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
Antennae exposed-waterproofed

None
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable

HVAC Failure

None

1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable

Power Failure

Back up power available via generator

1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable

Interception of compromising Interference
signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
None
None
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable

Theft of Equipment

None

1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System

None
None
None
None
None

1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
None
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable
1 or both INMARSAT systems inoperable

Natural Events
(note 2)
(note 2)
(note 2)
(note 2)

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services

Disturbance due to
Radiation

Compromise of
Information

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions

Compromise of Functions
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Figure 6- Cargo Vessel ECDIS Cyber Security Assessment
(See Figure 9 for color coded key)

Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS)-Cargo Container Ship
ECDIS is a computer-based navigation
information system compliant with
International Maritime Organization
(IMO) regulations and can be used as an

Step 3 ID
Existing Controls

Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site

Organization

Step 5 ID
Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Ship Fire Suppression System (note 2)
None
None
None
None
None

ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable
None
ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None
ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable

HVAC Failure

None

ECDIS system inoperable

Natural Events

Loss of Essential
Services

Power Failure
Back up power available via generator
Telecommunication Equipment Failure None

ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable

None
None
None
None
None

ECDIS system inoperable
None
None
None
ECDIS system inoperable

None
None

None
None
ECDIS Data corrupted rendering navigation
data invalid

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to
Radiation

Compromise of
Information

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded
Media
Disclosure

Data from untrustworthy sources

TADS (Transas Admiralty Data Service) Chart updates sent
to ship via CD 4 times per year, online updates done
directly via Transas website, 24X7 assistance available
(Note 2)

Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None

ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable

Equipment Failure

None

ECDIS system inoperable

Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None

ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable

None

ECDIS system inoperable

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

None
None
ECDIS system unreliable
ECDIS system unreliable
ECDIS system unreliable

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

ECDIS system unreliable
ECDIS system unreliable
ECDIS system unreliable
ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system unreliable

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions

Compromise of
Functions
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Figure 7- Cargo Vessel MOS Cyber Security Assessment
(See Figure 9 for color coded key)

Management of Operational Systems (MOS)-Cargo Container Ship

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

The MOS collects data from the
monitored system and provides the
following monitoring functions:
•It reports critical operating states of the
monitored systems by means of alarms

Step 5 ID
Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire

None

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation

None
None

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Theft of Equipment

None

MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.

None
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.

Natural Events
MOS contained w/in ship
MOS contained w/in ship
MOS contained w/in ship
MOS contained w/in ship
MOS contained w/in ship

Loss of Essential Services
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.

MOS contained w/in ship
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.

Compromise of Information

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure
None

None
None
None
None
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.

None
None
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software

None

Position Detection

None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.

Saturation of the Information System

None

MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.

None

MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.

Unauthorized use of equipment

None

None

Fraudulent copying of software

None

None

Use of counterfeit/copied software

None

None

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights

None
None
None

Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions

MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.

None

Compromise of Functions
None
None
None
MOS inoperative-not able to receive alarms for
Engine, Bilge, Ballast, Fire and other systems.

None
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Figure 8- Cargo Vessel GPS Cyber Security Assessment
(See Figure 9 for color coded key)

Global Positioning System (GPS)-Cargo Container Ship
The Control and Display Unit performs
a multitude of navigation functions. The
traffic-light LEDs are used to continuously
indicate the status of the RAIM
calculations.
Green light tells the OOW that the

Step 3 ID
Existing Controls

Step 5
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities ID Consequences
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage
Fire

Ship Fire Suppression System (note 2)

1 or both GPS systems inoperable

Water Damage

Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 2)

1 or both GPS systems inoperable

Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 2)
None
None
Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 3)

1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon

None
Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 3)

None
1 or both GPS systems inoperable

Volcanic Phenomenon

Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 2)

1 or both GPS systems inoperable

Meterological Phenomenon

Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 2)

1 or both GPS systems inoperable

Flood

Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 2)

1 or both GPS systems inoperable

HVAC Failure
Power Failure

None
Back up power available via generator

1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable

Natural Events

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential
Services

Telecommunication Equipment Failure None

1 or both GPS systems inoperable

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable

None
None
None
None
None

1 or both GPS systems inoperable
None
None
1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable

None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None
1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None
None

1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable

None

1 or both GPS systems inoperable

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

1 or both GPS systems inoperable
None
1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable
1 or both GPS systems inoperable

Disturbance due to
Radiation

Compromise of
Information
Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded
Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection
Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions

Compromise of
Functions
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Figure 9- Key to Cyber Risk Assessment Conducted
RISK

Potential Impact
Definition (Note 1)

1

Low

2
3

Moderate The loss of C,I & A could be expected to have a Substantial adverse effect on company and ship, organizational assets, or individuals
High
The loss of C,I & A could be expected to have a Severe adverse effect on company and ship, organizational assets, or individuals

Limited

The loss of C,I & A could be expected to have a Limited adverse effect on company and ship, organizational assets, or individuals

means that a security breach might: (i) cause a degradation in ship operation to an extent and duration that the organization is able to
perform its primary functions, but the effectiveness of the functions is noticeably reduced; (ii) result in minor damage to
organizational assets; (iii) result in minor financial loss; or (iv) result in minor harm to individuals.

Substantialmeans that a security breach might: (i) cause a significant degradation in ship operation to an extent and duration that the
organization is able to perform its primary functions, but the effectiveness of the functions is significantly reduced; (ii) result in
significant damage to organizational assets; (iii) result in significant financial loss; or (iv) result in significant harm to individuals that
does not involve loss of life or serious life threatening injuries.
Severe means that a security breach might: (i) cause a severe degradation in ship operation to an extent and duration that the organization is
not able to perform one or more of its primary functions; (ii) result in major damage to organizational assets; (iii) result in major
financial loss; or (iv) result in severe or catastrophic harm to individuals involving loss of life or serious life threatening injuries.
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Figure 10- MAERSK KENDAL Typical Shipping Route
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ANNEX C
RISK MATRIX STANDARD LIQUID NATURAL GAS SHIP

Figure 1 (photo courtesy of Stuards, 2016)
This annex contains details for a typical Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) ship that was used to conduct
the cyber-risk assessment. A standard LNG carrying vessel is depicted in Figure 1.69 The summary page
for the risk assessment completed for 41 systems on board the LNG was compiled and evaluated. The
results are included in Figure 2. The risk assessment process that was conducted for each of the 41
systems required several weeks of research. The results of the top nine systems most at risk to a cyberattack are: 1. Internal Management System (IMS) – external portal used by ship owners and third party
vendors to conduct business; 2. Wireless Local Area Network (LAN); 3. K-Chief – chief engineer’s ship
monitoring system; 4. Internal LAN; 5. Fleet Management Software (FMS) Marine Application - twoway flow of data between vessels and main office; 6. Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) – provides
satellite communication between ship and shore; 7. Global Positioning System (GPS); 8. K-Safe –
provides for emergency shutdown, fire and gas detection and protection and process shutdown for
critical onboard systems; 9. Integrated Bridge System (IBS) – integrates all navigation systems into one
display; 10. Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS); 11. Propulsion Control System (PCS) the control lever for the ship’s propulsion system on the bridge. All systems are depicted in Figures 3
through 13. The color coded key for both matrices describes the degree of severity a cyber-attack could
have on a system. Please see Figure 14 for detailed explanation. The full risk matrix will be available
upon request from CJOS COE personnel. In addition to the cyber-risk assessment, details on the ship
that provide further insight include: background, type of ship, area of operation, communication
connectivity, system software updates, system hardware updates, crew membership and crew training,
cyber incident reporting and lastly rationale for system cyber security issues.

69

(Stuards, 2016)
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Background. Europe imports approximately one third of LNG from Russia and appears local
European LNG production is declining.70 The U.S. is gearing up to meet the European LNG demand and
most likely will be ready to do so by 2020.71 This will introduce LNG competition against the current
Russian LNG monopoly on European imports as well as put Asian LNG markets on notice. The U.S. plans
to export 32 million metric tons of LNG per year at competitive Asian LNG export rates.72 An
interruption in the LNG vessel supply line from a cyber-event to the EU could have a financial impact on
European LNG consumers.
Type of Ship. There are basically four different types of LNG ships – Type A (gas tanks are
compartmented within traditional ship structure), Type B (Kvaerner-Moss Spherical tank gas tanks are
spherical), Type C (cylindrical and bi-lobe tanks) and Membrane (non-self-supporting tank structure
forms to hull of ship).73 There are two categories of gas that are carried by each of these types of shipsLiquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG). LNG is methane cooled to minus 162
degrees Celsius (-162 C) for transport. LPG is ethylene, propylene or ammonia cooled to minus 30 to
minus 48 degrees Celsius (-30 to -48 C) for transport.74 There are some clear advantages of membrane
type vessels over the other models. First, the space within the hull for the cargo volume is smaller and
generally the gross tonnage of the ship is smaller. This allows the maximum amount of space to be used
to hold the cargo vice empty space using the Kvaerner-Moss type vessel. Second, the height of the
tanks above the main deck is much lower compared to the Kvaerner-Moss tanks. This allows better
visibility from the navigational bridge and a lower wheel house.75 Analysis will be conducted on a
Membrane type vessel as the American natural gas market is ramping up to provide a consistent natural
gas supply to the European market. This will provide an alternate natural gas supply source to compete
with the existing Russian natural gas European market. Teekay shipping was chosen as the LNG vessel
that will be analyzed from a cyber-risk perspective.76
TEEKAY vessels are approximately 295m long, 46m wide, with a gross tonnage of 113,263 tons.77
The amount of LNG that TEEKAY vessels can carry is 173,400 m3 (cubic meters) in the deck membrane.78
There are two MEGI (M-Type, Electronically Controlled, Gas Injected) engines using marine diesel fuel
and methane gas boil off to power the engines and are very environmental friendly.79 Additionally, the
MEGI engines will bring up to $20,000.00 per day in fuel savings by using Boil Off Gas (BOG).80 The BOG
is compressed to 300 bars and then injected into the main engines.81 TEEKAY has planned a total of nine
70
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LNG vessels to support transport of LNG from Cheniere Sebine Pass, Louisiana.82 At 173,400 m3, TEEKAY
vessels are one of the newer LNG carriers and thus able to carry more than the previous LNG vessels.83
At the end of 2014, there were a total of 397 LNG vessels in service.84 TEEKAY is bringing the LNGs on
line and are very new to the industry. It appears all systems have been integrated while networks have
been segregated providing needed security boundaries.
Area of Operation: A typical route for a LNG vessel does not have as many destinations as a
cargo container vessel. TEEKAY is building nine LNG vessels to transport LNG from Cheniere Sebine Pass,
Louisiana to over 20 countries worldwide. Magardos Ferrol, Spain and Sines, Portugal are the first two
European destinations TEEKAY’s LNG vessels will deliver LNG to.85 There are over 20 other countries
that will receive LNG deliveries in the future including countries in Europe- Italy, Malta and Turkey.86
(see Figure 15)
Communications Connectivity: TEEKAY’s LNG shipboard connectivity is similar to the cargo
vessel with some exceptions. Segregation, encryption and monitoring have been designed into the build
out of the LNGs ensuring a layered cyber defense. First, the networks on board are segregated, meaning
that the network the crew members use to access via their mobile devices is separated from the
shipboard network used for internal communications. The internal communications network is
separated from the shipboard maintenance network and so on. Network segregation is accomplished
using firewalls and strong network segregation. Second, network traffic to and from the ship uses Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI) allowing public encryption keys to be exchanged while enabling secure data
transfer and identification of all users on the network.87 Data traffic uses point to point Internet
Protocol Security (IPsec) encryption.88 PKI and IPsec ensure integrity and security of the information
being passed from the shore to ship and vice versa. Lastly, the network link is monitored 24 hours a day,
seven days a week while being automatically scanned for malware.89 Segregation, encryption and
monitoring have increased the security of the TEEKAY LNG network connectivity and are a positive step
toward increasing maritime cyber security.
System Software Updates: Similar to the cargo ship described in Annex B System Software
Updates section, however, there is a push to conduct more software updates remotely vice sending
personnel to the ship to conduct an update manually. With monitoring services 24 hours a day, chances
of a malicious software update going undetected for an extended period of time are reduced. This
allows for a faster response time to begin trouble shooting efforts to protect systems. Introducing
malware from an operator station via an external storage device is minimized by ensuring every external
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device is automatically scanned for malware with the most up to date malware definitions prior to the
external storage device connecting to the network either ashore or afloat.90 Scanning external devices
is a measure that increases maritime cyber security.
System Hardware Updates: TEEKAY shipboard hardware systems are very new. In the near
future there will need to be a policy put in place regarding the steps necessary to update hardware on
TEEKAY vessels.
Crew Membership & Cyber Training: There are approximately 27 crew members on board
TEEKAY LNGs- approximately seven officers and 20 crewmembers.91 The number of personnel on board
TEEKAY vessels is very complimentary but slightly larger than the crew make up on the cargo vessel used
to conduct this study. Vessel specific equipment remote training is available for all crewmembers.92
TEEKAY has partnered with Fidra Films to produce a cyber-training film titled “Be Cyber Aware at Sea”
high lighting the importance of cyber security. The film is designed for seafarers as well as the larger
maritime industry to educate personnel on the importance of recognizing ship board cyber exploits. The
training film was produced in many different formats to allow a wide distribution to the maritime
community increasing awareness of cyber exploits in hopes of improving cyber security.93
Cyber Incident Reporting Requirements: TEEKAY monitors the network traffic on all ships under
its control, all internet facing websites used for TEEKAY transactions, all maintenance networks and all
portals used in the day to day operations. TEEKAY is not required to report cyber related issues to
anyone outside the organization.
Rationale for System Cyber Security Issues: The Internal Management System (IMS) poses the
greatest cyber risk when compared to all other ship board systems analyzed as a result of a compromise
of information or a technical failure. The IMS has the least impact to shipboard operations. [See Annex
C, Figure 3] The IMS is a collaboration portal used by owners, shipboard personnel and third party
suppliers enabling improved decision making and situational awareness. If the IMS is compromised, the
portal would be inaccessible to the owner, shipboard personnel and third party suppliers. This means
the LNG load and ship location would be unable to be tracked by personnel ashore. Though the IMS
poses the greatest cyber risk as a result of the number of personnel accessing the system, the ship can
still operate in the event the IMS is compromised. 94 How hard would it be to render the collaborative
portal inoperative with so many possible portal entry points?
The wireless LAN onboard the LNG has the same vulnerabilities described in the cargo vessel
analysis and subject to similar technical failures and compromises of information. [See Annex C, Figure
4] By using strong network segregation, cyber-attacks entering through the use of a wireless device are
mitigated. Strong network segregation means that all the physical components of the network are
separate throughout the ship, but need outside access off the ship via the VSAT. VSAT is a common link
90
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between the wireless LAN and the internal LAN. If the wireless LAN is rendered inoperable it would
impact ship personnel’s ability to conduct personal online business and communicate with family
members, to name a few areas with possible impact. The ships wireless LAN is the second most
susceptible to cyber-attack, however the impact to shipboard operations is minimal as it is mitigated
through the use of strong network segregation.95 Would it be possible for a crewmember to be lulled
into providing wireless LAN access through social engineering during a port visit?
The K-Chief system is a stand-alone system that conducts power management, auxiliary
machinery control, ballast and bunkering control and lastly, cargo monitoring and control. [See Annex C,
Figure 5] K-Chief’s biggest risk to cyber is a technical failure or a loss of essential services. K-Chief uses
distributed processing meaning the input and output modules are located close to the processing units.
This design meets the most stringent safety and reliability requirements with a “fail-to-safe” philosophy
which is important when carrying extremely cold LNG. If all power is lost during the LNG transit, there is
potential that the functions K-Chief performs might be lost. This might have a drastic impact on the
carrying the LNG to the destination. How hard would it be to render K-Chief inoperable by a
crewmember?96
The internal LAN has a similar function as the one described in the cargo vessel however it was
designed using strong network segregation using firewalls. [See Annex C, Figure 6] A technical failure or
compromise of information are the riskiest areas. Remote access to the onboard network is
accomplished by efficiently routing data through proprietary network nodes around the globe. Secure
and reliable remote sessions to the vessel are authenticated and encrypted using Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI) and Internet Protocol Security (IPSEC). To prevent intruders from entering the
internal LAN, all sessions must be initiated and confirmed by personnel on board. Only certified
engineers can access remote operation rooms located at the shore proprietary sites. There is 24-hour
live network link monitoring, the network is automatically scanned for malware and remote support
does not require public or static IP addresses. To reduce the chances of introducing malware to
onboard systems via an external hard drive all external hard drives are scanned for malware prior to
connecting to an operator station. Incorporation of network segregation, redundancy, fault tolerance
and simplicity provides a robust, secure LAN. Additionally, the network logs alarms, events and process
variables allowing for trend analysis. The LNG internal LAN is much better designed than the cargo
vessel and is actively monitored to prevent intrusions.97 If hackers were able to get into the internal LAN
and get to the onboard systems, data passed between systems could be compromised affecting the safe
operation of the LNG vessel. How difficult would it be to imagine an Advanced Persistent Threat (APT)
agent like Russia, with dedicated resources and a vested interest in stopping the LNG shipments to
Europe, could exploit the systems on board an LNG vessel?
The Fleet Management Software (FMS) is software that helps users working processes on
inventory management, planned maintenance, procurement, documentation, forms, fleet operations
and voyage reporting. [See Annex C, Figure 7] FMS provides two-way data flow between the main
shore based office and the vessel with up-to-date fleet overview and management. FMS can provide an
overview of vessel particulars, maintain a backup of attached documents to external source (i.e. hard
drive), log all transmitted data with confirmation of data package transfer and integrity and provide
software patches for FMS, to name a few specifications.98 If the FMS is corrupted or infiltrated the two95
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way flow of data between vessels and main office providing an up-to-date fleet overview and
management could be rendered inoperative affecting ship operations. Would it be possible for an
insider to provide erroneous information affecting fleet operations or planned maintenance?
The Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) system provides the communication lifeline to the
LNG vessel and has the same vulnerabilities as described in the cargo ship section. [See Annex C, Figure
8] Cyber risks in both LANs have the potential to affect email, distress messaging services, internet
connection and GPS position reporting, to name a few of the services that VSAT provides. A
compromise of functions poses the largest threat to VSAT. Updates or maintenance actions affecting
VSAT services are handled outside the ship lifelines. The ship may not know about VSAT maintenance
actions or configuration changes thus creating a denial of service or inability to use the VSAT system.
Errors in use by not being able to switch smoothly from one satellite to another can cause interruptions
of VSAT services. Updates to VSAT affect vessel cyber security impacting both LANs providing critical
services to the vessel. Would it be possible to render the onboard VSAT terminal inoperative? 99
The Global Positioning System (GPS) system on the LNG provides the same capabilities as the
described for the cargo ship but with greater impact on the Fleet Management System (FMS), K-Chief
(stand-alone internal system management), Integrated Bridge System (IBS), Electronic Chart Display
Information System (ECDIS) and Internal Management System (IMS). [See Annex C, Figure 9] If GPS
receives incorrect or fraudulent data these five systems all incorporate ship location to safely navigate
the ship and provide position reporting to shore facilities. A compromised GPS affects the safe
operation of the vessel and in the event of an emergency could affect the speed of distressed vessel
location and slow recovery efforts. Is it feasible to begin researching and funding a back up to the GPS
system in the event of a compromised GPS system?100
The K-Safe system is a family of computerized systems designed to safely monitor and
automatically take corrective actions on unacceptable hazardous situations. [See Annex C, Figure 10] KSafe is segregated from the control systems on board to reduce risks to other systems. K-Safe provides
emergency shutdown, fire and gas detection and protection and process shutdown for designated
systems on board a typical LNG. The biggest cyber concern for this stand-alone system is physical
damage or technical failures within the system. How difficult would it be to render the automatic fire
extinguishing system inoperative?101
The Integrated Bridge System (IBS) connects all subsystems on the bridge by using centrally
located user interfaces with system message alerts thus keeping the navigator focused on navigation
tasks. [See Annex C, Figure 11] This provides a distraction free bridge environment rather than physically
moving to multiple separate instruments in order to maintain navigational situational awareness. The
IBS is designed for one-man bridge operation and meets all International Maritime Organization (IMO)
requirements and is most susceptible to physical damage and technical failures. The IBS is reminiscent
of the Star Trek vessel “Voyager” bridge captain’s chair - all systems are viewable from one central seat.
The IBS incorporates a centralized view of radar, ECDIS, X band, S band, conning, autopilot, route
planning and mariner’s notes to name a few. If the IBS is corrupted the safe navigation of the vessel
would be in jeopardy. Since each system feeding into the IBS has strong network segregation and many
security features it would take a dedicated APT actor time to map out the IBS network, develop a
desired effect and implement it on board the vessel. Is there a chance an APT actor would dedicate the
time needed to infiltrate the IBS system and corrupt the situational picture on the bridge?102
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The LNG Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS) has the same functions as the
cargo vessel, however ECDIS is integrated with the radar, autopilot, echo sounder, voyage recorder and
route planning functions to name a few. [See Annex C, Figure 12] A compromise of information or a
compromise of functions are the cyber weaknesses for this version of ECDIS. ECDIS is designed to help
the mariner conduct route planning, route monitoring during the voyage and displays additional
navigation related information (for example, AIS tracks from other vessels in the area). Updates to the
ECDIS are conducted through a secure and encrypted channel to avoid any malevolent actors
attempting to corrupt the data being sent from the shore site to the vessel at sea. Additionally, strong
network segmentation provides a layered defense and hardens the systems onboard. Would a nation
state with a vested interest in exploiting the LNG vessel expend the resources to interfere with the
ECDIS system?103
The Propulsion Control System (PCS) is the control and safety system for the engines and
propellers on-board the LNG. They are designed to be used on the bridge, but there are several layers
of controls available (for example, engineering may have a need to view the same information as the
bridge). A touch screen computer provides access to all system functions when needed. RPM, pitch,
start air and scavenging air pressure are a few of the indicators on the touch screen. Physical damage to
the system is the biggest concern from a cyber-perspective. Would it be difficult to gain access to the
system from engineering?104 [See Annex C, Figure 13]
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Figure 2- LNG Vessel Summary of Cyber Risk Assessment
(See Figure 16 for color coded key)

Typical LNG Ship Systems-Total Cyber Risk
Step 1 - ID Assets (Note 1)

Step 6
Total
Consequence Step 7 Business Impact

Step 8
Step 9
Incident
Prioritized
Likelyhood Risk

Communication Systems
Inmarsat C [2]
VHF Digital Selective Calling (DSC) Radio [3]
HF/MF DSC SSB Radio/Watchreceiver [1]

Communications lost-Ship info not passed Emergency comms
1.22481 lost-ship not rescued
Likely
Ship unable to communicate on VHF Emergency comms lost1.14341 ship not rescued
Likely
Ship unable to communicate on HF, make telephone calls or
1.14729 receive distress signals-no GMDSS compliance
Likely

6
14
12

Bridge Systems
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) [1]
Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS)[1]
IMO Echo Sounder [1]
IMO Speed Log [1]
Auto Pilot
Gyro Compass [1]
Magnetic Compass [1]
Course Recorder (Ship Security Alert System) [1]
Weather Facsimilie [1]
Wind Speed/Direction System [1]
Automatic Identification System (AIS) [1]
VHF Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS)
Handheld [3]
Radar Equipment [2]
Voyage Data Recorders (VDR) [1]
Anemometer [1]
Search & Rescue Transponder (SART) [2]
Emergency Positioning Indicator Radio Beacon (EPIRB) [2]
Navtex Reciever
Conning
Logbook
Integrated Bridge System

Navigation lost-ship does not reach port
Navigation charts inaccurate-ship does not reach port
Ship Depth inaccurate-ship runs aground
Ship Speed inaccurate-trouble docking
Ship Auto Pilot system would be rendered inoperative
1.174418 Ship Direction inaccurate-unable to navigate
1.07364 Magnetic ship direction inaccurate-unable to navigate
1.12016 Ship unable to alert authorities in event of piracy
1.217054
1.178294
1.14729
1.10465
1.135658

Ship unable to receive weather information and navigate
1.112403 around dangerous weather
Ship unable to display accurate winds and adjust navigation
1.07752 accordingly
Ship AIS information passed or received incorrectly, potential
1.13178 for collision with another ship exists
1 or all VHF GMDSS Handheld radios inoperative, Ship unable
1.06589 to use emergency communications
1 or both RADARs inoperative, Ship unable to avoid collision
1.12403 with land or other ships at night or in bad weather

Likely
Likely
Not Likely
Not Likely
Likely

7
9
13
27
15

Not Likely
Not Likely

10
35

Not Likely

19

Not Likely

21

Not Likely

32

Likely

16

Not Likely

38

Likely

18

Not Likely

36

Not Likely

30

Not Likely

31

Not Likely

29

Likely
Likely

17
20

Not Likely

28

Una bl e to i nves ti ga e ma ri ne ca s ua l ty, l os s of 12 hours of

1.07364 na vi ga ti ona l da ta a nd 2 hours of bri dge voi ce da ta
Unable to measure wind direction and speed, ship unable to
1.081395 apply wind corrections to navigation solutions
SART unable to transmit emergency location personnel on
1.081395 board not able to be rescued
EPIRB damaged emergency location not transmitted to
1.085271 satellites for SAR team rescue operations
Ship would not receive Navigational & Meteorological
1.124031 Warnings, SAR information and other information
1.120155 Conning Display inoperable
Electronic Logbook inoperable, inaccurate or information
1.0968992 disclosed to bad actors.
K-IBS inoperative-navigation tasks more difficult as navigator
1.2015503 uses multiple separate instruments

Likely

8

Propulsion, Machinery Management &
Power Control Systems
Doosan Engine [2]
B-WACS (Bearing Warning and Control System)
O-WACS (Oil Warning and Control System)
Combined Inert Gas Generator [2]
Combined Inert Gas Generator [2]
Combined Inert Gas Combustion Unit (GCU)

Tunnel Thruster [1]
Float Isolation Valve (FLIV)
Cryogenic Globe Valves (CGV)
Propulsion Control System
Fleet Management Software-Marine Application

Engine rendered inoperative; Engine diagnositces
1.104651 unavailable resulting in engine failure due to lack of
maintenance
actionsShip unable
to reach
destination.
Engine bearing
diagnositces
unavailable
causing
engine
1.104651 failure-Ship unable to reach destination.
Engine oil water diagnositcs unavailable causing engine
1.104651 failure-Ship unable to reach destination.
Generators rendered inoperative -Ship has no electrical
1.104651 power to run onboard systems
Generators rendered inoperative -Ship has no electrical
1.104651 power to run onboard systems
Atmosphere in cargo tanks or bunkers could reach into the
explosive range causing fire on board- Ship LNG carrying
1.077519 system compromised.
Tunnel thruster rendered inoperative - ship manueverability
1.06202 more difficult
Isolation of the cargo tanks from the secondary float
1.0503875 measurement system rendered inoperative - LNG amount
Management of fuel gas supply to the engines interrupted 1.0503875 Engine BOG fuel supply interrupted
1.158914 PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings
Two-way flow of data between vessels and main
office,providing an up-to-date fleet overview and
1.279069 management inoperative affecting ship operations

Not Likely

22

Not Likely

23

Not Likely

24

Not Likely

25

Not Likely

26

Not Likely

33

Not Likely

39

Not Likely

40

Not Likely
Not Likely

41
11

Likely

5

Power Mgt, Aux. machinery Mgt, Ballast/bunker Mgt, & Cargo
1.2868217 Mgt inoperative - affecting ship operations
Likely

3

Access Control Systems
K-Chief
Cargo Management Systems
Loading & Stability System
Boil Off Gas (BOG) Compressor System [1]

The planning and simulation tool not available and turn
1.0736434 around time in ports lengthened.
Not Likely
Boil Off Gas (BOG) not able to be used as fuel gas or returned
1.0658915 to the tanks after reliquefaction.
Not Likely

34
37

Passenger Servicing & Management System
None
Passenger Facing Networks
None
Core Infrastructure Systems
Internal LAN
Internal Management System

Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for safe
1.286821 operation of ship
Likely
Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplierLNG not picked up or delivered to destination & ship
1.3837209 performance not monitored
Likely

4

1

Administrative & Crew Welfare Systems
Wireless LAN

Ship's wireless LAN compromised- ship personnel unable to
1.360465 conduct personal online business.

Likely
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2

Figure 3- LNG Vessel Internal Management System (IMS)
(See Figure 16 for color coded key)

Internal Management System (IMS)-Liquid Natural Gas Ship
The KONGSBERG Information M anagement System (K-IM S) is a
collaboration platform developed for the offshore and maritime industry.
K-IM S is designed to enable continuous access to data both onboard
and onshore through an interactive web based solution and to provide an
efficient information flow. The solution solves the increasing challenge
that each sub-supplier needs his own data and communication
infrastructure. The system unites all data logging and communication into
a single, secure and maintainable solution. It gives the fleet owner control

Step 4 ID

Step 3 ID
Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage
Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Fire

Fire suppression system

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Equipment Destruction

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal
Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal
Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Thermal Radiation

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Interception of compromising
Interference signals

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

None

Natural Events
IMS contained ashore with ship having access
IMS contained ashore with ship having access
IMS contained ashore with ship having access
IMS contained ashore with ship having access
IMS contained ashore with ship having access

Loss of Essential Services

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Theft of Equipment
None
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure
None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal
None
None
Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal
None
Ship information available to unauthorized source
Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software

None

Position Detection

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal
Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal
Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Equipment Failure

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Equipment Malfunction

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Saturation of the Information System

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software

None
None

Use of counterfeit/copied software

None

Corruption of Data

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal
Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Illegal Processing of Data

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Error in Use

None

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Forging of Rights

None

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions
Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

None

Compromise of Functions

Company portal inaccessible to owner and 3rd party supplier-LNG load and
ship location not able to be tracked via web portal

None
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Figure 4- LNG Vessel Wireless Local Area Networks (LAN)
(See Figure 16 for color coded key)

Wireless Local Area Network(LAN)-Liquid Natural Gas Ship
Wireless LAN used by crew to communicate with family
members, conduct online business and for
entertainment puposes.

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Fire suppression system
None
None
None
None
None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

Possible interference with wireless network

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.
None
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.

Natural Events
Wireless LAN on board ship
Possible interference with wireless network
Possible interference with wireless network
Wireless LAN on board ship

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
HVAC Failure
None
Power Failure
None
Telecommunication Equipment Failure None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded

None
None
None
Data encrypted
None
None

Information on ship's wireless LAN exposed to unauthorized entity.

Disclosure

None

Information on ship's wireless LAN exposed to unauthorized entity.

Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None
None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.

None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.

Disturbance due to Radiation
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.

Compromise of Information

Information on ship's wireless LAN exposed to unauthorized entity.
Information on ship's wireless LAN exposed to unauthorized entity.
None
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.
None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.
None

Technical Failures
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized Actions
None
None
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.

Compromise of Functions
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperable.
None
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Figure 5- LNG Vessel K-Chief
(See Figure 16 for color coded key)

K-Chief 700-Liquid Natural Gas Ship
The K-Chief 700 marine automation system is a distributed
monitoring and control system. The K-Chief 700 is primarily a
stand alone system that covers all important functions
onboard a vessel, such as: Power management, Auxiliary
machinery control, Ballast/bunker monitoring and control
Cargo monitoring and control, The K-Chief 700 system is built
from modular hardware components and modular application
software.

Step 3 ID
Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Fire suppression system
None
None
None
None
None

Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
None
None

Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment

None
None
None
24 hour reachback
None

None

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None

None

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None
None

Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.

None

Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

None

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

None

Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.
None
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.

Natural Events
None
None
None
None

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.

Disturbance due to Radiation
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.

Compromise of Information

None
None
None
None

Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.
None

Technical Failures
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized Actions
None
None
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.
None

Compromise of Functions
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.
Power, Auxilliary, Ballast, Bunker & Cargo Mgt system rendered inoperative.
None
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Figure 6- LNG Vessel Internal Local Area Network (LAN)
(See Figure 16 for color coded key)

Internal Local Area Network(LAN)-Liquid Natural Gas Ship
Internal LAN used to disseminate information to/ from
merchant ship headquarters directly to ship. Other entities
use the internal LAN to communicate with various entities
supporting ship functions.

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Step 5 ID
Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire

Fire suppression system

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Major Accident
Equipment Destruction

None
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

LAN contained within ship

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
None
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
Transmitted Data encrypted
Transmitted Data encrypted
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources

None
None
Transmitted Data encrypted
Transmitted Data encrypted

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Equipment Failure

None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.
Data detailing company operations released to
unauthorized source

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

None

None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Natural Events
LAN contained within ship
LAN contained within ship
LAN contained within ship
LAN contained within ship

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Disturbance due to Radiation
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Compromise of Information
None
None
None

None
None
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Technical Failures

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized Actions
None
None

Compromise of Functions
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperable.
None
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Figure 7- LNG Vessel Fleet Management Software (FMS)
(See Figure 16 for color coded key)

Fleet Management Software (FMS)-Liquid Natural Gas Ship
FMS is a modular software system designed to assist users’
working processes within planned maintenance, inventory
management, procurement, QSE, documentation, forms,
certificates, voyage reporting and fleet operations.

Step 3 ID
Existing

Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Fire suppression system
None
None
None
None
None

Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
None
None

Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
24 hour reachback
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized use of equipment

None

Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.

Fraudulent copying of software

None

None

Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None

None

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

None

Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
None
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.

Natural Events
None
None
None
None

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.

Disturbance due to Radiation
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.

Compromise of Information
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
None
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
None
None
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
None

Technical Failures
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized Actions

Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
None

Compromise of Functions
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
Fleet Management Software system rendered inoperative.
None
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Figure 8- LNG Vessel Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT)
(See Figure 16 for color coded key)

VSAT IP@Sea Satellite Communications- Liquid Natural Gas Ship

Step 5 ID
Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Consequences

VSAT IP@SEA is our maritime broadband VSAT
(DVBS2-RCS2) service for commercial vessels,
which offers the most extensive Ku-Band and CBand coverage in the industry. NSSLGlobal can
provide 'always-on' connectivity through our
VSAT IP@SEA service, which comprises of seven
teleports supporting 25 beams through 16

Controls

Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Ship Fire Suppression System
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
None
None
Antennae exposed-waterproofed

1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global warming)
Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
Antennae exposed-waterproofed

None
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable

HVAC Failure

None

1 or both VSAT systems inoperable

Power Failure

Back up power available via generator

1 or both VSAT systems inoperable

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

1 or both VSAT systems inoperable

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable

Interception of compromising Interference
signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
None
None
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable

Theft of Equipment

None

1 or both VSAT systems inoperable

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System

None
None
None
None
None

1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
None
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable
1 or both VSAT systems inoperable

Natural Events

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services

Disturbance due to
Radiation

Compromise of
Information

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions

Compromise of Functions
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Figure 9- LNG Vessel Global Positioning System (GPS)
(See Figure 16 for color coded key)

Global Positioning System (GPS)-Liquid Natural Gas Ship

Step 5

The SeaPos 300 series of GPS navigation sensors is
designed to be fully integrated with other navigation
systems. This means that these models are per
default delivered without external display for
configuration and operation. All operation and
functionality are handled from typically the ECDIS in
an integrated bridge system. The SeaPos 300 sensors

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities ID Consequences
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage
Fire

Ship Fire Suppression System (note 2)

GPS system inoperable

Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 2)
None
None
None
Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 3)

GPS system inoperable
None
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 3)
Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 2)
Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 2)
Antennae exposed-waterproofed (note 2)

None
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable

Natural Events

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
HVAC Failure
None
Power Failure
Back up power available via generator
Telecommunication Equipment Failure None

GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable

None
None
None
None
None

GPS system inoperable
None
None
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable

None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None
None

GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable

None

GPS system inoperable

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

GPS system inoperable
None
None
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable
GPS system inoperable
None

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information
Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded
Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection
Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions

Compromise of Functions
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Figure 10- LNG Vessel K-Safe
(See Figure 16 for color coded key)

Kongberg Safe-Liquid Natural Gas Ship

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Kongsberg Safety Systems (K-Safe) is a family of
computerized systems that form part of risk
reducing facilities on the installation. The K-Safe systems
are developed and designed specifi cally for safe monitoring and automatic corrective
actions on unacceptable hazardous situations. Our
Safety System K-Safe is a computerised system

Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Fire suppression system
None
None
None
None
None

K-Safe system rendered inoperable.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment
Failure

None
None

K-Safe system rendered inoperable.

None

K-Safe system rendered inoperable.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

None

None
None
None
None
None

None

None
None
None
None
None
None

None

None
None

K-Safe system rendered inoperable.

None
None

K-Safe system rendered inoperable.

None

K-Safe system rendered inoperable.

K-Safe system rendered inoperable.

None
K-Safe system rendered inoperable.
K-Safe system rendered inoperable.
K-Safe system rendered inoperable.

Natural Events
None
None
None
None

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
K-Safe system rendered inoperable.

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
K-Safe system rendered inoperable.

Compromise of Information
Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded
Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None

None
K-Safe system rendered inoperable.
K-Safe system rendered inoperable.
K-Safe system rendered inoperable.
None

Technical Failures
Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information
System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

K-Safe system rendered inoperable.

K-Safe system rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized Actions
Unauthorized use of equipment None
Fraudulent copying of software None
Use of counterfeit/copied
None

None

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

K-Safe system rendered inoperable.

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

K-Safe system rendered inoperable.

None
None

None

Compromise of Functions
None
None
K-Safe system rendered inoperable.
None
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Figure 11- LNG Vessel Kongsberg Integrated Bridge System (IBS)
(See Figure 16 for color coded key)

Kongsberg Integrated Bridge System (IBS)-Liquid Natural Gas Ship

Step 3 ID
Step 5 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Consequences

The K-Bridge Integrated Bridge System - IBS is
adaptable to the requirements of all sea-going
ship types. It is designed to meet all IMO and
classification societies' requirements all the way
up to one-man bridge operation. Our Integrated

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None
None
None
None
None
None

Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

K-IBS contained w/in ship

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
None
None

Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

K-IBS contained w/in ship

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment

None
None
None
None
None

None

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None

None

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None
None

Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.

None

Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

None

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

None

Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.

None
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.

Natural Events
K-IBS contained w/in ship
K-IBS contained w/in ship
K-IBS contained w/in ship
K-IBS contained w/in ship

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.

Disturbance due to Radiation
K-IBS contained w/in ship
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.

Compromise of Information

None
None
None
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.

None
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.
None

Technical Failures
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized Actions
None
None
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.
None

Compromise of Functions
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.
Integrated Bridge system rendered inoperative.
None
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Figure 12- LNG Vessel Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS)
(See Figure 16 for color coded key)

Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS)-Liquid Natural Gas Ship
K-Bridge ECDIS (Electronic Chart Display and Information
System) is a navigation information system that displays
operator-selected information from ENCs (electronic
navigational charts) along with data from the vessel’s
navigation sensors .Sensor data displayed includes the
vessel’s position, heading and speed, but depth and

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Step 5 ID
Consequences

Physical Damage

Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Ship Fire Suppression System
None
None
None
None
None

ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable
None
ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable
None

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None
None

Natural Events

Loss of Essential Services
HVAC Failure
None
Power Failure
Back up power available via generator
Telecommunication Equipment Failure None

ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable

None
None
None
None
None

ECDIS system inoperable
None
None
None
ECDIS system inoperable

None
None

None
None
ECDIS Data corrupted rendering navigation
data invalid

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information
Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded
Media
Disclosure

Data from untrustworthy sources

Kongsberg Remote Services for Navigation provide a
secure link to enable vessels at sea to access shorebased electronic services, and to enable vessel owners
to track and manage vessels at sea. Keeping your
electronic chart portfolios updated is simple with

Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None

ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable

Equipment Failure

None

ECDIS system inoperable

Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None

ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system inoperable

None

ECDIS system inoperable

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

None
None
ECDIS system unreliable
ECDIS system unreliable
ECDIS system unreliable

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

ECDIS system unreliable
ECDIS system unreliable
ECDIS system unreliable
ECDIS system inoperable
ECDIS system unreliable

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions

Compromise of Functions
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Figure 13- LNG Propulsion Control System (PCS)
(See Figure 16 for color coded key)

Propulsion Control System (PCS)-Liquid Natural Gas Ship

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

The AutoChief 600 propulsion control system is a complete control
and safety systems suitable for all 2 and 4 stroke engines, both fixed
and controllable pitch propellers. The LTU 2011part of the AutoChief®
600 is the control lever for a ship’s propulsion system on the bridge. To
stand out amidst the visual noise of the bridge environment, the design
is focused on clarity and simplicity. Three levels of interaction are
initiated with the lever and highlighted by colour-coded indicators. On a

Physical Damage

Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Fire suppression system
None
None
None
None
None

PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None

HVAC Failure

PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings
None
PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings
PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings
None

Natural Events
None
None
None
None

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
None

PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings

Power Failure
None
Telecommunication Equipment Failure None

PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings

Electromagnetic Radiation
None
Thermal Radiation
None
Electromagnetic Pulse
None
Interception of compromising
Interference signals
None
Remote Spying
None
Eavesdropping
None
Theft of Media/Documents
None
Theft of Equipment
None
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure
None
Data from untrustworthy sources
None
Tampering with Hardware
None
Tampering with Software
None
Position Detection
None

None

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software
Breach of Malfunction
Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings

PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

None
PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings

PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings
None
None
None
None
None
None
PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings
PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings
PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings
None

Technical Failures
PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings
PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings
PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings
None

Unauthorized Actions
None
None
PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings
None

Compromise of Functions
None
None
PCS not able to control engine or display engine settings
None
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Figure 14- Key to Cyber Risk Assessment Conducted
RISK

Potential Impact
Definition (Note 1)

1

Low

2
3

Moderate The loss of C,I & A could be expected to have a Substantial adverse effect on company and ship, organizational assets, or individuals
High
The loss of C,I & A could be expected to have a Severe adverse effect on company and ship, organizational assets, or individuals

Limited

The loss of C,I & A could be expected to have a Limited adverse effect on company and ship, organizational assets, or individuals

means that a security breach might: (i) cause a degradation in ship operation to an extent and duration that the organization is able to
perform its primary functions, but the effectiveness of the functions is noticeably reduced; (ii) result in minor damage to
organizational assets; (iii) result in minor financial loss; or (iv) result in minor harm to individuals.

Substantialmeans that a security breach might: (i) cause a significant degradation in ship operation to an extent and duration that the
organization is able to perform its primary functions, but the effectiveness of the functions is significantly reduced; (ii) result in
significant damage to organizational assets; (iii) result in significant financial loss; or (iv) result in significant harm to individuals that
does not involve loss of life or serious life threatening injuries.
Severe means that a security breach might: (i) cause a severe degradation in ship operation to an extent and duration that the organization is
not able to perform one or more of its primary functions; (ii) result in major damage to organizational assets; (iii) result in major
financial loss; or (iv) result in severe or catastrophic harm to individuals involving loss of life or serious life threatening injuries.
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ANNEX D
RISK MATRIX LUXURY CRUISE SHIP

Figure 1 (photo courtesy of Cruise Mapper, 2017)
This annex contains details for a standard Luxury Cruise Liner (LCL) vessel that was used to
conduct the cyber-risk assessment. A standard LCL passenger vessel is depicted in Figure 1.105 The
summary page of the assessed risks on board the LCL for 53 systems was compiled and evaluated. The
results are included in Figure 2. The results of the top 20 systems most at risk to a cyber-attack on board
a standard LCL are as follows:
1. Passenger Photo Kiosk-a kiosk to purchase passenger pictures taken by shipboard cameras;
2. Wireless Local Area Network (LAN);
3. Hospital Emergency Room;
4. Hospital Intensive Care Unit;
5. Princess@Sea Mobile Application-provides passenger event schedule, menus and texting;
6. Internet Café – passengers provided internet access via group of shipboard computers;
7. Internal LAN;
8. Ocean Medallion – personal concierge service for passengers;
9. Xevo Experience Manager – shipboard system with movies, safety messages and schedules;
10. NACOS (Navigation Automation Control System)- bridge software for navigation
11. VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal)-Satellite communications link to vessel
12. DMP (Dynamic Maintenance Planning)- Maintenance planning system
13. CBM (Condition Based Maintenance)- Maintenance planning system
14. GPS (Global Positioning System)
15. Hospital Tele X-ray
16. Safety Center-on board back up system located separately from bridge and engine room
17. Smart Predict- provide advanced motion prediction capability for the vessel
18. ECDIS (Electronic Chart Display Information System)-bridge electronic chart system
19. Conning-Centralized data display for ship’s command
20. PCS (Propulsion Control System)-set of devices on bridge to manage vessel propulsion commands

105

(Cruise Mapper, 2017)
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All results are depicted in Figures 3 through 23. The color coded key for both matrices
describes the degree of severity a cyber-attack could have on a system. Please see Figure 24 for a
detailed explanation of the cyber severity. The full risk matrix will be available on the CJOS COE website
upon request from CJOS COE personnel. In addition to the cyber-risk assessment, details on the ship
that provide further insight include: background, type of ship, area of operation, communication
connectivity, system software updates, system hardware updates, crew membership and crew training,
cyber incident reporting and lastly rationale for system cyber security issues.
Background. Cruises depart from the U.S. and Europe to numerous vacation destinations.
Europe is a key market for the global cruise industry as it is the second largest market (the U.S. is the
largest) and Europe is the number two cruise destination in the world (the Caribbean is number one).106
In 2014, there were 42 cruise lines domiciled in Europe operating 123 cruise ships.107 In 2014, there
were over 13 cruise lines domiciled in the U.S. and Caribbean operating 235 cruise ships.108 An
interruption in the vacation cruise line industry in Europe or the Caribbean would have an
entertainment industry economic impact.
Type of Ship. There are basically three different types of LCL vessels – Mainstream, Premium
and Luxury. Mainstream vessels appeal to the masses desiring a cruise vacation, attract the most
passengers, are the largest LCLs vessels at sea and designed to be family friendly with activities designed
especially for children and teens. Premium vessels are similar to Mainstream vessels; however, there is
a more refined atmosphere, attentive services, carry fewer passengers, décor is more glamorous and
the passengers tend to be older. Luxury vessels are smaller than Premium vessels, carry less passengers,
sail longer, passengers are older and younger kids are not always welcome. Analysis will be conducted
on a Mainstream LCL vessel that conducts its cruises in the Mediterranean and the Caribbean. Princess
Cruise Lines was chosen as the LCL vessel that will be analyzed from a cyber-risk perspective.109
PRINCESS MAINSTREAM LCL vessels are approximately 330m (1083 ft.) long, 47m (154 ft.) wide,
with a gross tonnage of 142,714 tons. It can carry 3,560 to 4,272 passengers and 1,350 crew members.
There are 18 decks total with eight decks dedicated to cabins. There are 1,780 cabins total on board and
is among the largest cruise vessels of its kind. This particular ship, Regal Princess, was built in 2014 and
refurbished in 2017. Regal Princess was christened by “The Love Boat” crew Bernie Kopell “Doc”, Fred
Gandy “Gopher”, Gavin MacLeod “CAPT Stubing”, Jill Whelan “Vicki Stubing- the daughter of Captain
Stubing”, Lauren Tewes “Julie McCoy-cruise director” and Ted Lange “Isaac Washington- bartender”.110
The Regal Princess was refitted with the new “Safe Return to Port” requirement. Simply put, the
requirement states a vessel must be able to make it into port under its own power from up to 1,000
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(The Cruise Industry, 2015)
(The Cruise Industry, 2015)
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(Faust, 2014)
109
(Fodors Travel, 2017)
110
(Cruise Mapper, 2018)
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miles out to sea after any emergency while continuing to provide passengers basic services in safe
areas.111 At the end of 2018, there will be an estimated 314 LCL vessels providing passenger cruises.112
Area of Operation: A typical route for a LCL can be split into three different operating areas.
Princess Mainstream LCLs cruise in the Mediterranean during one season and then cruise the Caribbean
for another season. Princess Mainstream LCLs offer a transatlantic cruise between the Mediterranean
and the Caribbean and vice versa to set up for the two cruising seasons. LCL cruising is similar to the
cargo vessel routes, but go to mainstream ports vice cargo ports. A typical LCL route in the
Mediterranean would include ten or eleven days on board the LCL vessel visiting Copenhagen, Oslo,
Warnemunde, Tallinn, St. Petersburg, Helsinki, Nynawhamn and back to Copenhagen.113 The
transatlantic portion of the cruise might consist of 14 up to 25 days, depart St. Petersburg and visit
Helsinki, Nynashamn, Copenhagen, Aarhus, Kristiansand, Greenock, Dublin, Cork and Halifax ending in
New York as the final destination.114 There is a repositioning cruise from New York back to St.
Petersburg as well. The Caribbean cruise could consist of seven to fourteen days visiting Fort
Lauderdale, Princess Cays, Ocho Rios, Gran Cayman, Cozumel, St. Thomas, St. Maarten and back to Fort
Lauderdale.115 There is a repositioning cruise from New York to Fort Lauderdale available for passengers
and vice versa.116 (see Figure 25)
Communications Connectivity: Princess Cruise Liners are connected via satellite with 432 kbps
bandwidth and up to 256 kbps streaming IP bandwidth via the Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT)
using satellites to provide connectivity.117 VSAT provided the critical link from shipboard to shore and
vice versa. There are systems that need outside connectivity and systems that need inside connectivity.
Outside Connectivity Systems: The systems on board that need outside connectivity are the internet
café, Dynamic Maintenance Planning (DMP)118, Condition Based Maintenance (CBM)119, Hospital Tele Xray and the Safety Center. If passengers need to access social media, passengers have the option to pay
premium access to the internet by using the internet café.120 DMP and CBM send information shore side
on a continuous basis to provide critical system status and provide necessary maintenance
recommendations when systems need it. The maintenance information is passed back to the ship to
ensure maintenance is scheduled and completed. The on board Safety Center sends all information
back to the Princess headquarters in California where a team of experts monitors all systems while the
vessel is underway.121 This is the 24 hour emergency shipboard monitoring watch that is spring loaded
into action when needed for almost any event. The hospital x-ray is used when needed and connected
111
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to x-ray technicians ashore in the event of an emergency 24 hours a day.122 Inside Connectivity
Systems: Systems on board that require periodic updates include the wireless LAN, Princess@Sea123,
Ocean Medallion124, Xevo and the Internal LAN. The wireless LAN provides services to the Princess@Sea
mobile scheduling application and the Ocean medallion concierge services making the cruise experience
more enjoyable for passengers. The wireless LAN is segregated from the rest of the services on board
due to the number of personnel that have access to mobile devices. Xevo is connected to on board
servers 24 hours a day and are used mostly by passengers and crew on board for heavy on demand
streaming for television and movies. The Xevo system provides passenger services very similar to the
way transoceanic aircraft provide entertainment to flying passengers.125 The internal LAN connects all
the critical systems on board the LCL and is separated from the wireless LAN to ensure security of
information.
System Software Updates: Princess Cruise Lines has undergone a transformation in the way
software updates are handled. The onboard Safety Center monitors all systems onboard the vessel and
sends real time updates to the 24-hour shore side watch at Princess headquarters in California.126 The
watch team is spring loaded into action in the event a system software update does not go as planned.
Similar to the LNG vessel that has a team of experts monitoring services 24 hours a day, chances of a
malicious software update going undetected for an extended period of time are reduced. This allows for
a faster response time to begin trouble shooting efforts to protect systems.
System Hardware Updates: Princess Cruise Lines shipboard hardware systems on this particular
vessel have been recently upgraded.127 The upgrade process is very intensive during the short dry dock
period, but provides needed upgrades to ensure the safe operation of the vessel. In the near future
there will need to be a plan put in place regarding the steps necessary to update individual hardware on
Princess Cruise Line vessels.
Crew Membership & Cyber Training: There are approximately 1,350 crew members on board
REGAL PRINCESS-approximately five senior officers and the remaining 1,345 are crewmembers.128 There
are specific guidelines on using the internet on board the LCL vessel as there are roughly 3,500 other
personnel using the limited bandwidth available. Crew members are advised to disable automatic
application or software updates to minimize bandwidth.129 This defeats the purpose of ensuring the
device being used to access the internet has the most recent program with updated anti-virus and
malware protection and creates vulnerability in the onboard systems. Additionally, Princess Cruise lines
has a company policy for crew members to not disclose any information that is not generally known to
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the public or violate any terms of the Crew Agreement or company policies.130 This is policy that all crew
members have signed as part of their contract agreement. Princess Cruise Lines provides new hire
training to include security training and a small portion of the security training includes some limited
cyber training.131 Princess Cruise Lines has two Information Technology positions on board each vessel,
IT Officer and Computer System Specialist, that handle all on board issues and have reach back to shore
sites for additional assistance.132
Cyber Incident Reporting Requirements: All Princess LCL’s that have been through the “Safe
Return to Port” upgrade have incorporated an onboard Safety Center that has immediate access to all
systems on board the vessel. Every room onboard can be accessed and sealed off in the event of an
emergency. Everything that happens in the Safety Center is seen simultaneously at the Princess
headquarters in California that provides oversight and direction in the event of an emergency.133
Shipboard cyber defenses are multi layered and have on board detection via the Safety Center that is
escalated to the headquarters building in California.
Rationale for System Cyber Security Issues: The Passenger Photo Kiosk system uses a set of
computers, programs and hardware that take digital photos of passengers during the cruise. 134 [See
Annex D, Figure 3] The system has digital cameras located throughout the ship. To view photos a
passenger stands in front of the photo display kiosk where facial recognition software searches the
passenger photo database for all pictures containing the facial image of the passenger standing in front
of the display.135 The passenger can then purchase any number of photographs from the passenger
photo kiosk system. This system is riddled with cyber threats ranging from a compromise of functions,
unauthorized actions, technical failures and compromise of information. It is the number one most at
risk system on board the LCL, however, the impact to ship operations if the system is compromised is
minimal. If the system goes down, it simply means passenger photos will not be able to be taken and
eventually purchased by passengers until the system comes back online. It is not a hazard that would be
of concern to the safe operation of the vessel. It is uncertain if this system is connected to a public
facing website to allow passengers to purchase photos after the cruise has ended. The use of facial
recognition software is only available at the onboard photo kiosk, so locating pictures ashore may be
difficult and require additional time. How difficult would it be to connect into this system from ashore
to identify an individual on board?
The wireless LAN onboard the LCL is much more limited that on board the CC or LNG. There are
roughly 3,500 passengers and 1,500 employees on board a LCL totaling 5,000 people-all desiring access
to the internet. [See Annex D, Figure 4] The number of personnel on board this class of LCL is the same
as the number of personnel on board a U.S. air craft carrier-a floating mini city. Princess Cruises
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features Wi-Fi in most public areas, but, not in cabins. Passengers have the option of accessing Wi-Fi,
but there is a cost associated to discourage the length of usage. There is a flat rate option at 75 cents
per minute. Packages start at 100 minutes for $55, 150 minutes for $75, and 250 minutes for $100.136
There are other systems on board for passenger use that do not involve using a mobile device that are
addressed later. Wi-Fi on the LCL has the same vulnerabilities described in the CC and LNG vesseltechnical failures and compromises of information. By using strong network segregation, cyber-attacks
entering through the use of a wireless device are mitigated. The same weakness identified in the LNG
and CC is the satellite link. Whether it is INMARSAT or VSAT, both provide the communication pipe from
the shipboard to shore. It is also the common link between the wireless LAN and the internal LAN. If
the wireless LAN is rendered inoperable it would impact ship passenger’s and shipboard employees’
ability to conduct personal online business and communicate with family members. The ships wireless
LAN is the second most susceptible to cyber-attack, however the impact to shipboard operations is
minimal.137 Would it be possible for a passenger or crewmember to give wireless LAN access during a
port visit?
The Hospital Emergency Room (ER) is used to treat patients who are suffering from an acute
serious illness or injury that would lead to severe complications if not treated quickly. [See Annex D,
Figure 5] This is a necessary capability serving nearly 5,000 people on board during any cruise. Most
passengers on luxury cruise liners tend to be older in the range of 35 to 65 and sometimes older.138 The
need to have 24 hour access to a doctor while at sea is much greater for a LCL than a CC or LNG as there
are more passengers on board. The biggest issue for the ER is the loss of essential services-electrical
power and heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) and telecommunication equipment failure
and technical failures of the equipment. If the ER were to lose power, HVAC or telecommunications it
would make a physician’s job much more difficult and place passengers in a predicament while receiving
treatment. The ER is number three on the list, however, if there were no ER available the safe operation
of the ship would not be in jeopardy. How difficult would it be to sever power to the ER?
The Intensive Care Unit (ICU) treats seriously ill patients that are cared for by specially trained
staff. Patients can be connected to equipment that monitors blood pressure, heart and respiratory rate.
[See Annex D, Figure 6] Breathing machines may be used for patients that cannot breathe on their
own.139 The ICU is needed for a crew of 5,000 personnel on board the LCL whereas on board the CC or
the LNG the crew consists of roughly 25 personnel. The ICU has the same threat issues as the ER-loss of
essential services and technical failures. Electrical power, HVAC and telecommunication equipment
failures could render ICU equipment inoperative thus making the ICU doctor’s job much harder to care
for patients. Is it possible to sever the link between the patient and the breathing machine while
rendering the alarm system inoperative causing the patient to suffocate?
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Princess@Sea is a wireless application used by passengers on board the LCL providing
scheduling information. [See Annex D, Figure 7] It is a free application that works with the onboard
wireless LAN and can be operated with the device in airplane mode so charges would not be applied to a
passenger’s wireless device.140 Princess@Sea allows passengers to plan their daily events and activities,
review the ships itinerary and port guides, view the menus at the various restaurant and access a
passenger’s stateroom account. There is even a provision allowing passengers the ability to send text
messages to other guests onboard. Passengers provide their own wireless device to access the network
so the vulnerabilities are similar to those described in the CC wireless LAN section.141 Princess@Sea is
subject to a compromise of information, technical failures and unauthorized actions. The Princess@Sea
application will not work when out of range of the LCL vessels wireless LAN range meaning going ashore
and using the application may present problems. In the event the Princess@Sea application is rendered
inoperative, the safe operation of the LCL vessel will be unaffected. How hard would it be for a bad
actor to gain access to the Princess@Sea application and conduct a Denial of Service (DOS) attack?
The Internet Café is available 24 hours a day for all passengers and crewmembers to gain access
to the internet to conduct personal business while on board the LCL. [See Annex D, Figure 8] The
internet café consists of state-of-the-art computer systems allowing passengers to access personal webbased email accounts, or browse the internet for world news, sports and stock trading. Passengers are
advised that personal email services provided by the passengers Internet Service Provider (ISP) should
verify their ISP has web-mail access to their personal account to ensure access on board the LCL.142
Passengers should expect a fee for using the internet café if it is not included during the initial purchase
of the LCL cruise.143 The internet café is subject to threats from a compromise of information, technical
failures, unauthorized actions and essential services. If the internet café is rendered inoperative
through a version of cyber-attack, the café is segregated from ship critical systems. Safe operation of
the vessel is still possible. With so many passengers and crewmembers available to access the internet
café, is it possible that someone could download malware that takes the system down?
The Internal LAN uses an Internet Protocol (IP) based network to connect critical onboard
systems. [See Annex D, Figure 9] The internal LAN connects maneuvering, positioning, navigation and
automation systems on one separate and segregated network. Maneuvering and positioning systems
include thruster control and dynamic positioning; navigation products include radar, ECDIS, VDR, AIS and
Conning; and lastly, automation products include engine monitoring control system, power
management, propulsion control, HVAC, fire monitoring and engine safety system. Components are
encapsulated to provide a level of security. The internal LAN does allow automated system updates and
online diagnostics with remote maintenance via an encrypted communication path.144 The internal LAN
is subject to technical failures, compromise of functions and compromise of information. In the event
the internal LAN were rendered inoperative, critical shipboard functions could be rendered inoperative.
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From our analysis, this is the first critical onboard LCL system that resources should be directed at
protecting. Depending on which shipboard system is affected within the internal LAN, a cyber-attack
could cause havoc to the safe operation of the LCL vessel. Would it be possible for an APT actor to take
the time to target an LCL internal LAN to render the engines inoperative during a crucial vessel
movement phase?
The Ocean Medallion is a system that improves the cruise experience for passengers while
onboard the LCL. [See Annex D, Figure 10] Ocean Medallion consists of a network of sensors and
computing devices embedded throughout the ship, home ports and destinations forming the Experience
Innovation Operating System (xiOS). xiOS uses a guest-centric, Internet of Things (IoT) approach
enabling guests to maximize the cruise experience while on board. To use the system, each guest would
be issued a quarter sized medallion that can be worn as a pendant, wristband, clip or put in a pocket.145
The passenger then logs into the system prior to beginning the cruise to set initial preferences which can
later be modified at various stations throughout the ship during the voyage. The Ocean Medallion holds
a passenger’s unique digital identity and communicates a passenger’s preferences for food and drink,
excursion preferences, shipboard payments, unlocks a passenger’s stateroom door, expedites
embarkation and disembarkation, enables passengers to play games and can locate family and
friends.146 Ocean medallion is reminiscent of the communication badge worn by the crewmembers on
board Star Trek’s Voyager crew. Ocean Medallion is a system solely operated by a small group of ships
owned by Princess Cruises and the intent, if received well, is to expand this system to the entire Princess
fleet. Ocean Medallion is susceptible to technical failures, unauthorized actions, compromise of
information and compromise of functions. If Ocean Medallion were rendered inoperable it would not
affect the safe operation of the LCL vessel. It was designed to improve passenger experiences while on
board. Would it be possible to steal a passenger’s identity and unlock a passenger’s stateroom?
The Xevo system is an in-room entertainment and digital notification platform for all personnel
on board a LCL. [See Annex D, Figure 11] The Xevo system is hosted locally on board the vessel and
integrated with the ships local systems accessing time, location and weather. It is used initially require
all passengers to view a safety video prior to the ships departure.147 This is similar to the safety briefing
provided on board an airplane at the beginning of a transatlantic flight. The Xevo system is also similar
to the entertainment systems found on aircraft flying across the Atlantic as well-locally hosted with a
variety of entertainment options. Xevo, much like the aircraft systems described, has the ability to
interrupt and pause any program when the bridge has important information to pass to all
crewmembers and passengers. Xevo has vulnerabilities if essential services, like power, HVAC or
telecommunication equipment, fail or if there are technical failures of the Xevo equipment. If Xevo
experienced a DOS attack rendering the system inoperative, crewmembers and passengers may not see
important information from the bridge on the flat screen displays. The safe operation of the LCL will still
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remain in tack with zero degradation. How difficult would it be to render the Xevo system inoperative
from the Xevo server room location?
The Navigation Automation Control System (NACOS) provides the ability to control all the vital
shipboard systems hosted on one common network by sharing a set of workstations. [See Annex D,
Figure 12] The common network provides for safe navigation of the vessel and automation of onboard
systems. The Human Machine Interface (HMI) has been simplified to ensure ease of use-it is
transparent, consistent throughout the ship and intuitive. The HMI was specifically designed to provide
the right information at the right time. The NACOS software operates by using a familiar operating
system similar to those used by major software packages. Logging into the system is easily recognized
by LCL users. The design of NACOS, using the internal LAN, allows LCL crewmembers to concentrate on
navigating the ship safely vice searching elsewhere for shipboard operation.148 This is the second most
important system needing cyber hardening onboard the LCL. Technical failures, compromise of
information and compromise of functions are the areas where cyber vulnerabilities exist. If NACOS is
rendered inoperative, navigation tasks more difficult as navigator uses backup instruments to safely
navigate the LCL vessel. How difficult would it be to find an entry point into the internal LAN and
introduce malware affecting NACOS?
The SAILOR Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) system provides the communication lifeline
to the LCL vessel and has similar vulnerabilities as the CC INMARSAT system and LNG VSAT. [See Annex
D, Figure 13] Cyber risks in both LANs have the potential to affect internet access, email, secure Virtual
Private Network (VPN), and nine voice lines, to name a few of the services that SAILOR VSAT provides. A
compromise of functions and unauthorized actions pose the largest threat to SAILOR VSAT. Updates or
maintenance actions affecting SAILOR VSAT services are handled outside the ship lifelines. The ship
may not know about SAILOR VSAT maintenance actions or configuration changes thus creating a denial
of service or inability to use the SAILOR VSAT system. Errors in use by not being able to switch smoothly
from one satellite to another can cause interruptions of VSAT services. Updates to VSAT affect vessel
cyber security which could have an impact on the internal LAN, the internet café and the wireless LAN all
providing varying levels of services to the LCL. Since this SAILOR VSAT is one of the major
communication lifelines for the LCL this would be the third system needing cyber hardening. Would it
be possible to render the onboard VSAT terminal inoperative? 149
The Dynamic Maintenance Planning (DMP) system allows the maintenance team to schedule
maintenance when needed vice at fixed interval times. [See Annex D, Figure 14] DMP predicts the
actual condition by consistently measuring and analyzing the onboard conditions of the equipment.
DMP makes it possible to group equipment maintenance actions together when possible. As data is
gathered and monitored ashore, fault sources are identified before failure occurs.150 This improves
operational availability of the LCL vessel as the supplier, owner and operator work together to minimize
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non-operational periods by scheduling maintenance actions when and where needed. If the DMP is
rendered inoperative, the equipment conditions would not be sent ashore for analysis. This would
cause a delay in maintenance actions which could result in monitored systems, like the engines, being
rendered inoperative.151 A compromise of information or a compromise of functions are the biggest
cyber threat to the DMP system. A compromise of information or function are the two cyber security
concerns to the DMP system. Would it be impossible to repeat the same outgoing information stating
the system is operating normally, so maintenance is prevented leading to failure?
The Condition Based Monitoring (CBM) is a subset of the DMP system concentrating on
measuring daily fuel efficiency consumed by the engines. [See Annex D, Figure 15] Fuel efficient engines
reduce operating costs. Vessels equipped with CBM monitoring capability send daily updates to the
Expertise Centre that can remotely tune the engine for optimal performance. Cyber security measures
are implemented to prevent catastrophic issues. 152 Key equipment data is constantly measured and
sent to Wartsila to benchmark the equipment against a baseline and provide a recommendation on fine
tuning or maintenance action.153 Technical failures, compromise of information and unauthorized
actions threaten the cyber security of the CBM system. If the CBM system is rendered inoperative, the
fuel efficiency and maintenance actions of the LCL vessel engines may be compromised. Would it be
difficult to gain access to the CBM system and terminate fuel flow to the engine rendering the vessel
dead in the water?
The Global Positioning System (GPS) system on the LCL provides the same capabilities as
described for the CC and LNG ship but with greater impact on the Safety Center, Smart Predict, DMP,
CBM, NACOS, Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS) and Conning. [See Annex D, Figure
16] If GPS receives incorrect or fraudulent data these seven systems all incorporate ship location to
safely navigate the ship and provide position reporting to shore facilities.154 A compromised GPS affects
the safe operation of the vessel and in the event of an emergency could affect the speed of distressed
vessel location and slow recovery efforts. Is it feasible to begin researching and funding a back up to the
GPS system in the event of a compromised GPS system?
The Tele X-ray system is an onboard x-ray system installed to service passengers while
underway. [See Annex D, Figure 17] A digital image is taken on board the LCL vessel and either read by
the doctor or sent to a 24-hour shore emergency doctor to review the results and provide
consultation.155 If an injury occurs ashore, the patient can come aboard the LCL vessel to obtain an x-ray
vice searching the port facility for a hospital with x-ray capability.156 The tele x-ray machine requires
satellite access to reach back to the 24-hour emergency x-ray technician with the ability to provide a
consultation based on the x-ray results.157 Tele x-ray is most susceptible to loss of essential services and
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technical failures. If the tele x-ray service is rendered inoperable, x-ray services would be unavailable to
passengers and crew members while underway or in port. Would it be possible to render the satellite
system inoperable affecting the tele x-ray capability?
The Safety Center is a backup control room on board the LCL vessel located in a separate fire
zone. [See Annex D, Figure 18] The safety center has instant access to all systems on board. For any
given situation the safety center can seal off any major system damaged within the contained area
forcing the backup system to safely take over from another location. 158 Additionally, everything that is
seen in the safety center is simultaneously seen at the Princess headquarters in California providing
oversight and consultation in the event of an emergency.159 If this system is compromised, the ship may
be unable to extinguish fires, flooding or security emergencies at sea. Information from the safety
center could be interrupted and not able to be passed to shore headquarters. Ship would have to make
best speed to nearest port to address emergency. The biggest cyber threat to the safety center is a
technical failure of the system and a loss of essential services. Would it be possible for an APT actor to
take the time to research the safety center system and render it inoperative?
The Smart Predict system is a unique piece of software used to enhance the dynamic
positioning systems control focused on vessel maneuvering. [See Annex D, Figure 19] Smart predict uses
a built in mathematical model to provide an estimate of the vessel track in the near future. Most
traditional prediction systems provide a limited track as a result of the type of inputs provided. Smart
predict uses more inputs than traditional systems. Inputs include current heading, position, velocity,
rate of turn, manual commands from the coordinated joystick on the bridge and environmental inputs
from the onboard wind sensor. Using all the inputs listed provides the LCL vessel operator the ability to
“see into the future” enabling smarter and safer decision regarding ship handling.160 If smart predict is
rendered inoperative the future vessel track based on current inputs would be unavailable making the
safe navigation of the ship more difficult. Smart predict is susceptible to technical failures and
compromise of functions. Could a system update to this unique software program be compromised?
The Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS) system has similar functions as the CC
and LNG. [See Annex D, Figure 20] ECDIS is a navigational tool used for route planning, monitoring and
maneuvering. ECDIS can be used in stand-alone mode, in combination with radar or as part of an
integrated navigation system. ECDIS uses the internal LAN to receive real-time chart maintenance when
updates become available. Updates to the ECDIS are conducted through a secure and encrypted
channel to avoid any malevolent actors attempting to corrupt the data being sent from the shore site to
the vessel at sea.161 If ECDIS is rendered inoperative, the situational awareness tool available to the
bridge watch team would make the task of safely navigating the LCL vessel much more difficult. A
compromise of functions or a compromise of information are the cyber vulnerabilities for this model
ECDIS. Would it be possible to send malware through the chart update system?
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The Conning system is the centralized data display for commanding the ship. [See Annex D,
Figure 21] The conning system collects different instrument and indications into a central display for the
bridge watch team increasing situational awareness. The conning system provides different modes of
operation during the voyage. Modes include normal open ocean navigation, docking, navigational data,
heading and rudder movement records, instruments and track control. The conning system can be
configured by the operator as needed or customized to create individual display pages. The conning
system can operate as a stand-alone workstation or as part of a multifunctional workstation taking input
from the radar, ECDIS and conning.162 If the conning system is rendered inoperative the situational
awareness tool available to the bridge would make safe navigation more difficult as other sources of
information would need to be scanned to provide the same information. Technical failures and loss of
essential services are the two areas of concern affecting the conning system. Would it be possible to
create a cyber-effect rendering the conning system to display inaccurate information?
The Propulsion Control System (PCS) contains all the control devices, displays, indicators and
modules to provide for all possible propulsion configurations of the LCL vessel. [See Annex D, Figure 22]
The PCS consists of two independent systems, normal and back-up, each with its own network. The PCS
improves the safe operation of the LCL vessel by providing critical propulsion information to the relevant
user, either in the bridge or the engine room, in a user friendly touch screen display. There are different
types of levers to suit the different engines on board the LCL. The LCL vessel uses a Tunnel Thruster (TT)
and Controllable Pitch Propeller (CPP) levers with associated display to control the propulsion systems
on board.163 If the PCS is rendered inoperative, the PCS would not be able to control the propulsion
systems or display propulsion settings. The LCL vessel would have to operate in back up mode, making
the safe operation of the propulsion systems more difficult to operate and manage. Physical damage
and loss of essential services would have the greatest effect on the PCS. Would it be possible to inject a
Denial of Service (DOS) attack on the primary and back up networks affecting the PCS?
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Figure 2- LCL Vessel Summary of Cyber Risk Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)
Typical LCL Ship Systems-Total Cyber Risk
Step 1 - ID Assets (Note 1)

Step 6 Business Impact

Step 8
Step 7 Incident Total
Likelyhood
Consequence

Step 9
Prioritized
Risk

Communication Systems
SAILOR VSAT [1]

VHF Digital Selective Calling (DSC) Radio [3]
HF/MF DSC SSB Radio/Watchreceiver [1]
Iridium Satellite Phone [4]

VSAT rendered inoperable. Ship unable to communicate via internet
connection. All normal communications inoperable must rely on
Likely
emergency communications.
VHF DSC rendered inoperable. Ship unable to communicate on VHF
Not Likely
Ship unable to communicate on HF, make telephone calls or receive
distress signals-no GMDSS compliance
Not Likely
Iridium Satellite Phone rendered inoperable. Emergency
communications not available for ship personnel rescue.

1.24031

11

1.120155

31

1.14729

32

Not Likely

1.131783

25

Likely

1.217054

14

Likely

1.178294

18

1.14729

22

1.10465

34

1.135658

23

1.104651

19

1.073643

45

1.12016

30

1.116279

33

1.07752

43

1.131782

26

Likely

1.131782

27

Not Likely

1.131782

28

Likely

1.135658

24

Not Likely

1.06589

50

Not Likely

1.124031

29

Not Likely

1.07364

49

Not Likely

1.081395

41

Not Likely

1.081395

42

Not Likely
Likely

1.085271
1.166666

38
20

Likely

1.251937

10

Not Likely

1.18217

17

Not Likely

1.093023

36

Not Likely

1.093023

37

Likely

1.228682

12

Bridge Systems
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) [1]

Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS)[1]
Echo Sounder [1]
Speed Log [1]
Auto Pilot [1]

Gyro Compass [2]
Manual Steering Compass [1]
Voice Distress Calling System (VDCS) [1]
Bon Voyage System (BVS) Weather Information [1]
Wind Speed/Direction System [1]
Automatic Identification System (AIS) [1]
Bridge Navigational Watch Alarm System (BNWAS) [1]

Ships Movement Information Display System(SMIDS)[1]

Ships Email Alert System (SEAS) [1]

VHF Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS)
Handheld [16]
Radar [2]
Voyage Data Recorders (VDR) [1]

GPS system rendered inoperable. Ships position unable to be
determined using GPS forcing crew to use paper charts for
navigation.
ECDIS system rendered inoperable. Route, monitoring and
manoeuvering not displayed affecting navigation of vessel.

Echo Sounder rendered inoperable. Vessel unable to determine
actual water depth and vessel could run aground.
Not Likely
Speed Log Rendered inoperable. Ship unable to determine speed of
vessel. Docking vessel more difficult and could cause a collision.
Not Likely
Ship Auto Pilot system would be rendered inoperative interrupting
automated steering commands. Manual navigation and ship
handling would be needed.
Likely
Gyro compass system rendered inoperable. Ship unable to
determine heading accurately affecting navigation.
Not Likely
Magnetic ship direction inaccurate-unable to navigate
Not Likely
Voice Distress Calling Service rendered inoperative. Ship unable to
Not Likely
make distress call in case of emergency.
Ship unable to receive weather information and navigate around
dangerous weather
Not Likely
Wind Speed information unavailable. Ship unable to incorporte drift
caused by winds affecting ship handling and navigation.
Not Likely
AIS rendered inoperable. Vessel information for ships around luxury
cruise liner not available. Ship may collide with another vessel.
Likely
BNWAS rendered inoperable. "Navigator Fitness" for duty
inoperative requiring fit navigator to ascend to the bridge, vessel
subject to collision.
SMIDS rendered inoperable. Bow and Stern velocity unable to be
measured making vessel docking more difficult and possibly collide
with pier.
SEAS rendered inoperable. Critical vessel system changes not
received by remote monitoring station. Safe operation of vessel in
jeopardy.
VHF GMDSS rendered inoperable. Emergency portable radio
unavailable.
RADAR Information rendered inoperative. Ship unable to track
nearby ships or land masses. Potential for vessel collission.
Una bl e to i nve s ti ga e ma ri ne ca s ua l ty, l os s of 48 h na v da ta a nd 48 h of bri dge
voi ce da ta

Anemometer [1]

Unable to measure wind direction and speed, ship unable to apply
wind corrections to navigation solutions
Search & Rescue Transponder (SART) [16]
SART unable to transmit emergency location personnel on board not
able to be rescued
Emergency Positioning Indicator Radio Beacon (EPIRB) [16] EPIRB damaged emergency location not transmitted to satellites for
SAR team
Conning [1]
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.
Navigation Automation Control System (NACOS) [1]
NACOS rendered inoperative-navigation tasks more difficult as
navigator uses backup instruments to navigate vessel
Smart Predict [1]
Smart Predict rendered inoperative-future vessel trackbased on
current inputs unavailable- safety of ship jeoparidized.
Propulsion, Machinery Management &
Power Control Systems
Warsila Engine 12V46F [2]
Wartsila Engine 14V46F [2]
DMP (Dynamic Maintenance Planning) [1]

Engine rendered inoperative; Engine diagnositces unavailable
resulting in engine failure due to lack of maintenance actions- Ship
Engine rendered inoperative; Engine diagnositces unavailable
resulting in engine failure due to lack of maintenance actions- Ship
DMP scheduling information unavailable. Maintenance not
conducted at most efficient time or not at all rendering engine
inoperative - Ship unable to reach destination

CBM (Condition Based Maintenance) [1]

Engine data not transmitted to or maintenance advice received by
Wartsila Online Services causing improper maintenance or engine
failure - Ship unable to reach destination.

Likely

1.224806

13

Wartsila Generator Set [4]

1 or all four generator sets rendered inoperative. Ship not able to
power electrical equipment on board.

Not Likely

1.100775

35

Auxiliary Engine [1]

Auxiliary engine rendered inoperative. Ship not able to produce
electrical power when main engines are not operating.

Not Likely

1.085271

39

Exhaust Gas Economiser Boiler [1]

Exhaust Gas Economiser rendered inoperative, ship unable to
produce steam at sea or in port.

Not Likely

1.073643

46

Water Tube Auxiliary Boiler [1]

Auxilliary Water Tube Boiler rendered inoperative, ship unable to
produce steam at sea or in port.
Tunnel thrusters rendered inoperative - ship manueverability more
difficult
PCS rendered inoperable. PCS not able to control engine or display
engine settings, vessel systems operate in back up mode.

Not Likely

1.073643

47

Not Likely

1.06202

51

Not Likely

1.158914

21

1.20155

16

Not Likely

1.0581395

52

Not Likely

1.077519

44

Not Likely

1.073643

48

Not Likely

1.313953

3

Not Likely

1.085271

40

Not Likely

1.313953

4

Not Likely

1.0503875

53

Not Likely

1.2015503

15

Likely

1.2519379

9

Likely

1.286821

6

Likely

1.2945736

5

Likely

1.329457

1

Likely

1.282945

8

Ship's internal LAN compromised-unable to pass data for safe
operation of ship

Likely

1.286821

7

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative- ship passengers and
personnel unable to access internet for entertainment or business
transactions.

Likely

1.321705

2

Tunnel Thruster [6]
Propulsion Control System [2]
Access Control Systems
Safety Center [1]

Safety Center rendered inoperable. Ship unable to handle fire, flood
or security emergency at sea while information passed to shore
headquarters, ship makes best speed to nearest port to address
Likely
emergency.

Food storage facility [10]

FSF rendered inoperable. Ship unable to feed 5000 passengers and
crew beyond seven days requiring ship to make best speed to
nearest port.
WWT rendered inoperable. Ship unable to dump wet waste
requiring onboard storage until next port visit.
DWT rendered inoperable. Ship unable to incinerate dry waste
requiring onboard storage until next port visit.

Cargo Management Systems

Wet Waste Treatment [1]
Dry Waste Treatment [1]
Passenger Servicing & Management
System
Hospital - Emergency Room [1]

Hospital - Automated External Defibrilator (AED) [3]

Hospital - Intensive Care Unit (ICU) [1]

Hospital - Morgue [1]

Hospital - Tele X-Ray Capability [1]

The Emergency Room rendered inoperative. Patients requiring
medical care would not be able to be treated resulting in serious
injury or death. Ship required to make best speed to nearest port or
patient evacuated via helicopter.
Portable AED rendered inoperative. Passengers experiencing
sudden cardiac arrest or arhythmia unable to be treated resulting in
passenger death. Ship may be diverted to nearest port or passenger
evacuated via helicopter for medical emergency.
ICU rendered inoperative. Patients under intensive care or needing
intensive care would not be able to be treated resulting in serious
injury or death. Ship required to make best speed to nearest port or
patient evacuated via helicopter.
Morgue rendered inoperative. Deceased personnel not able to be
stored properly and ship has to make best speed to nearest port to
transport body to capable facility.
Tele X-ray rendered inoperative. Patient needing x-ray unable to
receive treatment or expert advice. Ship required to make best
speed to nearest port to seek medical treatment.

Passenger Facing Networks
Xevo - Experience Manager [1]

Internet Café [1]
Princess@Sea Mobile Application [1]

Passenger Photo Kiosk [1]
Ocean Medallion [3500]

Rendered inoperative preventing passengers and crew
entertainment videos, bridge safety messages and event schedules
on flat screens throughout the ship
Internet Café rendered inoperable. Guests unable to use internet
for personal business.
Rendered inoperative preventing passengers and crew the ability to
view the ships schedule of events, restaurant menus and text
passengers on personal mobile devices
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable. Passengers unable to
purchase or view pictures taken while on board the vessel.
Ocean Medallion rendered inoperable. Personal conciege not
available to passengers to make the cruising experience enjoyable.

Core Infrastructure Systems
Internal LAN [1]
Administrative & Crew Welfare
Systems
Wireless LAN [1]
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Figure 3- Passenger Photo Kiosk Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Passenger Photo Kiosk (PPK)-Luxury Cruise Liner

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Passenger Photo Kiosk is a sophisticated set of
computer systems, programs and hardware that
are aligned and integrated to take digital photos of
passengers during the cruise and display all the
photos for purchase from a photo kiosk. In stead of

Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Ship Fire Suppression System
None
None
None
None
None

Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None
None
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
Back up power available via generator
None

Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

None

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction

None
None
None
None

Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.

Breach of Information System Maintainability

None

Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.

Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
None
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.

Natural Events

Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
None

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.

Compromise of Information
Passenger Photos or personal data exposed to unapproved entity
None
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
Passenger Photos or personal data exposed to unapproved entity
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
None

Technical Failures
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized Actions
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.

Compromise of Functions
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
Passenger Photo Kiosk rendered inoperable.
None
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Figure 4- LCL Wireless LAN Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Wireless Local Area Network(LAN)-Luxury Cruise Liner Ship
If you require Internet access during your cruise, many
cruise ships now offer a WiFi network. You can access
the these networks with WiFi-capable devices, including
smart phones, iPads, iPod Touch, WiFi-enabled PDA's
and notebook computers. While some ships offer WiFi
access throughout the ship, the nature of WiFi is that
the closer you are to the WiFi access point (antenna),
the better your connection. With as much steel as there

Step 3 ID Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Fire suppression system
None
None
None
None
None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

Possible interference with wireless network

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
Back up power via generator
None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.

Interception of compromising Interference signals

None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.

Remote Spying

None

Passenger information and data exposed to unauthorized entity.

Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media

None
None
None
None

Passenger information and data exposed to unauthorized entity.

Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None

Passenger information and data exposed to unauthorized entity.

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

None
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.
None
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.

Natural Events
Wireless LAN on board ship
Possible interference with wireless network
Possible interference with wireless network
Wireless LAN on board ship

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.

Disturbance due to Radiation
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.

Compromise of Information

None
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.
None

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.
None

Technical Failures
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized Actions
None
None
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.
None

Compromise of Functions

Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's wireless LAN rendered inoperative.
None
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Figure 5- LCL ER Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Emergency Room (ER)-Luxury Cruise Liner Ship
The main function of an emergency department, or ED, is
to treat patients who are suffering from an acute serious
illness or injury that would lead to severe complications if
not treated quickly. The ED is not designed to provide
ongoing care. Patients requiring urgent attention will
always be seen first. Emergency departments operate 24
hours a day to provide the community with vital health
care for the acutely ill and injured.

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Fire suppression system
None
None
None
None
None

The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
None
None

The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.

Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None

None

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

None

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.

The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.
The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.
The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.
The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.
The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.

Natural Events
None
None
None
None

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.
The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.

Disturbance due to Radiation

The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.

Compromise of Information

None
The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.
None
None
None
The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.
The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.
None

Technical Failures
The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.
The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.
The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.
None

Unauthorized Actions
None
None
The Emergency Room or ER systems rendered inoperative.
None

Compromise of Functions

None
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Figure 6- LCL ICU Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Intensive Care Unit (ICU)-Luxury Cruise Liner Ship
The Intensive Care Unit (ICU) is a unit in the hospital where
seriously ill patients are cared for by specially trained staff.
Seriously ill patients require close observation and monitoring.
Specially trained nurses care for one or two patients at a time,
each shift. ICU doctors are specially trained critical care
doctors. Patients may have special equipment in their room,
depending on their unique situation and condition. The

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Fire suppression system
None
None
None
None
None

ICU rendered inoperative.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None
None

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
None
None

ICU rendered inoperative.

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

ICU rendered inoperative.

Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None

None

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment

None
None
None
24 hour reachback
None

None

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure

None
None

None

Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None

None

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

ICU rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None
None

None
None
None

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

ICU rendered inoperative.

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights

None
None
None

None

Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None

ICU rendered inoperative.

ICU rendered inoperative.
ICU rendered inoperative.
ICU rendered inoperative.
ICU rendered inoperative.
ICU rendered inoperative.

Natural Events

None
None
None

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
ICU rendered inoperative.
ICU rendered inoperative.

Disturbance due to Radiation

ICU rendered inoperative.

Compromise of Information
None
None
None
ICU rendered inoperative.

None
ICU rendered inoperative.
ICU rendered inoperative.
None

Technical Failures
ICU rendered inoperative.
ICU rendered inoperative.
ICU rendered inoperative.
None

Unauthorized Actions

None

Compromise of Functions
None
None
None
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Figure 7- LCL Princess@Sea Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Princess@Sea Mobile Application-Luxury Cruise Liner

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

The Princess@Sea mobile application offers quick
and convenient access to valuable information
directly on your mobile device, free of charge. Plan
your day's events and activities, review the ship's
itinerary and port guides, browse restaurant

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Ship Fire Suppression System
None
None
None
None
None

Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None
None

HVAC Failure

None

Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable

Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
None

Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable

Theft of Equipment

None

Princess@Sea mobile applicaton messages compromised

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None

Princess@Sea mobile application data compromised

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable

None
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable

Natural Events

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services

Disturbance due to Radiation

Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable

Compromise of Information
Princess@Sea mobile applicaton messages compromised
Princess@Sea mobile applicaton messages compromised
Princess@Sea mobile applicaton messages compromised

Princess@Sea mobile application data compromised
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable

Technical Failures
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable

Unauthorized Actions
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable

Compromise of Functions
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
None
Princess@Sea mobile application rendered inoperable
None
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Figure 8- LCL Internet Cafe Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Internet Cafe-Luxury Cruise Liner
Internet access is available on all Princess vessels
through our 24-hour onboard Internet Cafe and
wireless network -- which is available in some
staterooms and various public areas including our
world famous Piazzas. Use our state-of-the-art

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Ship Fire Suppression System
None
None
None
None
None

Internet Café rendered inoperable.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None
None

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
Back up power available via generator
None

Internet Café rendered inoperable.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

None

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment

None
None
None
None
None

Internet Café rendered inoperable.

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None

None

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

Internet Café rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

None
Internet Café rendered inoperable.

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

None
Internet Café rendered inoperable.

Internet Café rendered inoperable.
None
Internet Café rendered inoperable.
Internet Café rendered inoperable.
None

Natural Events

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
Internet Café rendered inoperable.
Internet Café rendered inoperable.

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
Internet Café rendered inoperable.

Compromise of Information
Passenger personal information exposed to unknown personnel
Passenger personal information exposed to unknown personnel
Passenger personal information exposed to unknown personnel
Internet Café rendered inoperable.

Passenger personal information exposed to unknown personnel
Internet Café rendered inoperable.
Internet Café rendered inoperable.
Internet Café rendered inoperable.
None

Technical Failures
Internet Café rendered inoperable.
Internet Café rendered inoperable.
Internet Café rendered inoperable.
None

Unauthorized Actions

Internet Café rendered inoperable.
Internet Café rendered inoperable.
Passenger personal information exposed to unknown personnel

Compromise of Functions

Internet Café rendered inoperable.
Internet Café rendered inoperable.
None
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Figure 9- LCL Internal LAN Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Internal Local Area Network(LAN)-Luxury Cruise Liner Ship
Internal LAN used to disseminate information to/ from ship
headquarters directly to ship. Other entities use the internal
LAN to communicate with various entities supporting ship
functions.

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire

Fire suppression system

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Major Accident
Equipment Destruction

None
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

LAN contained within ship
LAN contained within ship
LAN contained within ship
LAN contained within ship

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
back up power via generator
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
Transmitted Data encrypted
Transmitted Data encrypted
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources

None
None
Transmitted Data encrypted
Transmitted Data encrypted

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Equipment Failure

None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None
None

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Ship's
internal company
LAN rendered
inoperative.
Data detailing
operations
released to unauthorized
source

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

None

None
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Natural Events

LAN contained within ship

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Disturbance due to Radiation
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Compromise of Information
None
None
None

None
None
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Technical Failures

Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized Actions
None
None

Compromise of Functions
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.
Ship's internal LAN rendered inoperative.
None
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Figure 10- LCL Ocean Medallion Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Ocean Medallion -Luxury Cruise Liner
The complimentary Ocean Medallion is your portal
to amazing vacation possibilities. It’s the size of a
quarter and can be worn in a variety of ways: as a
wristband, pendant, clip or even in your pocket.
Consider the Ocean Medallion your key to opening

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction

Ship Fire Suppression System
None
None
None
None

Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

None

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon

None
None

None
None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

None

Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None

None
None

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
None
None

Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

None

Interception of compromising Interference signals

None

Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.

Remote Spying
Eavesdropping

None
None

Ocean Medallion passenger information or data exposed to unauthorized entity.

Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

None

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.

None
None
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.

Natural Events

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.

Compromise of Information

Ocean Medallion passenger information or data exposed to unauthorized entity.

Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
Ocean Medallion passenger information or data exposed to unauthorized entity.
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.

Technical Failures
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized Actions
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.

Compromise of Functions
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
Ocean Medallion system rendered inoperable.
None
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Figure 11- LCL Xevo Experience Manager Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Xevo Experience Manager (T.V. and Ship Activity Schedule)-Luxury Cruise Liner

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

An in-room entertainment and digital signage
platform. Hosted locally, function in a lightlyconnected environment and be integrated with
local ship systems to access information like time,
location, and weather. Requires passengers to

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Ship Fire Suppression System
None
None
None
None
None

Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None
None

HVAC Failure

None

Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative

Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

Back up power available via generator
None

Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative

Theft of Equipment

None

Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None

None

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

None

None
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative

Natural Events

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services

Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative

Disturbance due to Radiation
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative

Compromise of Information
None
None
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative

None
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative

Technical Failures
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative
None

Unauthorized Actions
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative
None
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative
None

Compromise of Functions
Xevo Experience Manager rendered Inoperative
None
None
None
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Figure 12- LCL NACOS Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Navigation Automation Control System (NACOS)-Luxury Cruise Liner Ship

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

NACOS (Navigation, Automation and Control
System) Platinum series offers unprecedented
features in terms of usability, scalability and
network by means of one common hardware and
software platform. NACOS Platinum series offers

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Fire suppression system on board
System inside vessel
None
None
None
System inside vessel

NACOS system rendered inoperative

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

NACOS contained w/in ship
NACOS contained w/in ship
NACOS contained w/in ship
NACOS contained w/in ship

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
None
None

NACOS system rendered inoperative

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
System inside vessel

NACOS contained w/in ship
NACOS contained w/in ship
NACOS system rendered inoperative

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

NACOS system rendered inoperative
None
None
None
NACOS system rendered inoperative

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

NACOS system rendered inoperative

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

NACOS system rendered inoperative

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

None
NACOS system rendered inoperative

NACOS system rendered inoperative
None
NACOS system rendered inoperative
NACOS system rendered inoperative
NACOS system rendered inoperative

Natural Events

NACOS contained w/in ship

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
NACOS system rendered inoperative
NACOS system rendered inoperative

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

None
None
NACOS system rendered inoperative
NACOS system rendered inoperative
NACOS system rendered inoperative
None

Technical Failures
NACOS system rendered inoperative
NACOS system rendered inoperative
NACOS system rendered inoperative
NACOS system rendered inoperative

Unauthorized Actions
None
None
NACOS system rendered inoperative
None

Compromise of Functions

NACOS system rendered inoperative
NACOS system rendered inoperative
None
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Figure 13- LCL SAILOR VSAT Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

SAILOR Very Small Aperature Terminal (VSAT)- Luxury Cruise Liner Ship
The SAILOR 500 FleetBroadband is designed for
vessels and platforms with demanding
requirements for connectivity- full access to
bandwidth-hungry IP applications, broadband
internet/intranet, e-mail, secure VPN and nine
simultaneous voice lines.
SAILOR 500 FleetBroadband uses a fully

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Ship Fire Suppression System
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
None
None
Antennae exposed-waterproofed

VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
None
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.

Natural Events
Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global warming) None
Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)
None
Volcanic Phenomenon
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
Meterological Phenomenon
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
Flood
None

None

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
Back up power available via generator
None

VSAT system rendered inoperable.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

VSAT system rendered inoperable.
None

Interception of compromising Interference
signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

VSAT system rendered inoperable.
None

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None
None

VSAT system rendered inoperable.

None

VSAT system rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

VSAT system rendered inoperable.

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

VSAT system rendered inoperable.

None
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
None

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.

Disturbance due to
Radiation

VSAT system rendered inoperable.

Compromise of
Information

None
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
None
None
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.

Technical Failures
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized Actions
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.

Compromise of Functions
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
VSAT system rendered inoperable.
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Figure 15- LCL DMP Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

DMP (Dynamic Maintenance Planning)-Luxury Cruise Liner Ship
DMP enables you to schedule maintenance according to
actual needs instead of having to rely on a fixed maintenance
schedule. Evaluating the condition of the equipment is a key
element of our Dynamic maintenance planning (DMP™)
concept, which enables extended and coordinated
maintenance intervals.
Dynamic maintenance planning is based on predicting the

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Step 5 ID
Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Fire suppression system on board
System inside vessel
None
None
None
System inside vessel

DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None

HVAC Failure
Power Failure

None
None

DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

System inside vessel
System inside vessel
System inside vessel

DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping

None
None
None

DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.

Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

24 hour reachback
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

None

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
24 hour reachback
None
None
None

DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

None

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.

DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.
None
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.

Natural Events
None
None
None
None

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.

Disturbance due to Radiation
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.

Compromise of Information
DMP information released to unauthorized entity.
DMP information released to unauthorized entity.
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.
None
DMP information released to unauthorized entity.
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.

Technical Failures
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.

Unauthorized Actions
None
None
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.

Compromise of Functions
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.
DMP system rendered inoperative or corrupt.
None
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Figure 16- LCL CBM Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

CBM (Condition Based Maintenance)-Luxury Cruise Liner Ship
CBM support owners and users in avoiding engine
malfunction, and providing a better interval
maintenance and performance of engines,
extending major overhauls. At the same time, we
are reducing the operational costs for the owners.
Through CBM, Wärtsilä conducts “a daily follow-up of

Step 3 ID
Existing

Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities

Step 5 ID Consequences

Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Fire suppression system on board
System inside vessel
None
None
None
System inside vessel

CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None

HVAC Failure
Power Failure

None
None

CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

System inside vessel
System inside vessel
System inside vessel

CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software

None
None
None
24 hour reachback
None
None
None
None
None
None

CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.

Position Detection

None

None

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
24 hour reachback
None
None
None

CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

None
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.

CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.
None
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.

Natural Events
None
None
None
None

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.

Disturbance due to Radiation
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.

Compromise of Information
CBM data seen unauthorized entity
CBM data seen by unauthorized entity
None
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.
None
CBM data seen by unauthorized entity
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.

Technical Failures
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized Actions

CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.

Compromise of Functions
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.
CBM data not able to be transmitted or system rendered inoperative.
None
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Figure 17- LCL GPS Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Global Positioning System (GPS)-Luxury Cruise Liner Ship

Step 5

The GNSS GPS system is capable of receiving WAAS,
EGNOS and MSAS differential corrections. The unit
performs continuous RAIM calculations to monitor the
integrity of the position data. Receiver Autonomous
Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) is a safety feature in the
sensor unit which continuously verifies the integrity of
the GNSS system to ascertain its accuracy and

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities ID Consequences
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Ship Fire Suppression System
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
None
None
None
Antennae exposed-waterproofed

GPS system rendered inoperable.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
Antennae exposed-waterproofed
Antennae exposed-waterproofed

None
GPS system rendered inoperable.

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
Back up power available via generator
None

GPS system rendered inoperable.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

GPS system rendered inoperable.

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

GPS system rendered inoperable.

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

GPS system rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

GPS system rendered inoperable.

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

GPS system rendered inoperable.

GPS system rendered inoperable.
None
GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.

Natural Events

GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.

Disturbance due to Radiation
GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.

Compromise of Information
None
None
GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.
None
None
GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.

Technical Failures
GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized Actions
None
None
GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.

Compromise of Functions
GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.
GPS system rendered inoperable.
None
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Figure 18- LCL Tele X-Ray Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Tele X-Ray - Luxury Cruise Liner Ship
Radiology is a type of imaging technique that physicians
use for taking images of the internal part of the body.
Ultrasounds, MRIs and x-rays are examples.
Teleradiology refers to the practice of a radiologist
interpreting medical images while not physically present
in the location where the images are generated

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction

Fire suppression system
None
None
None
None

Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

None

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
None
None

Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

None

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

None

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.

Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.
None
Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.
Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.

Natural Events

None

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.
Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.

Compromise of Information
None
None
None
Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.
None
None
Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.
Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.
Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.
None

Technical Failures
Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.
Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.
Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.
None

Unauthorized Actions
None
None
Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.
None

Compromise of Functions
None
None
Tele X-ray system rendered inoperative.
None
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Figure 19- LCL Safety Center Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Safety Center-Luxury Cruise Liner Ship

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

On board Regal Princess every major system has a backup system in a
separate fire zone. The Safety Center is the roon with instant access to
every inch of the ship. Any situation can be immediately sealed off and if
any major system is damaged within the contained area, then a backup
can safely take over from another place. These redundancies are so
thorough that there is a complete second bridge on another deck. As
an additional safeguard, everything that happens in the Safety Center is

Step 5 ID
Consequences

Physical Damage

Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction

Fire suppression system on board
System inside vessel
None
None
None

Safety Center rendered inoperable.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

None

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

FSF inside the ship
FSF inside the ship
FSF inside the ship

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
None
None

Safety Center rendered inoperable.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

None
None

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

None

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

Safety Center rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

None
None

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

None

Safety Center rendered inoperable.
None
Safety Center rendered inoperable.
Safety Center rendered inoperable.

Natural Events

FSF inside the ship
FSF inside the ship

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
Safety Center rendered inoperable.
Safety Center rendered inoperable.

Disturbance due to Radiation

None

Compromise of Information
None
None
None
Safety Center rendered inoperable.
None
None
Safety Center rendered inoperable.
Safety Center rendered inoperable.
Safety Center rendered inoperable.
Safety Center rendered inoperable.

Technical Failures
Safety Center rendered inoperable.
Safety Center rendered inoperable.
Safety Center rendered inoperable.
Safety Center rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized Actions

None
Safety Center rendered inoperable.
None

Compromise of Functions
None
None
Safety Center rendered inoperable.
None
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Figure 20- LCL Smart Predict Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Smart Predict (Ship Safety Forecast Track)-Luxury Cruise Liner Ship

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

Smart Predict is a special software module was
developed to extend the capability of the Cynamic
Positioning (DP) systems control functionality
focused more on vessel maneuvering. Named
“SmartPredict,” this module takes advantage of

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None
None
None
None
None
None

Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

Smart Predict contained w/in ship
Smart Predict contained w/in ship
Smart Predict contained w/in ship
Smart Predict contained w/in ship

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
None
None

Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

None
None
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.
None
None
None
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

None
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.

Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.
None
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.
None

Natural Events

Smart Predict contained w/in ship

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

None
None
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.
None

Technical Failures
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.

Unauthorized Actions
None
None
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.
None

Compromise of Functions

Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.
Smart Predict system rendered inoperative.
None
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Figure 21- LCL ECDIS Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS)-Luxury Cruise Liner Ship
ECDISPILOT Platinum is used by navigator for route
planning, monitoring and manoevering. Completely LAN
based to offer unsurpassed scalability and flexibiltiy.
Common software platform allows the installation of any
application to any Platinum workstation regardless of
location. Chart maintenance based on real-time update.

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage

Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Ship Fire Suppression System
Inside ship
Inside ship
None
None
Inside ship

ECDIS system rendered inoperable.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

Inside ship
Inside ship
Inside ship
Inside ship
Inside ship

None

HVAC Failure
Power Failure

None
Back up power available via generator

ECDIS system rendered inoperable.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

ECDIS system rendered inoperable.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

ECDIS system rendered inoperable.

Interception of compromising Interference signals None
Remote Spying
None
Eavesdropping
None

ECDIS system rendered inoperable.

Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None

None
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.

None
None
None

ECDIS system rendered inoperable.

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

ECDIS system rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None

None

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

ECDIS system rendered inoperable.
None
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.
None

Natural Events
None
None
None
None

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.

Disturbance due to Radiation
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.

Compromise of Information

Chart maintenance based on real-time update.

None
None

None
None
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.

Technical Failures
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized Actions
None

Chart maintenance based on real-time update.

None
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.

None

None

None
None
None
None
None

ECDIS system rendered inoperable.

Compromise of Functions
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.
ECDIS system rendered inoperable.
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Figure 22- LCL Conning Display Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Conning Display-Luxury Cruise Liner Ship
Synapsis Conning is the centralized data display for the
ship’s command. It makes available all bridge
navigation and machine status data easily at a glance
and hence contributes to efficient and safe navigation
in accordance with operating philosophy. The
combination of different instruments and indications

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Step 5 ID Consequences

Physical Damage
Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Ship Fire Suppression System
System inside vessel
None
None
None
None

Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None

HVAC Failure
Power Failure
Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None
Back up power available via generator
None

Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

System inside vessel
System inside vessel
System inside vessel

Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.

Interception of compromising Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents
Theft of Equipment
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.
None
None
None
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

None

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

None

Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.
None
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.
None

Natural Events
None
None
None
None

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.

Disturbance due to Radiation
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.

Compromise of Information

None
None
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.

Technical Failures
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.

Unauthorized Actions
None
None
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.
None

Compromise of Functions
None
None
Conning Display inoperable. Ship navigator manually navigates ship.
None
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Figure 23- LCL Conning Display Security Assessment
(See Figure 24 for color coded key)

Propulsion Control System (PCS)-Luxury Cruise Liner Ship

Step 3 ID
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities
Existing Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

The Wärtsilä Propulsion Control System (PCS) is a comprehensive
system of control devices, displays, indicators and modules designed
to suit all possible propulsion configurations of a modern ship.
The human interface of Wärtsilä PCS, ProTouch, is a complete system
of levers and touch screen interfaces, that responds to market
demands for modern and compact control devices.
•Touch screen technology for user friendly, intuitive operation

Step 5 ID
Consequences

Physical Damage

Fire
Water Damage
Pollution
Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

Fire suppression system
System inside vessel
None
None
None
None

PCS rendered inoperable.

Climatic Phenomenon
Seismic Phenomenon
Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None

PCS rendered inoperable.
None
PCS rendered inoperable.
PCS rendered inoperable.
None

Natural Events

None
None

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
HVAC Failure
None
Power Failure
None
Telecommunication Equipment Failure None

PCS rendered inoperable.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
PCS rendered inoperable.

PCS rendered inoperable.
PCS rendered inoperable.

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
None
System inside vessel

Compromise of Information
Interception of compromising
Interference signals
None
Remote Spying
None
Eavesdropping
None
Theft of Media/Documents
None
Theft of Equipment
None
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure
None
Data from untrustworthy sources
None
Tampering with Hardware
None
Tampering with Software
None
Position Detection
None

PCS rendered inoperable.
None
None
None
None
None
None
PCS rendered inoperable.
PCS rendered inoperable.
PCS rendered inoperable.
None

Technical Failures
Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Softwareof Malfunction
Breach
Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None
None
None

PCS rendered inoperable.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software
Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None
None
None
None

PCS rendered inoperable.
None

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

PCS rendered inoperable.

PCS rendered inoperable.
PCS rendered inoperable.
PCS rendered inoperable.
None

Unauthorized Actions

None
PCS rendered inoperable.
None

Compromise of Functions
None
None
PCS rendered inoperable.
None
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Figure 24- Key to Cyber Risk Assessment Conducted
RISK

Potential Impact
Definition (Note 1)

1

Low

2
3

Moderate The loss of C,I & A could be expected to have a Substantial adverse effect on company and ship, organizational assets, or individuals
High
The loss of C,I & A could be expected to have a Severe adverse effect on company and ship, organizational assets, or individuals

Limited

The loss of C,I & A could be expected to have a Limited adverse effect on company and ship, organizational assets, or individuals

means that a security breach might: (i) cause a degradation in ship operation to an extent and duration that the organization is able to
perform its primary functions, but the effectiveness of the functions is noticeably reduced; (ii) result in minor damage to
organizational assets; (iii) result in minor financial loss; or (iv) result in minor harm to individuals.

Substantialmeans that a security breach might: (i) cause a significant degradation in ship operation to an extent and duration that the
organization is able to perform its primary functions, but the effectiveness of the functions is significantly reduced; (ii) result in
significant damage to organizational assets; (iii) result in significant financial loss; or (iv) result in significant harm to individuals that
does not involve loss of life or serious life threatening injuries.
Severe means that a security breach might: (i) cause a severe degradation in ship operation to an extent and duration that the organization is
not able to perform one or more of its primary functions; (ii) result in major damage to organizational assets; (iii) result in major
financial loss; or (iv) result in severe or catastrophic harm to individuals involving loss of life or serious life threatening injuries.
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ANNEX E
BLACK SEA REGION CYBER SECURITY SURVEY DETAILS
This annex contains the details for the maritime cyber-security survey that was conducted in the
Black Sea region to support the Maritime Cyber Security risk analysis. The survey was conducted during
the month of August in 2016. It was a combined effort between the Combined Joint Operations from
the Sea (CJOS) Center of Excellence (COE) and Old Dominion University (ODU) Batten College of
Engineering and Technology. The questions contained in the survey were designed with three purposes
in mind to look at vulnerabilities, threats and impact. First, CJOS COE wanted to get a sense on the level
of cyber awareness in the maritime domain particular to the Black Sea region. Second, CJOS desired an
understanding of the threats, vulnerabilities, risks and likelihood of cyber related incidents occurring in
the Black Sea region. Lastly, the results of the survey would provide an estimate of cyber risks to the
maritime domain. The nations bordering the Black Sea were subject to assisting in the survey. Positive
survey results came from Romania and Bulgaria. Attempted communications with zero results came
from the Ukraine, the former Soviet Union, Georgia and Turkey. Ongoing tensions between NATO and
Russia’s annexation of the Crimea in Ukraine and the ongoing government upheaval in Turkey may have
been contributing factors in the level of survey participation. (See Figure 1) The survey was opened to a
wider audience in which eleven different participating countries were able to provide input. The survey
was designed to be completed within twenty minutes and contained eleven questions.

Russia

Figure 1 Black Sea Survey Participants
Key:
= MCS Survey Participant
= MCS Survey Non Participant
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Questions asked in the survey:
1. What is the current sector you are working in the maritime domain?
2. What is your current position in the maritime domain?
3. Rank the likelihood of a cyber-incident for a system on board a maritime platform (ships, mobile
offshore units, etc.)
4. Rank the likelihood of a cyber-incident for port related systems (to include ship company offices)
5. Indicate the level of impact if one of the vulnerabilities below is exploited to trigger a maritime
cybersecurity incident
6. Indicate the likelihood of a maritime cyber security incident generated by each of the following
sources of threat
7. Rank the level of impact of a maritime cyber security incident generated by each of the
following sources of threat
8. Indicate which asset is more valuable and require more protection against a maritime cyber
security incident
9. What level of impact a maritime cyber security incident might have at the organization level?
10. What level of impact a maritime cyber security incident might have at the strategic level?
11. Please select the level of effectiveness for each of the following safeguards and
countermeasures to mitigate cyber security risks in the maritime domain
Results of the eleven questions are depicted in figures 2 through 12. The full survey report will be
available on the CJOS COE website upon completion. CJOS COE website: http://www.cjoscoe.org/
Figure 2- Maritime Sector
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Figure 3- Maritime Position

Figure 4- Vulnerabilities of a cyber-incident ship system
Vulnerabilities

Please rank the likelihood of a cyber-incident for a system on board a maritime platform (ships, mobile offshore units, etc.)
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Figure 5- Vulnerabilities of a cyber-Incident port related system
Vulnerabilities

Please rank the likelihood of a cyber-incident for port related systems (to include ship company offices)
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Figure 6- Vulnerabilities level of impact triggering a maritime cyber incident
Vulnerabilities
Please indicate the level of impact if one of the vulnerabilities below is exploited to trigger a maritime cybersecurity incident.
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Figure 7- Likely threats to maritime cyber security incident
Threats

Please indicate the likelihood of a maritime cybersecurity incident generated by each of the following sources of threat.
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Figure 8- Threat level of impact to maritime cyber security incident
Threats

Please rank the level of impact of a maritime cybersecurity incident generated by each of the following sources of threat.
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Figure 9- Impact asset ranking
Impact

Please indicate which asset is more valuable and require more protection against a maritime cybersecurity incident.
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Figure 10- Impact organizational ranking
Impact
What level of impact a maritime cybersecurity incident might have at organization level?
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Figure 11- Impact strategic level
Impact
What level of impact a maritime cyber incident might have at strategic level?
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Figure 12- Counter Measures
Please select the level of effectiveness for each of the following safeguards and countermeasures to mitigate cybersecurity risks
in the maritime domain
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ANNEX F
RISK MATRIX “TO BE” PORT FACILITY

Figure 1 (photo courtesy of Virginia International Gateway)
This annex contains details for the future or “to be” port facility that was used to conduct the
cyber-risk assessment. A typical “to be” port facility is depicted in Figure 1.164 Figure 2 and Figure 3
describe the operations at the “to be” port facility. The summary page of the assessed risks on board
the “to be” port facility for 28 systems was compiled and evaluated. The results are included in Figure 4.
The results of the top fifteen systems most at risk to a cyber-attack at the “to be” port facility are as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

164

Terminal Cameras-security cameras that record trucks and rail cars entering/exiting premises
Data Back Up Services-Navis 4 TOS data backed up to three different locations
Navis Business Intelligence Portal-operations management tool
Pro Pass Truck Reservations System-truck arrival/departure operational management system
Internal Local Area Network (LAN)
Internal Wireless LAN-communication mechanism for all vehicles working at the port facility
Public Wireless LAN-allows personal devices to connect to the internet
Navis 4 Terminal Operating System-terminal operating system coordinating TEU movement
Cyber Security Intelligence Service-monitors internet and systems for cyber attacks
Differential Global Positioning System (GPS)-provides TEU positioning at the automated facility
Automated Rail Mounted Gantry (ARMG) Crane-moves TEUs to and from the TEU stack
Radiation Detection Facility-scans all TEUs entering the port facility
Straddle Carrier-moves TEUs to and from the TEU stack management area
Cassette Carrier-moves TEUs to and from rail to TEU stack management area
Reach Stacker-moves TEUs to and from Cassette Carrier to rail

(Bing , 2018)
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All results are depicted in Figures 5 through 19. The color coded key for both matrices
describes the degree of severity a cyber-attack could have on a system. Please see Figure 20 for a
detailed explanation of the cyber severity. The full risk matrix will be available upon request. In
addition to the cyber-risk assessment, details on the “to be” port facility that provide further insight
include: background, ship side operations, TEU stack management, truck operations, rail operations,
communication connectivity, system software updates, system hardware updates, crew membership
and crew training, cyber incident reporting and lastly rationale for system cyber security issues.
Background. For the purposes of this study, the Virginia International Gateway (VIG) was used as a
model of future or “to be” port operations in which increased automation will minimize human
involvement, and increase efficiency in cargo handling. The Port of Virginia has a total of six separate
facilities in close proximity to the Norfolk area: Winchester, VA - Inland Port facility (for trains);
Richmond, VA - Port of Richmond (three times a week there is a barge service subsidized by the state of
Virginia); Newport news, VA (Roll On Roll Off (RORO) and break bulk cargo); Norfolk, VA – Norfolk
International Terminal (NIT) (TEU cargo containers via ship, truck and train); Craney Island Norfolk, VA –
A.P. Moeller Virginia International Gateway (VIG)- TEU cargo containers via ship, truck and train; and
lastly, Portsmouth, VA (marine terminal).
The Port of Virginia at VIG moves 60% of total cargo via truck, 37% via rail and approximately 3%
via barge. VIG moved roughly 2.8 million Twenty-Foot Equivalent Units (TEU) in 2017. The total number
of TEUs moved through VIG per year has steadily increased 4-7% each year. The total number of
container units moved in 2017 was 1.6 million with a steady 3-5% increase each year. There were
almost 22 million short tons of cargo move through VIG in 2017 with a steady increase of approximately
4.5% per year. There were almost 2,000 vessel calls per year.165
VIG has 50-foot channels, zero air-draft restrictions, 22 Suez-class ship-to-shore cranes portwide, 37% of cargo arrives or departs by rail (the largest percentage of any US East Coast Port), 2.5 hours
to open sea, almost seven miles of on-dock rail track, two Class I railroads operating on-dock and serves
16 Midwest and Southeast inland points served by rail.166
As a sign of its proven efficiency, VIG’s more automated operational model is being expanded to
twice its current size and is also being copied in an upgrade of the Norfolk International Terminal set to
take place in phases beginning in 2018.
An overview of “to be” port operations at this terminal are presented in Figure 1. There are four
areas of operations that provide the ability to transport Twenty-foot Equivalent Units (TEUs) at this
particular site and they include the following: ship side operations, TEU stack management, truck
operations and rail operations. For the purposes of this study, truck and rail operations outside of the
“to be” port facility would require further analysis and will NOT be part of this study. The analysis is
solely concerned with the movement of the TEUs that arrive and depart to/from the “to be” port facility.
Ship side operations. ZPM cranes are manned to load/unload TEUs from the ship to the shore
TEU-Ship loading zone. Depending on the size of the ship and time required to load/unload the TEUs up
to five ZPM cranes can be used at the same time to improve efficiency. Once the TEU’s are offloaded
into the TEU-Ship loading area, shuttle carriers move the TEUs to the TEU stack for the Rail Mounted
Gantry Cranes to sort. Ships approaching the pier can be assured that the channel leading to the pier
has been fully dredged to at least 50 feet or more in some areas. VIG is capable of handling the very
large cargo ships with great efficiency, however the super cargo container vessels would require
165
166

(The Port of Virginia, 2018)
(The Port of Virginia, 2018)
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modification to raise the height of the ZPM cranes to allow TEU clearance. If the super cargo container
vessels are too high the ZPM cranes would not have sufficient room to load/unload TEU’s to/from the
ship. Cargo ships operate a schedule similar to the airline industry. Ships arrive and depart on set
schedules so if a particular TEU is unable to be loaded onto the ship for delivery, the TEU would remain
at the port facility and queue until the next ship arrives with the same destination and then be loaded
for transportation. This would cause a delay in delivery time.
TEU Stack Management. The ZPM cranes are manned and rely on the secure internal network
for the operator to identify which TEU needs to be transported and what location to put the TEU. The
shuttle carriers or straddle cranes are manned as well and rely on the wireless network for the operator
to know which container to move and where to move the TEU. Once the shuttle carrier moves the TEU
to the TEU stack the fully automated rail mounted gantry cranes use GPS and the secure internal
network to sort the TEUs in the TEU stack to prepare for the arrival of the next vessel. The rail mounted
gantry cranes operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Other port facilities use shuttle carriers with
the ability to stack up to three TEU’s high to accomplish the same mission as the fully automated rail
mounted gantry cranes. The automated rail mounted gantry cranes increase productivity, reduce errors
and reduce company costs. The Truck TEU stack is fully automated to load/unload TEUs to/from a truck
to/from the TEU stack. The only portion that is not automated is the actual placing of the TEU onto the
truck. Placing the TEU on the truck requires the driver to be out of the vehicle and assist in loading and
locking down the TEU once on the truck. The Entry Control Point (ECP) is not manned speeding the
truck entry/exit process improving truck turnaround time while at the “to be” port facility.
Truck Operations. Approximately 65% of the total number of TEU’s entering or exiting from the
Virginia International Gateway (VIG) terminal travel via truck transport. Most of the TEU trucks are
destined for locations along the Eastern side of the USA. A TEU carrying truck arriving VIG will pass
through the unmanned Entry Control Point (ECP) where the driver must scan a biometrically encoded
access card and supply a finger print. [see figure 1 green circle 1] The access card is a Transportation
Worker Identification Credential (TWIC).167 If the TWIC information matches, then the driver and the
truck are admitted to the facility with a ticket from the NAVIS system directing the truck to the customs
and radiation detection facility. [see figure 1 green circle 2] Once the truck is scanned the truck then
proceeds to the designated loading/unloading zone. If the truck contains a refrigerated container, the
truck is directed to the refrigerated loading/unloading zone. [see figure 1 green circle 4] If the truck is
dropping off or picking up from the ship the truck driver maneuvers his vehicle to the Ship-Truck
loading/unloading zone. The driver then vacates his/her cab and stands on a weight sensitive pad
which then enables the automated and unmanned rail gantry crane to load the TEU on the truck. [see
figure 1 green circle 3]. If the truck is destined for rail transportation, the truck proceeds to the Rail-TEU
loading/unloading area. [see figure 1 green circle 7]. Once the transaction is complete at any of the
three locations, the truck driver digitally signs for the load and departs the loading/unloading area. Prior
to exiting VIG enroute to the destination, the truck passes through customs and the radiation detection
facility.
Rail Operations. Approximately 35% of the total number of TEU’s entering or exiting from VIG
travel by rail road trains. Most of the rail TEUs are destined for locations West of the Appalachian
Mountains in the USA. The rail loading/unloading facility is separate from the ship loading/unloading
operations area. TEU’s are transported from the Rail-TEU stack to the train by shuttle cranes. The
shuttle cranes are manned and connected to the secure wireless network to direct the shuttle crane
driver what TEU to move to the designated location. Rail operations at VIG are not as efficient as the
167
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ship operations. VIG owns the rail road tracks and the rail road switches at the facility. Common
carriers, principally Norfolk Southern and CSX Transportation, exchange cars via transfer tracks located
offsite from VIG. Prior to departure all TEUs on the rail operations side also get scanned for radiation
and require customs clearance.
Communications Connectivity. The Virginia Port Authority has multiple ways to communicate
throughout the facility grounds to include internal LANs, wireless LANs, Plain Old Telephone Systems
(POTS), cellular phone systems and radios (VHF). The internal and wireless LANS are segregated to
ensure strict security guidance. The internal LAN uses the NAVIS system which is the most critical
system to the efficient operation of transporting TEU’s between all the entities at the port facility. Navis
consists of two parts-the Business Intelligence portal and the Terminal Operating System (TOS). The
Navis Business Intelligence Portal analyzes all the TOS data and provides recommendations to improve
efficiency. The Navis TOS provides real-time visibility across all areas of the port facility operation during
the transportation of the cargo. The Navis system is so unique and important to the safe and efficient
operation at the port facility that there are three Disaster Recovery Centers (DRC) to have the ability to
restore the data needed in the event of a cyber-incident or attack. The version of Navis at each location
with the Port of Virginia is unique to the location, meaning the Navis system used at VIG is different
from the Navis system used at NIT. The Navis systems are not connected to other facilities, meaning the
VIG Navis system is not connected to the NIT Navis system.
System Software Updates: Proprietary systems such as the Navis Terminal Operating System
are very complex and require coordination across the facility. Since the Navis system is unique to the
Virginia Port Authority any updates to the software are tested prior to loading the software and the
process of loading the software is accomplished by the Navis company. For desktop and laptop
computers, software pushes are tested prior to automatically being pushed to the desktops. Windows
Software Update Service (WSUS) is a MicroSoft platform that pushes updates to computing devices
within the organization. Anti-virus and anti-malware software updates are pushed automatically using a
centralized management console as soon as new updates are available. Server software updates are
handled similarly to the Navis updates with one exception-the actual update is accomplished by on site
by trained personnel vice the proprietary company.
System Hardware Updates: Proprietary systems such as the Ship to Shore (STS) crane were
manufactured at steel production facility in another country, in this case China, and delivered via a
special maritime vessel to the Virginia International Gateway (VIG). Upon delivery of the STS, a U.S.
based crew was sent to install all the Information Technology (IT) equipment used to run the STS cranes.
Other systems that need upgrading, such as the Navis 4 Terminal Operating System (TOS), were
executed in a very systematic way to minimize the interruption to operations caused by the installation,
testing and training required to ensure a smooth transition.
Crew Membership & Cyber Training: At the six locations for the Virginia Port Authority, roughly
700 personnel are employed to run the day to day operations. The cyber team consists of two
individuals and an outsourced cyber intelligence company. The cyber intelligence company provides the
Virginia Port Authority with current and relevant information on day to day cyber-attacks affecting the
maritime industry through a watch floor that is manned 24 hours a day seven days a week. Employee
cyber training is conducted at all facilities annually. Tests are conducted on the effectiveness of the
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cyber training and those that do not pass the test are sent additionally training material and have a
meeting with security personnel. Additionally, there is mandatory SANS training for all colleagues and
consultants at the Port of Virginia. SANS is the largest and most trusted security certification and
information security training in the world.168
Cyber Incident Reporting Requirements: The Virginia Port Authority reports cyber incidents
internally and externally to the organization. Within VIG incidents are reported to the Cyber Security
Intelligence System (CSIS) watch team that monitors cyber security 24 hours a day. Additionally, VIG
reports the same incident to the National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center (NCCIC)
that is also manned 24 hours a day. The NCCIC provides a central location for government agencies,
private sector and international entities to provide and receive cybersecurity information to respond,
mitigate and recovery from cyber-attacks.169 The mission of NCCIC mission is to reduce the severity of
incidents that could compromise the security and resiliency of the nation’s critical information
systems.170
Rationale for System Cyber Security Issues: The Terminal Cameras poses the greatest cyber risk
when compared to all other ship board systems analyzed as a result of physical damage to the system or
a compromise of information. The terminal cameras have the least impact to the operation at the port
facility. [See Annex F, Figure 5] The port facility terminal cameras are a physical security measure at the
maritime port facility to combat terrorism, enhance container security, prevent theft of goods, identify
potential threats and improve the flow of cargo.171 There are risks associated with terminal security
cameras at the Virginia International Gateway as the views are accessible via the Port of Virginia public
website.172 If the terminal cameras were compromised or rendered inoperative security surveillance
would not available to view malicious activities within the port facility. This means the entrances and
exits to the port facility would not be monitored at the central security location. The loading and
unloading zones would not be monitored as well as other critical areas within the port facility. Although
the terminal cameras are the greatest risk to cyber-attack, the port facility would still be able to operate.
Would it be possible to gain access to the terminal cameras to deceive the security guards?
The Data Back Up Service at the “to be” port facility has been outsourced to ensure data
security and redundancy.173 The data generated from the Navis 4 Terminal Operating System is the
most critical asset at the “to be” port facility. [See Annex F, Figure 6] It generates all the data used to
move cargo from one place to another by personnel operating moving cargo or by automated systems
moving cargo.174 The greatest threats to the Navis data are from physical damage to the equipment, a
technical failure of the equipment or a compromise of functions. The Navis data is so important, it is
stored in three different locations each using a separate hardware and software. If the on-site Navis
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data were compromised, the offsite backup data would be pulled from the offsite data center to restore
cargo operations otherwise port operations would slow dramatically or cease all together. How hard
would it be to send a ransomware virus through the data backup service, similar to the Maersk incident
in 2017?
The Navis Business Intelligence Portal is a tool that uses the Navis 4 terminal operating system
data to provide daily operational insights within the port facility. The portal provides dashboards
relevant for terminal managers, shift managers and supervisors to reduce manual analysis and improve
port operation performance such as gate productivity, yard operations, eliminate bottlenecks, improve
rail operation performance and improve customer service.175 [See Annex F, Figure 7] Physical damage to
the system supporting the portal and a compromise of information are the two greatest threats
affecting the portal. If the Navis business intelligence portal is rendered inoperative, managers and
supervisors lose situational awareness on yard operations and have delays in eliminating operational
bottlenecks, but operations would still be able to continue moving cargo. Would it be difficult to render
the Navis business intelligence portal inoperative?
The Pro Pass Truck Reservation System is an online system that allows the Port of Virginia to
optimize truck operations entering or leaving the port, reduce turnaround time for truckers, eliminate
trouble cases, and reduce congestion within the port.176 [See Annex F, Figure 8] The Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) pass is required to be used in conjunction with the Pro Pass Truck Reservation
system.177 Physical damage and compromise of information are the two areas our analysis determined
would affect this system from a cyber-perspective. If the Pro Pass Truck Reservation System were
rendered inoperative significant delays would occur for inbound and outbound trucks decreasing or
ceasing the flow of cargo at the port facility. How difficult would it be to gain access to the Pro Pass
Truck Reservation System to cause failure or interrupt services?
The purpose of the Internal Local Area Network (LAN) is to provide employees with information
using systems in the conduct of operations at the port facility. [See Annex F, Figure 9] The systems
include the Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, N4 Terminal Operating System (TOS), Navis Business
Intelligence Portal, and the ProPass truck reservation system to name a few. The internal LAN is subject
to technical failures and compromise of information having the greatest cyber-risk. If the Internal LAN
were interrupted then the systems using the internal LAN would be interrupted to include the N4 TOS,
ARMG and ProPass causing an interruption to operations at the port facility. How difficult would it be to
map out the internal LAN with the sole intent of causing a denial of service?
The Internal Wireless LAN is the most important communication media for all vehicles
working at the port facility. Cargo moving equipment like the Ship to Shore (STS) cranes, Rail Mounted
Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers and reach stackers use the Navis 4 Terminal
Operating System to provide cargo movements through onboard computers using the wireless network.
[See Annex F, Figure 10] The wireless LAN is subject to technical failures, compromise of information
and physical damage having the greatest cyber-risk. If the internal wireless LAN was subject to being
jammed by an inexpensive electronic jammer, employees operating the cargo would be unable to
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conduct TEU container moves within the port facility. Would it be possible to set up a frequency
jammer to deny access to the wireless LAN?
The Publicly Accessible Wireless LAN provides personnel working at the port facility access to
the internet via their personally owned electronic device. This network is not used by the company to
conduct cargo transfers or access online cargo related internet sites but rather allows personnel to use
their personal devices to connect to the internet during breaks at port facility. [See Annex F, Figure 11]
The greatest cyber-risks associated with the publicly accessible wireless LAN are technical failures,
compromise of information and physical damage. When the publicly accessible wireless LAN is rendered
inoperable or services are interrupted employees would be unable to use personal Portable Electronic
Device (PED) during breaks at the port facility. Although the publicly accessible wireless LAN has a
greater risk than other systems from a cyber-perspective, the impact to the port facility operations is
minimal. Similar to the internal wireless LAN, how difficult would it be to jam the publicly accessible
wireless LAN?
The Navis 4 Terminal Operating System (TOS) coupled with the associated data is the most
important asset to conducting cargo loading and unloading operations at a port facility. The Navis 4 TOS
has the ability to optimize the utilization of container handling equipment, yard utilization, vessel
planning and automate crane scheduling and monitoring.178 [See Annex F, Figure 12] The Navis 4 TOS
directs the cargo movement throughout the port facility from the manager to the crane operator. The
Navis N4 TOS powers the smart movement of goods through the supply chain. With bigger ships and
tighter supply chains, the pressure on terminals to operate at peak productivity and efficiency has
grown. Shipping lines depend on a terminal’s promised productivity and the need to turn vessels
around as quickly as possible, maintains schedules and maximizes slow steaming reducing fuel costs.179
The greatest risk to the Navis 4 TOS as a result of a potential cyber-attack are a compromise of
information and physical damage to the system. When the Navis 4 TOS is attacked rendering the TOS
unusable, movement of cargo through the port facility slows or ceases. Would it be possible to render
the Navis 4 TOS inoperable using a cyber-weapon?
This particular port facility decided to outsource a Cyber Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) to
monitor all networks and systems for cyber-attacks. [See Annex F, Figure 13] The cyber defense staff is
very small and the work load to conduct this type of work too great. CSIS is a private contractor that
resides offsite and monitors cyber-activity on a network with a dedicated 24X7 operation center.
Services include Threat Manage, Detection and Response, Incident Response, Penetration Testing,
Compliance, Security Products and Vulnerability Scans to name a few.180 Networks need continuous
grooming and maintenance to operate at maximum efficiency while continuously scanning for malicious
activity. When such activity occurs, a defense team needs to be spring loaded into action to begin
defensive actions. The greatest risk to the CSIS as a result of a potential cyber-attack are physical
damage and compromise of information. If the CSIS management tools are rendered inoperable then
cyber activity on the “to be” port facility will be unable to be monitored exposing the network to
unnecessary risk to cyber-attack. Would it be possible for an insider threat to wreak havoc on the
monitoring capabilities at the CSIS?
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The Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) provides the same information as described
in the cargo container section, however the most important function at the port facility is that GPS is
used specifically to position twenty foot equivalent (TEU) cargo using the automated Rail Mounted
Gantry (RMG) cranes.181 [See Annex F, Figure 14] GPS has become a navigation tool heavily relied on to
conduct ship navigation but is now being leveraged ashore to move cargo. Information compromise,
unauthorized actions and technical failures can decrease the reliability of GPS. The biggest concern for
port facility GPS is receiving incorrect or fraudulent data. If the GPS data has been corrupted, comes
from an untrusted source or has been spoofed, the safe movement of cargo is threatened. How hard
would it be to jam a GPS signal at a port facility if the GPS frequencies are known?
The Automated Rail Mounted Gantry (ARMG) Crane moves TEUs to and from the ship-truck
loading and unloading zone and the TEU-Ship loading and unloading zone. Once the TEUs are in the TEU
stack the ARMG then runs 24 hours a day to “groom” the TEU stack in preparation for the next day’s
TEU movement operations. This means TEUs destined for truck transport are located closer to the truck
loading zone and TEUs destined for ship transport are loaded closer to the ship loading zone. The ARMG
uses GPS and the Navis 4 TOS to know where to place TEUs to continue port operations.182 [See Annex
F, Figure 15] A compromise of information and physical damage to the ARMG system are the greatest
threats from a cyber-perspective. If the Automated Rail Mounted Gantry Crane was rendered
inoperative there are alternate ARMG cranes that can be used or if all ARMG cranes are rendered
inoperative then port operations could be slowed or ceased. How difficult would it be to jam the GPS or
attack the Navis 4 TOS rendering the ARMG inoperative?
The Radiation Detection Facility automatically scans inbound cargo for nuclear and other
radioactive material using ruggedized, large plastic scintillation systems arranged to monitor moving
vehicles entering the port facility.183 [See Annex F, Figure 16] Physical damage to the system could
render the radiation detection facility resulting in TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned for
nuclear or other radioactive material. Physical damage to the components of the system concerns
security professionals. With all the reports in the news of weaponizing larger vehicles, how difficult
would it be to drive a fully loaded truck through the radiation detection facility rendering it inoperable?
The Straddle Carrier is an important component to the successful TEU cargo operations at any
port facility. Straddle Carriers move TEU to and from the TEU stack management to load or unload
trucks and prepare TEUs to load or unload the ships and trains. The straddle carriers are container
handling equipment with high productivity and reliability with low maintenance costs and fuel
consumption.184 [See Annex F, Figure 17] If a single straddle carrier was rendered inoperative there are
alternate straddle carriers that can be used or if all straddle carriers are rendered inoperative then port
operations slowed or ceased. A compromise of information (for example the TOS used to direct the
straddle carrier) and technical failures (fuel starvation) are the main security concerns for this piece of
equipment. How difficult would it be to manipulate the refueling operations at the port facility?
During TEU cargo operations, the Cassette Carrier provides a necessary contribution to the
overall success of port operations by moving the TEU from the rail side to the ship or truck cargo
181
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movement operations. The cassette carriers move one TEU at a time and work in conjunction with the
reach stackers to quickly load and unload rail cargo.185 [See Annex F, Figure 18] If a cassette carrier is
rendered inoperative, alternate cassette carriers could be used or if all cassette carriers rendered
inoperative then port operations could be slowed or ceased. A compromise of information (for
example the TOS used to direct cargo operations) and technical failures (fuel starvation) are the main
security concerns for this piece of equipment. How difficult would it be to render the Navis 4 TOS
inoperative by jamming the wireless signal?
Loading and unloading TEUs from the rail side of the port facility using the Reach Stackers is an
important aspect of the cargo operations. Reach Stackers are reliable during operations when handling
containers or heavy general cargo. [See Annex F, Figure 19] Reach stackers have durable spreaders
enabling containers to be moved very quickly during rail cargo movement operations.186 When a reach
stacker is rendered inoperative, alternate reach stackers could be used or if all reach stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased. A compromise of information (for example the TOS
used to direct the reach stacker) and technical failures (fuel starvation) are the main security concerns
for this piece of equipment. How difficult would it be to render the Navis 4 TOS inoperative by jamming
the wireless signal?
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Figure 2- “To Be” Port Facility Operations Diagram
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Figure 3- “To Be” Port Facility Operations Description
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Figure 4 - “To Be” Port Facility Summary of Cyber Risk Assessment
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)

To Be Port Facility Systems-Total Cyber Risk
Step 1 - ID Assets (Note 1) Step 6 Business Impact

Step 7
Step 8
Step 9
Incident
Total
Prioritized
Likelyhood Consequence Risk

Communication Systems
Telephone System [250]

Telephone system rendered inoperative. Communications between shipping customers, ships
and port facility workers interrupted or ceased.
Likely
VHF Radio [3]
VHF radio rendered inoperative. Port facility operators unable to communicate directly with
the cargo vessel creating a safety afloat issue during port docking and undocking procedures. Likely
Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) [2] Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to
Shore (STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers,
trucks and trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.
Likely
Port Of Virginia (POV) Operations Alert
POV OANS rendered inoperative. Truckers arriving or departing from port receive incorrect
Notification System (OANS) [1]
information on port operations with possiblity of slowing or ceasing flow of cargo to or from
port.
Likely

1.2596899

16

1.228682

21

1.2596899

10

1.178295

23

Not Likely

1.251938

18

Not Likely

1.27907

11

Not Likely

1.275194

13

Not Likely

1.27318

14

Not Likely

1.27318

15

1.147287

24

1.2790698

12

1.383721

1

1.0775194

28

Bridge Systems
Not Applicable
Propulsion, Machinery Management &
Power Control Systems
Ship to Shore (STS) Crane [8]

Ship to shore crane rendered inoperative. Alternate STS crane used or if all cranes rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Automated Rail Mounted Gantry (ARMG) Crane
[30]
Straddle Carrier [20]

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG
cranes rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle
Carriers rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette
Carriers rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Diesel refueling center rendered inoperative. Straddle, Cassette and Drayage trucks unable to
be refueled, cargo handling operations slowed or ceased.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be
scanned for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Cassette Carrier [33]
Reach Stacker [24]
Port Facility Equipment Fuel Center [3]
Radiation Detection Facility [3]

Likely
Not Likely

Access Control Systems
Terminal Cameras [32]

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not
available to view malicious activities within this port facility or any of the other five facilities.

Transportation Worker Information Card (TWIC)
[700+]
Transportation Worker Information Card (TWIC)
Fixed Physical Access Control Reader [24]

TWIC unable to be used by transportation worker. Work site acces denied.
Rixed reader rendered inoperable. Real-Time Identification unavailable in the field.
Transportation worker allowed access when should not have or access denied.

Likely

1.24031

20

Transportation Worker Information Card (TWIC)
Portable Verification Device [20]

Portable reader rendered inoperable. Real-Time Identification unavailable in the field.
Transportation worker allowed access when should not have or access denied.

Likely

1.24031

19

Navis N4 Terminal Operating System (TOS) [1]

TOS rendered inoperative. Port facility unable to coordinate and optimize the planning and
management of container and equipment moves in terminal environment.

Likely

1.317829

8

Navis Business Intelligence (BI) Portal [1]

Management, waterside operations, yard operations, gate operations and rail management
portal dashboards not available to managers and supervisors during port operations. Port
operations slowed significantly.

Likely

1.329457

3

Pro Pass Truck Reservation System (TRS) [1]

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers. Truck
operations at the port facility slowed significantly or ceased.

Likely

1.329457

4

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [1000]

RFID on passenger side truck mirror rendered inoperable. Cargo destined for further
transportation via ship or rail delayed or ceased.

Not Likely

1.182171

22

Lynx is a web-based application that provides accurate intuitive and real-time information
from the Terminal Operating System (TOS) to the terminal and registered community.

Not Likely

1.259689

17

1.329457

5

1.325581

6

Likely
Not Likely

Cargo Management Systems

Passenger Servicing & Management
System
Lynx Customer Service Portal (CSP) [1]
Passenger Facing Networks
Not Applicable
Core Infrastructure Systems
Internal LAN [1]

Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS, Navis
Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Likely
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct TEU
container moves within the port facility.
Likely
Electrical power generated offsite rendered inoperable. Alternate power required to supply
electricity or no electrical power available to operate port facility systems.
Likely
Back up electrical power rendered inoperable. Assuming primary power unavailable and
secondary powere unavailable no electrical power available to operate port facility systems. Likely

1.085271

27

1.1085271

26

HVAC [6]

HVAC system rendered inoperable. Personnel exposed to heat exhaustion or hypothermia,
equipment exposed to potential overheating or humidity slowing or ceasing port operations.

Not Likely

1.1162791

25

Data Back Up Services [3]

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored from
offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Likely

Cyber Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) [1]

CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

Wireless LAN Public [1]

Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal Portable
Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Internal Wireless LAN Private [1]
Electrical Power [1]
Back up Generator Power [2]

Administrative & Crew Welfare
Systems

Not Likely

Likely
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1.344961

2

1.2984496

9

1.325581

7

Figure 5 - “To Be” Port Facility Terminal Cameras
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)
Terminal Cameras - To Be Port Facility
Maritime port facility terminal security cameras combat
terrorism, Enhance container security, Prevent theft of
goods, Identify threats and Improve the flow of trade .
There are always risks to Tampering with the cameras.
Maritime Security Camera Setup Advice
Position cameras in all loading and unloading areas to
monitor the flow of cargo.

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Fire

On site Maritime Incident Response Team

Water Damage
Pollution

System built to withstand extreme weather
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

None
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

HVAC Failure

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Power Failure

Back up power available via generator

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Thermal Radiation

None

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Interception of compromising
Interference signals

None

Remote Spying

None

Eavesdropping

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Theft of Media/Documents

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Theft of Equipment

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Natural Events
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Loss of Essential Services

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Compromise of Information

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None

None

Disclosure

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software

None

Position Detection

None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Unauthorized use of equipment

None

Fraudulent copying of software

None

Use of counterfeit/copied software

None

Corruption of Data

None

Illegal Processing of Data

None

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Denial of Actions

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Breach of Personnel Availability

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Technical Failures
Security surveillance not available to
Security surveillance not available to
Security surveillance not available to
Security surveillance not available to

Unauthorized Actions
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Compromise of Functions
Security surveillance not available to
Security surveillance not available to
Security surveillance not available to
Security surveillance not available to
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Figure 6 - “To Be” Port Facility Data Back Up System
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)
Data Back Up System - To Be Port Facility
The Navis software creates alot of data that needs to be
stored in the event of a ransomeware attack or some other
issue preventing access to data needed to run the port
facility operation. Navis data is backed up to multiple
locations with the ability to restore data in a relatively
short time frame to manage and continue port operations.
By using a data back up system similiar to a FlexPod, a port

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Fire

Offsite fire extinguishing capability

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation

None
None

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping

None
None
None

Theft of Media/Documents

None

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
None
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Natural Events
None
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
None
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Loss of Essential Services
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
None
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Compromise of Information

Theft of Equipment
None
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
None
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
None

Disclosure

None

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Unauthorized use of equipment

None

Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None

Corruption of Data

None

None
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Illegal Processing of Data

None

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Error in Use

None

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Denial of Actions

None

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Breach of Personnel Availability

None

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Technical Failures

None

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Unauthorized Actions
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Compromise of Functions
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Figure 7 - “To Be” Port Facility Navis Business Intelligence (BI) Portal
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)

Navis Business Intelligence (BI) Portal - To Be Port Facility
The Navis Business Intelligence Portal is a
comprehensive and agile analytics solution that unlocks
TOS data to provide operational insights. Gate, yard,
waterside and rail dashboards provide relevant data into
operations for terminal managers, shift managers and
supervisors to reduce or eliminate manual analysis and
improve performance.

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Fire

On site fire extinguishing system

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None
None
None

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.
Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)
Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None
None

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.
Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

None

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Natural Events

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.
Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
HVAC Failure
None
Power Failure
Back up power available via generator
Telecommunication Equipment Failure None

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.
Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Theft of Equipment

None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware

None
None
None
None

None
Navis BI Portal information disclosed to unauthorized personnel

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None
None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None
None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Compromise of Information

Navis BI Portal information disclosed to unauthorized personnel
Navis BI Portal information disclosed to unauthorized personnel
Navis BI Portal information disclosed to unauthorized personnel

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Technical Failures
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Unauthorized Actions
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Compromise of Functions
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
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Figure 8 - “To Be” Port Facility Pro Pass Truck Reservation System (TRS)
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)

Pro Pass Truck Reservation System (TRS) - To Be Port Facility
The PRO-PASS Truck Reservation System is a
comprehensive motor carrier truck scheduling solution
that allows The Port of Virginia to optimize gate and yard
operations, reduce trucker turntime, eliminate trouble
cases, and reduce congestion within the Port. The PROPASS Truck Reservation System will give trucking
companies the opportunity to schedule terminal visits

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Fire

On site fire extinguishing system

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None
None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)
Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Natural Events

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
HVAC Failure
None
Power Failure
Back up power available via generator
Telecommunication Equipment Failure None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Theft of Equipment

None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware

None
None
None
None

None
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Compromise of Information

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Technical Failures
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Unauthorized Actions
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Compromise of Functions
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
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Figure 9 - “To Be” Port Facility Internal Local Area Network (LAN)
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)

Internal LAN - To Be Port Facility
Viginia International Gateway (VIG) stated they have an
internal LAN for employees to conduct work at the port
facility. The sole purpose of this network is to provide
employees with information while conducting operations
at the port facility. This includes the Rail Mounted Gantry
cranes, N4 Terminal Operating System (TOS), Navis
Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass truck reservation

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Fire

Internal Fire Extinguishing System

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)
Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None
None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Thermal Radiation

None

Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals

None

Remote Spying

None

Eavesdropping

None

Theft of Media/Documents

None

None
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Natural Events
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
None
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
None

Loss of Essential Services
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Theft of Equipment
None
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure

None

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None
None

Corruption of Data

None

Illegal Processing of Data

None

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None

Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
None
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
None
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
None

Technical Failures

None

Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Unauthorized Actions
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
None
None
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Compromise of Functions
None
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
None
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Figure 10 - “To Be” Port Facility Internal Wireless Local Area Network (LAN) Private
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)

Internal Wireless LAN Private - To Be Port Facility
Viginia International Gateway (VIG) stated they have an
internal wireless private LAN for employees to conduct
work at the port facility. The sole purpose of this network
is to provide employees with information while conducting
operations at the port facility. This includes the Ship To
Shore (STS) crane operators, Straddle Carriers, Cassette
Carriers and the Drayage drivers to name a few.

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.

Fire

None

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)
Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None
None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Thermal Radiation

None

Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals

None

Remote Spying

None

Eavesdropping

None

Theft of Media/Documents

None

None
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.

Natural Events
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None

Loss of Essential Services
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Theft of Equipment
None
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure

None

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None
None

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None

Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None

Technical Failures

None

Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable.
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable.
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable.
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable.
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable.
TEU container moves within the port facility.

Employees unable to conduct
Employees unable to conduct
Employees unable to conduct
Employees unable to conduct
Employees unable to conduct

Unauthorized Actions
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None
None
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None

Compromise of Functions
None
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None
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Figure 11 - “To Be” Port Facility Wireless Local Area Network (LAN) Public
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)

Wireless LAN Public - To Be Port Facility
Viginia International Gateway (VIG) stated they have a
publicly accessible wireless LAN for employees to use their
Personal Electronic Device (PED). The sole purpose of this
network is to provide employees with a venue to access
WiFi when not engaged in the day to day port facility
operations.

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Fire

None

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

None
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Thermal Radiation

None

Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals

None

Remote Spying

None

Eavesdropping

None

Theft of Media/Documents

None

Natural Events

None
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
None

Loss of Essential Services
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Theft of Equipment
None
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure

None

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None
None

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None

Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
None
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
None
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
None

Technical Failures

None

Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Unauthorized Actions
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
None
None
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
None

Compromise of Functions
None
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
None
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Figure 12 - “To Be” Port Facility Navis 4 Terminal Operating System (TOS)
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)

Navis N4 Terminal Operating System (TOS) - To Be Port Facility
Navis N4 is a sophisticated and modern technology
platform that optimizes efficiency and helps to power the
intelligent movement of goods through the supply chain.
Shipping lines depend on a terminal’s promised
productivity; they need their vessels turned as quickly as
possible to maintain schedules, maximize slow steaming
to reduce costs and to have vessel assets deployed as

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Fire

Fire extinguishing system or fire department
available.

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Water Damage

None

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Pollution

None

None

Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None
None
None

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)
Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None
None

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon

None
None

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Flood

None

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Natural Events

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
HVAC Failure
None
Power Failure
Back up power available via generator
Telecommunication Equipment Failure None

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Theft of Equipment

None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Compromise of Information

Navis N4 information disclosed to unauthorized personnel.
Navis N4 information disclosed to unauthorized personnel.
Navis N4 information disclosed to unauthorized personnel.

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None

None

Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources

None
None

Navis N4 information disclosed to unauthorized personnel.

Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Equipment Failure

None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None
None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Technical Failures

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Unauthorized Actions
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Compromise of Functions
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
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Figure 13 - “To Be” Port Facility Cyber Security Intelligence System (CSIS)
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)

Cyber Security Intelligence System - To Be Port Facility
CSIS mission is to help organizations stay secure and gain
visibility into the vulnerabilities and active threats
traversing their network on a daily basis. CSIS understands
that security practitioners and IT professionals have
enough to worry about. CSIS helps defend an organization
from modern-day attacks. CSIS is a private contractor that
resides offsite and monitors cyber activity on a given

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Fire

None

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation

None
None

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Interception of compromising
Interference signals

None

Remote Spying

None

Eavesdropping

None

Theft of Media/Documents

None

CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

Natural Events
None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

Compromise of Information

Theft of Equipment
None
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None

CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

Disclosure

None

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

None

None

Unauthorized use of equipment

None

Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights

None
None
None

Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
None

Compromise of Functions
None
None
None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
None
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Figure 14 - “To Be” Port Facility Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS)
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)
Differential Global Positioning System - To Be Port Facility
The Virginia International Gateway (VIG) uses a redundant
Global Positioning System (GPS) to conduct cargo container
movements at the port facility. GPS provides exact
location of a specific cargo so the Ship to Shore (STS)
cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle
carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and trains know which
cargo goes to what location. Developed in response to

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

Fire

On site emergency response team

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

None
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

HVAC Failure

None

Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

Power Failure

None

Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation

None
None

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Theft of Equipment

None

Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.
None
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

Natural Events
None
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

Loss of Essential Services

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
None
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

Compromise of Information

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure
None

Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.
None
None
None
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software

None

Position Detection

None

None
None
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

Equipment Failure

None

Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Software Malfunction

None

Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software

None
None

Use of counterfeit/copied software

None

Corruption of Data

None

None
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

Illegal Processing of Data

None

None

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

None
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.
Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

Denial of Actions

None

Global Positioning System (GPS) rendered inoperative. Cargo location not provided to Ship to Shore
(STS) cranes, Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers, trucks and
trains slowing or ceasing the movement of cargo at the port.

Breach of Personnel Availability

None

None

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions
None

Compromise of Functions
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Figure 15 - “To Be” Port Facility Automated Rail Mounted Gantry (ARMG) Crane
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)
Automated Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) Crane - To Be Port Facility
Rail mounted gantry cranes (RMGs) are manufactured to
individual customer needs in a variety of different stacking
heights and spans. Supplied with Liebherr's 8 rope reeving
anti-sway and drive systems, the Liebherr rail mounted
gantry crane delivers exceptional productivity and
reliability. Available with stacking heights of up to eight
containers high, with custom spans in excess of 70 metres

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Fire

On site emergency response team

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Equipment Destruction

None

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

Back up power available via generator

None
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Thermal Radiation

None

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Theft of Equipment

None

None
None

Natural Events
None
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Loss of Essential Services

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure
None

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
None
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software

None

Position Detection

None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

None

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software

None
None

Use of counterfeit/copied software

None

Corruption of Data

None

None
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Illegal Processing of Data

None

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Denial of Actions

None

Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Breach of Personnel Availability

None

None

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RMG cranes used or if all RMG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Compromise of Functions
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Figure 16 - “To Be” Port Facility Radiation Detection Facility
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)
Radiation Detection Facility - As Is Port Facility
The Virginia International Gateway (VIG) has a radiation
detection portal to automatically scan inbound cargo for
nuclear and other radioactive material. Cargo bound for
rail transport is moved using straddle carriers to transit
through the radiation portal for scanning. The detectors
are ruggedized, large plastic scintillation systems that can
be optimally arranged to monitor moving vehicles entering

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Fire

On site Maritime Incident Response Team

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

None
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

HVAC Failure

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Power Failure

Back up power available via generator

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Thermal Radiation

None

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Remote Spying

None

None

Eavesdropping

None

None

Theft of Media/Documents

None

None

Theft of Equipment

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Natural Events
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None

None

Disclosure

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System

None
None

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

None
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

None

None

Unauthorized use of equipment

None

None

Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None

None

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights

None
None

None

Forging of Rights

None

Denial of Actions

None

None
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Breach of Personnel Availability

None

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
None

Technical Failures
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Unauthorized Actions

None
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
None

Compromise of Functions
None
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Figure 17 - “To Be” Port Facility Straddle Carrier
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)
Straddle Carrier - As Is Port Facility
The straddle carrier delivers excellent container handling,
high productivity and reliability as well as low
maintenance costs and fuel consumption. Straddle
carriers are custom built in two standard heights, three
containers high (1 over 2) and four containers high (1 over
3). The straddle carriers are designed for single and twinlift
operation. Eight wheels mounted on four steering axles,

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Fire

On site emergency response team

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Equipment Destruction

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Thermal Radiation

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Theft of Equipment

None

None
None

Natural Events
None
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Loss of Essential Services

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure
None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
None
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software

None

Position Detection

None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software

None
None

Use of counterfeit/copied software

None

Corruption of Data

None

None
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Illegal Processing of Data

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Denial of Actions

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Breach of Personnel Availability

None

None

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Compromise of Functions
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Figure 18 - “To Be” Port Facility Cassette Carrier
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)
Cassette Carrier - As Is Port Facility
MAFI Terminal tractors are operated by their valued clients
who utilize these machines inflexible in highly demanding
24h/7 operations in their high performance global
container terminals. Such demanding operations require
prompt and effective constant support from MAFI to ensure
minimum disruptions to port operations and maximum
profitability.

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Fire

On site emergency response team

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Equipment Destruction

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Thermal Radiation

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Theft of Equipment

None

None
None

Natural Events
None
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure
None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
None
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software

None

Position Detection

None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software

None
None

Use of counterfeit/copied software

None

Corruption of Data

None

None
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Illegal Processing of Data

None

None

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Denial of Actions

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Breach of Personnel Availability

None

None

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None

Compromise of Functions
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Figure 19 - “To Be” Port Facility Reach Stacker
(See Figure 20 for color coded key)
Reach Stacker - As Is Port Facility
Whether for use in port, railway or intermodal terminals,
in container stackyards or any other area of logistics,
onecranes Liftace Reach Stackers are known for good
quality, robust design and reliability in operation when
handling containers or heavy general cargo. With the
durable Konecranes Liftace Spreaders, 20’ to 40’
containers are stacked up to 1-over-6 high-cube containers

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Fire

On site emergency response team

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Equipment Destruction

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Thermal Radiation

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Theft of Equipment

None

None
None

Natural Events
None
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure
None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
None
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software

None

Position Detection

None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software

None
None

Use of counterfeit/copied software

None

Corruption of Data

None

None
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Illegal Processing of Data

None

None

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Denial of Actions

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Breach of Personnel Availability

None

None

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None

Compromise of Functions
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Figure 20 - Key to Cyber Risk Assessment
Conducted
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ANNEX G
RISK MATRIX “AS IS” PORT FACILITY

Figure 1 (photo courtesy of Norfolk International Terminal)
This annex contains details for the current or “as is” port facility that was used to conduct the
cyber-risk assessment. A typical “as is” port facility is depicted in Figure 1.187 Figure 2 and Figure 3
describe the operations at the “as is” port facility. The summary page of the assessed risks on board the
“as is” port facility for 28 systems was compiled and evaluated. The results are included in Figure 4. The
results of the top fourteen systems most at risk to a cyber-attack at the “as is” port facility are as
follows:
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Terminal Cameras-security cameras that record trucks and rail cars entering/exiting premises
Data Back Up Services-Navis 4 TOS data backed up to three different locations
Navis Business Intelligence Portal-operations management tool
Pro Pass Truck Reservations System-truck arrival/departure operational management system
Internal Local Area Network (LAN)
Internal Wireless LAN-communication mechanism for all vehicles working at the port facility
Public Wireless LAN-allows personal devices to connect to the internet
Navis 4 Terminal Operating System-terminal operating system coordinating TEU movement
Cyber Security Intelligence Service-monitors internet and systems for cyber-attacks
Rubber Tire Gantry (RTG) Crane-moves TEUs to and from the TEU stack
Radiation Detection Facility-scans all TEUs entering the port facility
Straddle Carrier-moves TEUs to and from the TEU stack management area
Cassette Carrier-moves TEUs to and from rail to TEU stack management area
Reach Stacker-moves TEUs to and from Cassette Carrier to rail

All results are depicted in Figures 5 through 18. The color coded key for both matrices
describes the degree of severity a cyber-attack could have on a system. Please see Figure 19 for a
detailed explanation of the cyber-severity. The full risk matrix will be available upon request from CJOS
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COE personnel. In addition to the cyber-risk assessment, details on the “as is” port facility that provide
further insight include: background, ship side operations, TEU stack management, truck operations, rail
operations, communication connectivity, system software updates, system hardware updates, crew
membership and crew training, cyber incident reporting and lastly rationale for system cyber security
issues.
Background. For the purposes of this study, the Norfolk International Terminal (NIT) was used
as a model of current or “as is” port operations that are manually operated with heavy reliance on
Terminal Operating Systems to direct cargo movement. NIT is one part of the Port of Virginia which has
a total of six separate facilities in close proximity to the Norfolk area: Winchester, VA - Inland Port
facility (for trains); Richmond, VA - Port of Richmond (three times a week there is a barge service
subsidized by the state of Virginia); Newport news, VA (Roll On Roll Off (RORO) and break bulk cargo);
Norfolk, VA – Norfolk International Terminal (NIT) (TEU cargo containers via ship, truck and train);
Craney Island Norfolk, VA – A.P. Moeller Virginia International Gateway (VIG)(TEU cargo containers via
ship, truck and train); and lastly, Portsmouth, VA (marine terminal).
The NIT is the largest of the six terminals that make up the Port of Virginia and is divided into
three main sections – the South, Central and North terminals. The total acreage of the facility contains
over 567 acres. The North and South terminals handle cargo destined to or from ships via truck and the
Central terminal handles cargo destined to or from ships via trains. NIT moves cargo containers on 131
acres with a capacity for over 1,426,800 TEUs. For truck operations, NIT contains 42 interchange lanes
to process the TEU’s via truck.188 There are 16 lanes that can handle inbound and outbound trucks at
the South gate and 26 truck lanes at the North gate. For rail operations, NIT operates a large portion of
rail cargo movements amongst the six terminals that make up the Port of Virginia. There are twelve
1,500-foot rail sections to assist in moving cargo from trains to and from the ships. For waterside
access, there are two berths at the North terminal and four berths at the South terminal. NIT has 50foot channels and 14 Super Post Panamax class ship-to-shore cranes-six on the North and eight on the
South.189 NIT conducts 3% of cargo transport via barge to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Baltimore,
Maryland. NIT is moving to upgrade the TEU stack to an automated system very similar to the VIG
automated system that will be fully operational by 2020. The Port of Virginia is the number one East
coast port moving cargo by rail by volume and is considered the “gateway to the Midwest”. Port of
Virginia cargo is destined to over 45 countries, 18 in Asia and twelve to Europe every week. Roughly
46% of the cargo is imported with 54% exported.190 The Port of Virginia moves 60% of total cargo via
truck, 37% via rail and approximately 3% via barge.191
An overview of “as is” port operations at this terminal are presented in Figure 2. For the
purposes of this study the Central and South port operations will be diagramed and examined. The
North portion will be very similar to the South portion. There are five areas of operations that provide
the ability to transport Twenty-foot Equivalent Units (TEUs) at this particular site and include the
following: ship side operations, TEU stack management, truck operations, barge operations and rail
operations. For the purposes of this study, truck and rail operations outside of the “as is” port facility
and barge operations would require further analysis and will NOT be part of this study. This analysis is
solely concerned with the movement of the TEUs that arrive and depart to/from the “as is” port facility.
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Ship side operations. ZPM cranes are manned to load/unload TEUs from the ship to the shore
(STS) TEU-Ship loading zone. Depending on the size of the ship and time required to load/unload the
TEUs up to six ZPM cranes on the North and up to eight on the South can be used at the same time to
improve efficiency. [see figure 2 green circle 7] Once the TEU’s are offloaded into the TEU-Ship loading
area, shuttle carriers move the TEUs to the TEU stack for the Rubber Tire Gantry Cranes to sort. [see
figure 2 green circle 6] Ships approaching the pier can be assured that the channel leading to the pier
has been fully dredged to at least 50 feet or more in some areas. NIT is capable of handling the very
large cargo ships with great efficiency using the super post panamax STS cranes which are larger than
the cranes at NIT’s sister port, VIG. Cargo ships operate a schedule similar to the airline industry. Ships
arrive and depart on set schedules so if a particular TEU is unable to be loaded onto the ship for
delivery, the TEU would remain at the port facility and queue until the next ship arrives with the same
destination and then be loaded for transportation. This would cause a delay in delivery time.
TEU Stack Management. The ZPM cranes are manned and rely on the secure internal network
for the operator to identify which TEU needs to be transported and what location to put the TEU. The
shuttle carriers or straddle cranes are manned as well and rely on the wireless network for the operator
to know which container to move and where to move the TEU. Once the shuttle carrier moves the TEU
to the TEU stack manned Rubber Tire Gantry (RTG) cranes using data from the Navis port operations
system on the secure internal network sort the TEUs in the TEU stack to prepare for the arrival of the
next vessel. [see figure 2 green circle 5] The RTG cranes operate most of the day almost every day-this is
different than the automated Rail Mounted Gantry (RMG) system at VIG. Other port facilities use
shuttle carriers with the ability to stack up to three TEU’s high to accomplish the same mission as the
fully automated RMG cranes. The Truck TEU stack is manually operated to load/unload TEUs to/from a
truck to/from the TEU stack. Placing the TEU on the truck requires the driver to be out of the vehicle
and assist in locking down the TEU once on the truck. The Entry Control Point (ECP) is not manned
speeding the truck entry/exit process improving truck turnaround time while at the “as is” port facility.
Truck Operations. Approximately 65% of the total number of TEU’s entering or exiting from the
Norfolk International Terminal (NIT) travel via truck transport. Most of the TEU trucks are destined for
locations along the Eastern side of the USA. A TEU carrying truck arriving NIT will pass through the
unmanned Entry Control Point (ECP) where the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) device scans the
driver and cargo information. The information is compared to what was entered in the Pro Pass Truck
Reservation System. [see figure 2 green circle 1] If all the information is correct the truck is directed to
the truck queueing station. [see figure 2 green circle 2] The driver then provides a biometrically
encoded access card and supplies a finger print. The access card is a Transportation Worker
Identification Credential (TWIC).192 If the TWIC information matches, then the driver and the truck are
admitted to the facility and provided a ticket from the NAVIS system directing the truck to the truck
loading and unloading area. [see figure 2 green circle 3] If the truck contains a refrigerated container, a
straddle carrier will offload the reefer from the truck at the truck loading/unloading area and move the
reefer to the refrigerated container storage area. If the truck is picking up from the ship or the reefer
stack, the truck remains in the truck loading/unloading area to receive the cargo. [see figure 2 green
circle 3] The truck is then directed to the customs clearance building then through the radiation
detection facility prior to exiting. [see figure 2 green circle 8]
Rail Operations. Approximately 35% of the total number of TEU’s entering or exiting from NIT
travel by rail road trains. Most of the rail TEUs are destined for locations West of the Appalachian
192
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Mountains in the USA. The rail loading/unloading facility is separate from the ship loading/unloading
operations area. TEU’s are transported from the ship TEU Stack to the Rail-TEU loading/unloading stack
by shuttle carriers. [see figure 2 green circle B] TEU’s are then transported from the Rail-TEU
loading/unloading stack through the radiation detection facility then through to clear customs prior to
being loaded onto the train by reach stackers. [see figure 2 green circle C] The reach stackers are
manned and connected to the secure wireless network to direct the reach stacker driver what TEU to
move to the designated location. TEU’s arriving by train destined for ship movement arrive at NIT and
are unloaded using reach stackers. [see figure 2 green circle A] The TEU is transported from the train to
the rail TEU loading/unloading zone. Once the TEU is at the rail-TEU loading/unloading zone a shuttle
carrier transports the TEU to the TEU stack. [see figure 2 green circle B] Once the TEU is at the TEU
stack, RTGs sort the TEUs to load onto the ship. [see figure 2 green circle 5] When the TEU is sorted and
ready to be loaded onto the ship a shuttle carrier will deliver it to the ship loading/unloading zone. [see
figure 2 green circle 6] Once the TEU is in the ship loading/unloading zone the ZPM crane will load to
the TEU onto the ship for transportation. [see figure 2 green circle 7] Rail operations at NIT are not as
efficient as the truck operations. NIT owns the rail road tracks and the rail road switches at the facility.
Common carriers, principally Norfolk Southern and CSX Transportation, exchange cars via transfer tracks
located offsite from NIT.
Communications Connectivity. The Virginia Port Authority has multiple ways to communicate
throughout the facility grounds to include internal LANs, wireless LANs, Plain Old Telephone Systems
(POTS), cellular phone systems and radios (VHF). The internal and wireless LANS are segregated to
ensure strict security boundaries. The internal LAN uses the NAVIS system which is the most critical
system to the efficient operation of transporting TEU’s between all the entities within the port facility.
Navis consists of two parts-the Business Intelligence portal and the Terminal Operating System (TOS).
The Navis Business Intelligence Portal analyzes all the TOS data and provides recommendations to
improve efficiency. The Navis TOS provides real-time visibility across all areas of the port facility
operation during the transportation of the cargo. The Navis system is so unique and important to the
safe and efficient operation at the port facility that there are three Disaster Recovery Centers (DRC) to
have the ability to restore the data needed in the event of a cyber-incident or attack. The version of
Navis at the Port of Virginia is unique to the location, meaning the Navis system used at VIG is different
from the Navis system used at NIT. The Navis systems are not connected to other facilities, meaning the
VIG Navis system is not connected to the NIT Navis system. This is a very good cyber security practice.
System Software Updates: Proprietary systems such as the Navis Terminal Operating System
are very complex and require coordination across the facility when an update is required. Since the
Navis system is unique to the Virginia Port Authority any updates to the software are tested prior to
loading the software and the process of loading the software is accomplished only by experts from the
Navis company. For desktop and laptop computers, software pushes are tested prior to automatically
being pushed to the desktops. Windows Software Update Service (WSUS) is a Microsoft platform that
pushes updates to computing devices within the organization. Anti-virus and anti-malware software
updates are pushed automatically using a centralized management console as soon as new updates are
available. Server software updates are handled similarly to the Navis updates with one exception-the
actual update is accomplished on site by trained personnel vice the proprietary company.
System Hardware Updates: Proprietary systems such as the Ship to Shore (STS) crane were
manufactured at a steel production facility in another country, in this case China, and delivered via a
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special maritime vessel to the Norfolk International Terminal (NIT). Upon delivery of the STS, a U.S.
based crew was sent to install all the Information Technology (IT) equipment used to run the STS cranes.
Other systems that need upgrading, such as the Navis 4 Terminal Operating System (TOS), were
executed in a very systematic way to minimize the interruption to operations caused by the installation,
testing and training required to ensure a smooth transition.
Crew Membership & Cyber Training: At the six locations for the Virginia Port Authority, roughly
700 personnel are employed to run the day to day operations. The cyber team consists of two
individuals and an outsourced cyber intelligence company. The cyber intelligence company provides the
Virginia Port Authority with current and relevant information on day to day cyber-attacks affecting the
maritime industry through a watch floor that is manned 24 hours a day seven days a week. Employee
cyber training is conducted at all facilities annually. Tests are conducted on the effectiveness of the
cyber training and those that do not pass the test are sent additional training material and have a
meeting with security personnel. Additionally, there is mandatory SANS training for all colleagues and
consultants at the Port of Virginia. SANS is the largest and most trusted security certification and
information security training in the world.193
Cyber Incident Reporting Requirements: The Virginia Port Authority reports cyber incidents
internally and externally to the organization. Within NIT incidents are reported to the Cyber Security
Intelligence System (CSIS) watch team that monitors cyber security 24 hours a day. Additionally, NIT
reports the same incident to the National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center (NCCIC)
that is also manned 24 hours a day. The NCCIC provides a central location for government agencies,
private sector and international entities to provide and receive cybersecurity information to respond,
mitigate and recovery from cyber-attacks.194 The mission of NCCIC mission is to reduce the severity of
incidents that could compromise the security and resiliency of the nation’s critical information
systems.195
Rationale for System Cyber Security Issues: The Terminal Cameras poses the greatest cyber risk
when compared to all other port facility systems analyzed as a result of physical damage to the system
or a compromise of information. The terminal cameras have the least impact to the operation at the
port facility. [See Annex G, Figure 5] The cameras are a physical security measure to combat terrorism,
enhance container security, prevent theft of goods, identify potential threats and improve the flow of
cargo.196 There are risks associated with terminal security cameras at the Norfolk International Terminal
as the views are accessible via the Port of Virginia public website.197 If the terminal cameras were
compromised or rendered inoperative, security surveillance would not be available to view malicious
activities within the facility. This means the entrances and exits of the port facility would not be
monitored at the central security location. The loading and unloading zones would not be monitored as
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well as other critical areas within the port facility. Although the terminal cameras are the greatest risk
to cyber-attack, the port facility would still be able to operate. Would it be possible to gain access to the
terminal cameras to deceive the security guards?
The Data Back Up Service at the “as is” port facility has been outsourced to ensure data security
and redundancy.198 The data generated from the Navis 4 Terminal Operating System is the most critical
asset at the “as is” port facility. [See Annex G, Figure 6] It generates all the data used to move cargo
from one place to another by personnel operating machinery that move cargo or by automated systems
moving cargo.199 The greatest threats to the Navis data are from physical damage to the equipment, a
technical failure of the equipment or a compromise of functions. The Navis data is so important, it is
stored in three different locations each using separate hardware and software. If the on-site Navis data
were compromised, the offsite backup data would be pulled from one of the three offsite data centers
to restore cargo operations otherwise port operations would slow dramatically or cease all together.
How hard would it be to send a ransomware virus through the data backup service, similar to the
Maersk incident in 2017?
The Navis Business Intelligence Portal is a tool that uses the Navis 4 terminal operating system
data to provide daily operational insights within the port facility. The portal provides dashboards
relevant for terminal managers, shift managers and supervisors to reduce manual analysis and improve
port operation performance such as gate productivity, yard operations, eliminate bottlenecks, improve
rail operation performance and improve customer service.200 [See Annex G, Figure 7] Physical damage
to the system supporting the portal and a compromise of information are the two greatest threats
affecting the portal. If the Navis business intelligence portal is rendered inoperative, managers and
supervisors lose situational awareness on yard operations and create delays in eliminating operational
bottlenecks, but operations would still be able to continue moving cargo. Would it be difficult to render
the Navis business intelligence portal inoperative?
The Pro Pass Truck Reservation System is an online system that allows the Port of Virginia to
optimize truck operations entering or leaving the port, reduce turnaround time for truckers, eliminate
trouble cases, and reduce congestion within the port.201 [See Annex G, Figure 8] The Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) pass is required to be used in conjunction with the Pro Pass Truck Reservation
system.202 Physical damage and compromise of information are the two areas our analysis determined
would affect this system from a cyber-perspective. If the Pro Pass Truck Reservation System were
rendered inoperative significant delays would occur for inbound and outbound trucks ultimately
decreasing or ceasing the flow of cargo at the port facility. How difficult would it be to gain access to
the Pro Pass Truck Reservation System to cause failure or interrupt cargo transport services?
The purpose of the Internal Local Area Network (LAN) is to provide employees with information
using systems in the conduct of operations at the port facility. [See Annex G, Figure 9] The systems
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include the Rubber Tire Gantry (RTG) cranes, N4 Terminal Operating System (TOS), Navis Business
Intelligence Portal, ProPass truck reservation system and the Lynx Customer Service Portal (CSP) to
name a few. The internal LAN is subject to technical failures and compromise of information having the
greatest cyber-risk. If the Internal LAN were interrupted then the systems using the internal LAN would
be interrupted to include the Navis 4 TOS, RTG, ProPass and the Lynx CSP causing an interruption to
operations at the port facility. How difficult would it be to map out the internal LAN with the sole intent
of causing a denial of service?
The Internal Wireless LAN is the most important communication media for all vehicles
working at the port facility. Cargo moving equipment like the Ship to Shore (STS) cranes, Rubber Tire
Gantry (RTG) cranes, straddle carriers, cassette carriers and reach stackers use the Navis 4 Terminal
Operating System to provide cargo movements through onboard computers using the wireless network.
[See Annex G, Figure 10] The wireless LAN is subject to technical failures, compromise of information
and physical damage having the greatest cyber-risk. If the internal wireless LAN was subject to being
jammed by an inexpensive electronic jammer, employees operating the cargo would be unable to
conduct TEU container moves within the port facility. Would it be possible to set up a frequency
jammer to deny access to the wireless LAN?
The Publicly Accessible Wireless LAN provides personnel working at the port facility access to
the internet via their personally owned electronic device. This network is not used by the company to
conduct cargo transfers or access online cargo related internet sites but rather allows personnel to use
their personal devices to connect to the internet during breaks at the port facility. [See Annex G, Figure
11] The greatest cyber-risks associated with the publicly accessible wireless LAN are technical failures,
compromise of information and physical damage. When the publicly accessible wireless LAN is rendered
inoperable or services are interrupted, employees would be unable to use personal Portable Electronic
Devices (PED) during breaks at the port facility. Although the publicly accessible wireless LAN has a
greater risk than other systems from a cyber-perspective, the impact to the port facility operations is
minimal. Similar to the internal wireless LAN, how difficult would it be to jam the publicly accessible
wireless LAN?
The Navis 4 Terminal Operating System (TOS) coupled with the associated data is the most
important asset to conducting cargo loading and unloading operations at a port facility. The Navis 4 TOS
has the ability to optimize the utilization of container handling equipment, yard utilization, vessel
planning and automate crane scheduling and monitoring.203 [See Annex G, Figure 12] The Navis 4 TOS
directs the cargo movement throughout the port facility from the manager to the crane operator. The
Navis N4 TOS powers the smart movement of goods through the supply chain. With bigger ships and
tighter supply chains, the pressure on terminals to operate at peak productivity and efficiency has
grown. Shipping lines depend on a terminal’s promised productivity and the need to turn vessels
around as quickly as possible, maintain schedules and maximize slow steaming reducing fuel costs.204
The greatest risk to the Navis 4 TOS as a result of a potential cyber-attack are a compromise of
information and physical damage to the system. When the Navis 4 TOS is attacked rendering the TOS
unusable, movement of cargo through the port facility slows or ceases. Would it be possible to render
the Navis 4 TOS inoperable using a cyber-weapon?
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This particular port facility decided to outsource a Cyber Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) to
monitor all networks and systems for cyber-attacks. [See Annex G, Figure 13] The cyber defense staff is
very small and the work load to conduct this type of work too great. CSIS is a private company that
resides offsite and monitors cyber-activity on the Port of Virginia networks with a dedicated 24X7
operation center. Services include Threat Manage, Detection and Response, Incident Response,
Penetration Testing, Compliance, Security Products and Vulnerability Scans to name a few.205 Networks
need continuous grooming and maintenance to operate at maximum efficiency while continuously
scanning for malicious activity. When such activity occurs, a defense team needs to be spring loaded
into action with preplanned responses to execute defensive measures. The greatest risk to the CSIS as a
result of a potential cyber-attack are physical damage and compromise of information. If the CSIS
management tools are rendered inoperable then cyber activity on the “as is” port facility will be unable
to be monitored exposing the network to unnecessary risk to cyber-attack. Would it be possible for an
insider threat to wreak havoc on the monitoring capabilities at the CSIS?
The Rubber Tire Gantry (RTG) cranes provide the same function as the Automated Rail Mounted
Gantry (ARMG) crane in the “To Be” port facility with two exceptions. First, a worker operates the RTG
where the ARMG requires no worker to operate the crane. Second, the RTG does not use GPS but relies
heavily on the Navis 4 Terminal Operating System (TOS) and the worker operating the RTG to conduct
the movement of TEUs.206 [See Annex G, Figure 14] GPS has become a navigation tool heavily relied on
to conduct ship navigation but is now being leveraged ashore to move cargo. Information compromise,
unauthorized actions and technical failures can decrease the reliability of GPS. The biggest concern for
port facility GPS is receiving incorrect or fraudulent data. If the GPS data has been corrupted, comes
from an untrusted source or has been spoofed, the safe movement of cargo is threatened. How hard
would it be to jam a GPS signal at a port facility if the GPS frequencies are known?
The Radiation Detection Facility automatically scans inbound cargo for nuclear and other
radioactive material using ruggedized, large plastic scintillation systems arranged to monitor moving
vehicles entering the port facility.207 [See Annex G, Figure 15] Physical damage to the system could
render the radiation detection facility resulting in TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned for
nuclear or other radioactive material. Physical damage to the components of the system concerns
security professionals. With all the reports in the news of weaponizing larger vehicles, how difficult
would it be to drive a fully loaded truck through the radiation detection facility rendering it inoperable?
The Straddle Carrier is an important component to the successful TEU cargo operations at any
port facility. Straddle Carriers move TEU to and from the TEU stack management to load or unload
trucks and prepare TEUs to load or unload the ships and trains. The straddle carriers are container
handling equipment with high productivity and reliability with low maintenance costs and fuel
consumption.208 [See Annex G, Figure 16] If a single straddle carrier was rendered inoperative there are
alternate straddle carriers that can be used or if all straddle carriers are rendered inoperative then port
operations slowed or ceased. A compromise of information (for example the TOS used to direct the
straddle carrier) and technical failures (fuel starvation) are the main security concerns for this piece of
equipment. How difficult would it be to manipulate the refueling operations at the port facility?
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During TEU cargo operations, the Cassette Carrier provides a necessary contribution to the
overall success of port operations by moving the TEU from the rail side to the ship or truck cargo
movement operations. The cassette carriers move one TEU at a time and work in conjunction with the
reach stackers to quickly load and unload rail cargo.209 [See Annex G, Figure 17] If a cassette carrier is
rendered inoperative, alternate cassette carriers could be used or if all cassette carriers rendered
inoperative then port operations could be slowed or ceased. A compromise of information (for
example the TOS used to direct cargo operations) and technical failures (fuel starvation) are the main
security concerns for this piece of equipment. How difficult would it be to render the Navis 4 TOS
inoperative by jamming the wireless signal?
Loading and unloading TEUs from the rail side of the port facility using the Reach Stackers is an
important aspect of the cargo operations. Reach Stackers are reliable during operations when handling
containers or heavy general cargo. [See Annex G, Figure 18] Reach stackers have durable spreaders
enabling containers to be moved very quickly during rail cargo movement operations.210 When a reach
stacker is rendered inoperative, alternate reach stackers could be used or if all reach stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased. A compromise of information (for example the TOS
used to direct the reach stacker) and technical failures (fuel starvation) are the main security concerns
for this piece of equipment. How difficult would it be to render the Navis 4 TOS inoperative by jamming
the wireless signal?
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Figure 2 - “As Is” Port Facility Operations Diagram
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Figure 3 - “As Is” Port Facility Operations Diagram
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Figure 4 - “As Is” Port Facility Summary of Cyber Risk Assessment
(See Figure 19 for color coded key)

As Is Port Facility Systems-Total Cyber Risk
Step 1 - ID Assets (Note 1) Step 6 Business Impact

Step 7
Step 8
Step 9
Incident
Total
Prioritized
Likelyhood Consequence Risk

Communication Systems
Telephone System [250]
VHF Radio [3]
Port Of Virginia (POV) Operations Alert
Notification System (OANS) [1]

Telephone system rendered inoperative. Communications between shipping customers, ships
and port facility workers interrupted or ceased.
Likely
VHF radio rendered inoperative. Port facility operators unable to communicate directly with
the cargo vessel creating a safety afloat issue during port docking and undocking procedures. Likely
POV OANS rendered inoperative. Truckers arriving or departing from port receive incorrect
information on port operations with possiblity of slowing or ceasing flow of cargo to or from
port.
Likely

1.2596899

15

1.228682

20

1.178295

22

Not Likely

1.251938

17

Not Likely

1.282945

10

Not Likely

1.275194

12

Not Likely

1.27318

13

Not Likely

1.27318

14

1.147287

23

1.2790698

11

1.383721

1

1.0775194

27

Bridge Systems
Not Applicable
Propulsion, Machinery Management &
Power Control Systems
Ship to Shore (STS) Crane [14] Super Post Panamax Ship to shore crane rendered inoperative. Alternate STS crane used or if all cranes rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rubber Tire Gantry Crane (RTG) Crane [9]
Straddle Carrier [108]
Cassette Carrier [33]
Reach Stacker [9]
Port Facility Equipment Fuel Center [3]
Radiation Detection Facility [3]

Rubber Tire Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle
Carriers rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette
Carriers rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Diesel refueling center rendered inoperative. Straddle, Cassette and Drayage trucks unable to
be refueled, cargo handling operations slowed or ceased.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be
scanned for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Likely
Not Likely

Access Control Systems
Terminal Cameras [32]

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not
available to view malicious activities within this port facility or any of the other five facilities.

Transportation Worker Information Card (TWIC)
[700+]
Transportation Worker Information Card (TWIC)
Fixed Physical Access Control Reader [24]

TWIC unable to be used by transportation worker. Work site acces denied.
Rixed reader rendered inoperable. Real-Time Identification unavailable in the field.
Transportation worker allowed access when should not have or access denied.

Likely

1.24031

19

Transportation Worker Information Card (TWIC)
Portable Verification Device [20]

Portable reader rendered inoperable. Real-Time Identification unavailable in the field.
Transportation worker allowed access when should not have or access denied.

Likely

1.24031

18

Navis N4 Terminal Operating System (TOS) [1]

TOS rendered inoperative. Port facility unable to coordinate and optimize the planning and
management of container and equipment moves in terminal environment.

Likely

1.317829

8

Navis Business Intelligence (BI) Portal [1]

Management, waterside operations, yard operations, gate operations and rail management
portal dashboards not available to managers and supervisors during port operations. Port
operations slowed significantly.

Likely

1.329457

3

Pro Pass Truck Reservation System (TRS) [1]

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers. Truck
operations at the port facility slowed significantly or ceased.

Likely

1.329457

4

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [1000]

RFID on passenger side truck mirror rendered inoperable. Cargo destined for further
transportation via ship or rail delayed or ceased.

Not Likely

1.182171

21

Lynx is a web-based application that provides accurate intuitive and real-time information
from the Terminal Operating System (TOS) to the terminal and registered community.

Not Likely

1.259689

16

1.329457

5

1.325581

6

Likely
Not Likely

Cargo Management Systems

Passenger Servicing & Management
System
Lynx Customer Service Portal (CSP) [1]
Passenger Facing Networks
Not Applicable
Core Infrastructure Systems
Internal LAN [1]

Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS, Navis
Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Likely
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct TEU
container moves within the port facility.
Likely
Electrical power generated offsite rendered inoperable. Alternate power required to supply
electricity or no electrical power available to operate port facility systems.
Likely
Back up electrical power rendered inoperable. Assuming primary power unavailable and
secondary powere unavailable no electrical power available to operate port facility systems. Likely

1.085271

26

1.1085271

25

HVAC [6]

HVAC system rendered inoperable. Personnel exposed to heat exhaustion or hypothermia,
equipment exposed to potential overheating or humidity slowing or ceasing port operations.

Not Likely

1.1162791

24

Data Back Up Services [3]

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored from
offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Likely

Cyber Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) [1]

CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

Wireless LAN Public [1]

Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal Portable
Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Internal Wireless LAN Private [1]
Electrical Power [1]
Back up Generator Power [2]

Administrative & Crew Welfare
Systems

Not Likely

1.344961

2

1.2984496

9

1.325581

7

Likely
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Figure 5 - “As Is” Port Facility Terminal Cameras
(See Figure 19 for color coded key)
Terminal Cameras - As Is Port Facility
Maritime port facility terminal security cameras combat
terrorism, Enhance container security, Prevent theft of
goods, Identify threats and Improve the flow of trade .
There are always risks to Tampering with the cameras.
Maritime Security Camera Setup Advice
Position cameras in all loading and unloading areas to
monitor the flow of cargo.

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Fire

On site Maritime Incident Response Team

Water Damage
Pollution

System built to withstand extreme weather
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

None
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

HVAC Failure

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Power Failure

Back up power available via generator

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Thermal Radiation

None

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Interception of compromising
Interference signals

None

Remote Spying

None

Eavesdropping

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Theft of Media/Documents

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Theft of Equipment

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Natural Events
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Loss of Essential Services

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Compromise of Information

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None

None

Disclosure

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software

None

Position Detection

None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Unauthorized use of equipment

None

Fraudulent copying of software

None

Use of counterfeit/copied software

None

Corruption of Data

None

Illegal Processing of Data

None

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Denial of Actions

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative.
view malicious activities within the port facility.

None

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Technical Failures
Security surveillance not available to
Security surveillance not available to
Security surveillance not available to
Security surveillance not available to

Unauthorized Actions
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Compromise of Functions

Breach of Personnel Availability

Security surveillance not available to
Security surveillance not available to
Security surveillance not available to
Security surveillance not available to
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Figure 6 - “As Is” Port Facility Data Back Up System
(See Figure 19 for color coded key)
Data Back Up System - As Is Port Facility
The Navis software creates alot of data that needs to be
stored in the event of a ransomeware attack or some other
issue preventing access to data needed to run the port
facility operation. Navis data is backed up to multiple
locations with the ability to restore data in a relatively
short time frame to manage and continue port operations.
By using a data back up system similiar to a FlexPod, a port

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Fire

Offsite fire extinguishing capability

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation

None
None

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping

None
None
None

Theft of Media/Documents

None

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
None
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Natural Events
None
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
None
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Loss of Essential Services
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
None
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Compromise of Information

Theft of Equipment
None
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
None
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
None

Disclosure

None

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Unauthorized use of equipment

None

Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None

Corruption of Data

None

None
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Illegal Processing of Data

None

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Error in Use

None

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Denial of Actions

None

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Breach of Personnel Availability

None

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Technical Failures

None

Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Unauthorized Actions
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.
Navis cargo data rendered unavailable onsite. Alternate data required to be restored
from offsite data center otherwise port operations slowed or ceased.

Compromise of Functions
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Figure 7 - “As Is” Port Facility Navis Business Intelligence (BI) Portal
(See Figure 19 for color coded key)

Navis Business Intelligence (BI) Portal - As Is Port Facility
The Navis Business Intelligence Portal is a
comprehensive and agile analytics solution that unlocks
TOS data to provide operational insights. Gate, yard,
waterside and rail dashboards provide relevant data into
operations for terminal managers, shift managers and
supervisors to reduce or eliminate manual analysis and
improve performance.

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Fire

On site fire extinguishing system

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None
None
None

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.
Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)
Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None
None

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.
Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

None

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Natural Events

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.
Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
HVAC Failure
None
Power Failure
Back up power available via generator
Telecommunication Equipment Failure None

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.
Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Theft of Equipment

None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware

None
None
None
None

None
Navis BI Portal information disclosed to unauthorized personnel

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None
None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None
None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
Navis BI Portal unable to be accessed by managers & supervisors.

Compromise of Information

Navis BI Portal information disclosed to unauthorized personnel
Navis BI Portal information disclosed to unauthorized personnel
Navis BI Portal information disclosed to unauthorized personnel

Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Technical Failures
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Unauthorized Actions
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors

Compromise of Functions
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
Navis BI Portal information affected, information uable to be used by managers and supervisors
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Figure 8 - “As Is” Port Facility Pro Pass Truck Reservation System (TRS)
(See Figure 19 for color coded key)

Pro Pass Truck Reservation System (TRS) - As Is Port Facility
The PRO-PASS Truck Reservation System is a
comprehensive motor carrier truck scheduling solution
that allows The Port of Virginia to optimize gate and yard
operations, reduce trucker turntime, eliminate trouble
cases, and reduce congestion within the Port. The PROPASS Truck Reservation System will give trucking
companies the opportunity to schedule terminal visits

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Fire

On site fire extinguishing system

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None
None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)
Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Natural Events

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
HVAC Failure
None
Power Failure
Back up power available via generator
Telecommunication Equipment Failure None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Theft of Equipment

None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media
Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources
Tampering with Hardware

None
None
None
None

None
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Equipment Failure
Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Compromise of Information

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Technical Failures
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Unauthorized Actions
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.

Compromise of Functions
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
Pro Pass TRS unable to be accessed by managers, supervisors and truck drivers.
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Figure 9 - “As Is” Port Facility Internal Local Area Network (LAN)
(See Figure 19 for color coded key)
Internal LAN - As Is Port Facility
Viginia International Gateway (VIG) stated they have an
internal LAN for employees to conduct work at the port
facility. The sole purpose of this network is to provide
employees with information while conducting operations
at the port facility. This includes the Rail Mounted Gantry
cranes, N4 Terminal Operating System (TOS), Navis
Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass truck reservation

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Fire

Internal Fire Extinguishing System

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)
Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None
None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Thermal Radiation

None

Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals

None

Remote Spying

None

Eavesdropping

None

Theft of Media/Documents

None

None
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Natural Events
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
None
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
None

Loss of Essential Services
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Theft of Equipment
None
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure

None

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None
None

Corruption of Data

None

Illegal Processing of Data

None

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None

Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
None
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
None
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
None

Technical Failures

None

Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Unauthorized Actions
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
None
None
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.

Compromise of Functions
None
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
Internal LAN rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct business on N4 TOS,
Navis Business Intelligence Portal, ProPass TRS and the Lynx CSP.
None
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Figure 10 - “As Is” Port Facility Internal Wireless Local Area Network (LAN)
(See Figure 19 for color coded key)
Internal Wireless LAN Private - As Is Port Facility
Viginia International Gateway (VIG) stated they have an
internal wireless private LAN for employees to conduct
work at the port facility. The sole purpose of this network
is to provide employees with information while conducting
operations at the port facility. This includes the Ship To
Shore (STS) crane operators, Straddle Carriers, Cassette
Carriers and the Drayage drivers to name a few.

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.

Fire

None

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)
Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None
None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Thermal Radiation

None

Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals

None

Remote Spying

None

Eavesdropping

None

Theft of Media/Documents

None

None
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.

Natural Events
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None

Loss of Essential Services
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Theft of Equipment
None
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure

None

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None
None

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None

Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None

Technical Failures

None

Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable.
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable.
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable.
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable.
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable.
TEU container moves within the port facility.

Employees unable to conduct
Employees unable to conduct
Employees unable to conduct
Employees unable to conduct
Employees unable to conduct

Unauthorized Actions
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None
None
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None

Compromise of Functions
None
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
Internal Wireless private LAN access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to conduct
TEU container moves within the port facility.
None
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Figure 11 - “As Is” Port Facility Wireless Local Area Network (LAN) Public
(See Figure 19 for color coded key)
Wireless LAN Public - As Is Port Facility
Viginia International Gateway (VIG) stated they have a
publicly accessible wireless LAN for employees to use their
Personal Electronic Device (PED). The sole purpose of this
network is to provide employees with a venue to access
WiFi when not engaged in the day to day port facility
operations.

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Fire

None

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

None
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon
Flood

None
None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Thermal Radiation

None

Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals

None

Remote Spying

None

Eavesdropping

None

Theft of Media/Documents

None

Natural Events

None
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
None

Loss of Essential Services
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Theft of Equipment
None
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure

None

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None
None

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None

Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
None
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
None
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
None

Technical Failures

None

Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.

Unauthorized Actions
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
None
None
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
None

Compromise of Functions
None
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
Wireless LAN Public access rendered inoperable. Employees unable to use personal
Portable Electronic Device (PED) during breaks at port facility.
None
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Figure 12 - “As Is” Port Facility Navis 4 Terminal Operating System (TOS)
(See Figure 19 for color coded key)

Navis N4 Terminal Operating System (TOS) - As Is Port Facility
Navis N4 is a sophisticated and modern technology
platform that optimizes efficiency and helps to power the
intelligent movement of goods through the supply chain.
Shipping lines depend on a terminal’s promised
productivity; they need their vessels turned as quickly as
possible to maintain schedules, maximize slow steaming
to reduce costs and to have vessel assets deployed as

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Fire

Fire extinguishing system or fire department
available.

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Water Damage

None

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Pollution

None

None

Major Accident
Equipment Destruction
Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None
None
None

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)
Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None
None

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Volcanic Phenomenon
Meterological Phenomenon

None
None

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Flood

None

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Natural Events

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
HVAC Failure
None
Power Failure
Back up power available via generator
Telecommunication Equipment Failure None

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation
Electromagnetic Pulse

None
None
None

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Theft of Equipment

None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
Navis N4 TOS rendered inoperative. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Compromise of Information

Navis N4 information disclosed to unauthorized personnel.
Navis N4 information disclosed to unauthorized personnel.
Navis N4 information disclosed to unauthorized personnel.

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None

None

Disclosure
Data from untrustworthy sources

None
None

Navis N4 information disclosed to unauthorized personnel.

Tampering with Hardware
Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None
None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Equipment Failure

None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System
Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None
None
None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None
None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights
Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None
None
None
None

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Technical Failures

Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Unauthorized Actions
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.

Compromise of Functions
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
Navis N4 information rendered unreliable. Movement of goods through the port facility slows or ceases.
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Figure 13 - “As Is” Port Facility Cyber Security Intelligence Service (CSIS)
(See Figure 19 for color coded key)
Cyber Security Intelligence System - As Is Port Facility
CSIS mission is to help organizations stay secure and gain
visibility into the vulnerabilities and active threats
traversing their network on a daily basis. CSIS understands
that security practitioners and IT professionals have
enough to worry about. CSIS helps defend an organization
from modern-day attacks. CSIS is a private contractor that
resides offsite and monitors cyber activity on a given

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Fire

None

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Electromagnetic Radiation
Thermal Radiation

None
None

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Interception of compromising
Interference signals

None

Remote Spying

None

Eavesdropping

None

Theft of Media/Documents

None

CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

Natural Events
None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

Disturbance due to Radiation
None
None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

Compromise of Information

Theft of Equipment
None
Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None

CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

Disclosure

None

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.

None

None

Unauthorized use of equipment

None

Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights
Forging of Rights

None
None
None

Denial of Actions
Breach of Personnel Availability

None
None

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
None

Compromise of Functions
None
None
None
CSIS cyber management tools rendered inoperable. Cyber activity unable to be monitored
exposing the network to unneccessary risk to cyber attack.
None
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Figure 14 - “As Is” Port Facility Rubber Tire Gantry Crane (RTG)
(See Figure 19 for color coded key)
Rubber Tyre Gantry (RTG) Crane - As Is Port Facility
Rubber tyre gantry cranes (RTGs) are available with spans
of between five and nine containers wide (plus a truck
lane) and with hoisting heights from 1 over 3 to 1 over 6
containers high. Supplied with Liebherr's eight rope
reeving anti-sway system and drive systems, the Liebherr
RTG delivers exceptional productivity and reliability in
container stacking. The RTG has a rigid and stable steel

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Fire

On site emergency response team

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Equipment Destruction

None

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane operator rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG
cranes rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Thermal Radiation

None

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Theft of Equipment

None

None
None

Natural Events
None
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Loss of Essential Services

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure
None

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
None
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software

None

Position Detection

None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

None

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software

None
None

Use of counterfeit/copied software

None

Corruption of Data

None

None
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Illegal Processing of Data

None

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Denial of Actions

None

Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Breach of Personnel Availability

None

None

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions
Rubber Tyre Gantry Crane rendered inoperative. Alternate RTG cranes used or if all RTG cranes
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Compromise of Functions
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Figure 15 - “As Is” Port Facility Radiation Detection Facility
(See Figure 19 for color coded key)
Radiation Detection Facility - As Is Port Facility
The Virginia International Gateway (VIG) has a radiation
detection portal to automatically scan inbound cargo for
nuclear and other radioactive material. Cargo bound for
rail transport is moved using straddle carriers to transit
through the radiation portal for scanning. The detectors
are ruggedized, large plastic scintillation systems that can
be optimally arranged to monitor moving vehicles entering

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Fire

On site Maritime Incident Response Team

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Equipment Destruction

None

None
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

HVAC Failure

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Power Failure

Back up power available via generator

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Thermal Radiation

None

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Remote Spying

None

None

Eavesdropping

None

None

Theft of Media/Documents

None

None

Theft of Equipment

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Natural Events
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None

None

Disclosure

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software
Position Detection

None
None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction
Saturation of the Information System

None
None

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

None
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

None

None

Unauthorized use of equipment

None

None

Fraudulent copying of software
Use of counterfeit/copied software

None
None

None

Corruption of Data
Illegal Processing of Data

None
None

Error in Use
Abuse of Rights

None
None

None

Forging of Rights

None

Denial of Actions

None

None
Maritime port facility security cameras rendered inoperative. Security surveillance not available to
view malicious activities within the port facility.

Breach of Personnel Availability

None

None

Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
None

Technical Failures
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.

Unauthorized Actions

None
Radiation detection facility rendered inoperative. TEU cargo via truck or rail not able to be scanned
for nuclear or other radioactive material.
None

Compromise of Functions
None
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Figure 16 - “As Is” Port Facility Straddle Carrier
(See Figure 19 for color coded key)
Straddle Carrier - As Is Port Facility
The straddle carrier delivers excellent container handling,
high productivity and reliability as well as low
maintenance costs and fuel consumption. Straddle
carriers are custom built in two standard heights, three
containers high (1 over 2) and four containers high (1 over
3). The straddle carriers are designed for single and twinlift
operation. Eight wheels mounted on four steering axles,

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Fire

On site emergency response team

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Equipment Destruction

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Thermal Radiation

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Theft of Equipment

None

None
None

Natural Events
None
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Loss of Essential Services

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure
None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
None
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software

None

Position Detection

None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software

None
None

Use of counterfeit/copied software

None

Corruption of Data

None

None
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Illegal Processing of Data

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Denial of Actions

None

Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Breach of Personnel Availability

None

None

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions
Straddle Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Straddle Carriers used or if all Straddle Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Compromise of Functions
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Figure 17 - “As Is” Port Facility Cassette Carrier
(See Figure 19 for color coded key)
Cassette Carrier - As Is Port Facility
MAFI Terminal tractors are operated by their valued clients
who utilize these machines inflexible in highly demanding
24h/7 operations in their high performance global
container terminals. Such demanding operations require
prompt and effective constant support from MAFI to ensure
minimum disruptions to port operations and maximum
profitability.

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Fire

On site emergency response team

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Equipment Destruction

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Thermal Radiation

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Theft of Equipment

None

None
None

Natural Events
None
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure
None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
None
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software

None

Position Detection

None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software

None
None

Use of counterfeit/copied software

None

Corruption of Data

None

None
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Illegal Processing of Data

None

None

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Denial of Actions

None

Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Breach of Personnel Availability

None

None

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions
Cassette Carrier rendered inoperative. Alternate Cassette Carriers used or if all Cassette Carriers
rendered inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None

Compromise of Functions
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Figure 18 - “As Is” Port Facility Reach Stacker
(See Figure 19 for color coded key)
Reach Stacker - As Is Port Facility
Whether for use in port, railway or intermodal terminals,
in container stackyards or any other area of logistics,
onecranes Liftace Reach Stackers are known for good
quality, robust design and reliability in operation when
handling containers or heavy general cargo. With the
durable Konecranes Liftace Spreaders, 20’ to 40’
containers are stacked up to 1-over-6 high-cube containers

Step 3 ID Existing
Step 4 ID Vulnerabilities Step 5 ID Consequences
Controls
Hardware Software Network Personnel Site Organization

Physical Damage

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Fire

On site emergency response team

Water Damage
Pollution

None
None

Major Accident

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Equipment Destruction

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Dust, Corrosion, Freezing

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Climatic Phenomenon (i.e. global
warming)

None

Seismic Phenomenon (earthquake)

None

Volcanic Phenomenon

None

Meterological Phenomenon

None

Flood

None

HVAC Failure

None

Power Failure

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Telecommunication Equipment Failure

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Radiation

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Thermal Radiation

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Electromagnetic Pulse

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Interception of compromising
Interference signals
Remote Spying
Eavesdropping
Theft of Media/Documents

None
None
None
None

Theft of Equipment

None

None
None

Natural Events
None
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Step 2 Threats (Note 1)

Loss of Essential Services

Disturbance due to Radiation

Compromise of Information

Retreival of Recycled or Discarded Media None
Disclosure
None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
None
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None
None
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Data from untrustworthy sources

None

Tampering with Hardware

None

Tampering with Software

None

Position Detection

None

Equipment Failure

None

Equipment Malfunction

None

Saturation of the Information System

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Software Malfunction
Breach of Information System
Maintainability

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Unauthorized use of equipment
Fraudulent copying of software

None
None

Use of counterfeit/copied software

None

Corruption of Data

None

None
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Illegal Processing of Data

None

None

Error in Use

None

Abuse of Rights

None

Forging of Rights

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Denial of Actions

None

Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.

Breach of Personnel Availability

None

None

Technical Failures

Unauthorized Actions
Reach stacker rendered inoperative. Alternate Reach Stackers used or if all Reach Stackers rendered
inoperative then port operations slowed or ceased.
None

Compromise of Functions
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Figure 19 - Key to Cyber Risk Assessment
Conducted
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